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Abstract 
 
 
The apprehension, confiscation and in most cases destruction of approximately 2000 

Indonesian fishing boats for breaches to Australian fishing regulations since 1980, has 

arguably been one of the most taxing aspects of Australia’s bilateral relations with Indonesia. 

Together with the influx in refugee arrivals by boat onto the Australian coast, the media 

representations of these ‘illegal’ vessels constitute a major element of the visible history of 

Australia’s relations with one of its nearest neighbours. 

 

Against this broad background of geo-politics, border protection and diminishing marine 

resources, this thesis explores the histories and transformative processes entailed in the 

apprehension, acquisition and display of three fishing boats that escaped destruction and 

found their way into the permanent collections of three Australian museums. Previous 

studies of Indonesian boats have usually focused on architectural, technological, or economic 

perspectives. This study is the first of its kind to look at Indonesian boats and their 

significance as museum objects. Using a case study approach, the ethno-histories and 

provenance of the three sloops, or perahu lambo as they are known in Indonesia, are 

researched and examined. Their museum histories, the process of acquisition, transformation 

and display are also described, in order to better understand their significance as artefacts 

that have entered the museum environment from their largely unknown ‘lives’ in eastern 

Indonesia. 

 
This thesis, therefore, examines some of the implications these boat histories have for current 

museum debates on curatorial practice, acquisition, display and the question of significance 

and ultimately what justifies their continued existence in museum collections. 
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Chapter  One 

Introduction. 
 
 

For a craft, whether of bark or wood, iron or steel, lives in the life of its 
sailors, and it is more to a sailor than a mere bit of shaped matter. To the 
native, not less than to the white seaman, a craft is surrounded by an 
atmosphere of romance, built up of tradition and of personal experience. 
(Malinowski 1922: 105). 

 

1.0 Subject of the thesis 
 

This thesis examines the recent history of three small Indonesian sailing boats built in the 

latter half of the twentieth century (c.1955–1993) to fish in the eastern seas of Indonesia and 

the islands off the north-western coast of Australia. These fishing boats, caught in the 

geopolitics of a post-colonial world during a restructure of maritime space and resource 

ownership, have been transported and transformed from their origin in an Indonesian coastal 

fishing village to public display as artefacts in three different museums in Australia. This 

thesis is written within the discipline of anthropology and the study of material culture. It 

draws heavily on historical narratives and to a lesser extent museum studies to document the 

provenance of these boats, as well as the social process of acquisition and transformation as 

they entered the museum environment. 

 

The reasons for the acquisition of these boats are examined, as are the methods used by each 

museum to interpret and display their respective example. It is an unfortunate fact that many 

objects in museum collections have not been well researched and this applies equally to 

ethnographic, historical and art museum collections. Researching and writing about museum 

artefacts (boats) and the histories of past use are essential parts of museum practice. 

Unfortunately, time constraints, not to mention the resources required to carry out 

ethnographic fieldwork in Indonesia where these vessels were built and operated prior to 

their arrival in Australia, meant that a full ethno-history of each was beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

 

What is known of their pre-acquisition lives is presented, but this thesis concentrates on what 

is known about each vessel since entering Australian waters and what has been gleaned from 

the Australian side of the Timor Sea. Their life before entering an Australian cultural 

environment, therefore, has not as yet been fully researched. The narratives and relationships 

of the people who built, owned and worked these vessels – on fishing and collecting voyages 
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to the Sahul Banks in the Timor Sea and the islands off Western Australia, have largely been 

lost in what have become static displays in maritime museums. 

 

It is important for the survival of these boats that these stories are researched and 

documented, as their futures are by no means secure. In the museum world, as in everyday 

life, artefacts without ‘usefulness’ have little chance of being preserved. They are in danger 

of being lost, discarded, sold, or given away. In museum collections, artefacts in this 

category are all too often those without tags and labels, without provenance and without 

ownership history or recognised cultural significance. This thesis, therefore, will research 

and present an ethno-history and a recent museological history of each vessel within the 

parameters already outlined. In doing so it will expose the gaps in the knowledge and 

understanding of these boats and, while not being able to provide all the answers, will 

provide some directions for future research and management. 

 

Like boats in most small, pre-industrial, maritime communities with low technological 

resources, they have more than an economic value. They have deep cultural, spiritual and 

symbolic value as well. Collins (1937a, 1937b), Pelly (1977), Horridge (1979b, 1986d), 

Southon (1995) and Stacey (1999, 2007) have published on the significance of ritual practice 

in the process of building boats in the Bugis, Butonese and Bajo communities respectively. 

This thesis, however, while recognising the importance of the ritual processes in boat 

construction and the esoteric knowledge required by builders to practice their craft, will not 

explore or discuss these questions. To do so would require ethnographic research in 

Indonesia. 

 

The study of material culture, particularly within museum environments, has often focused 

on typological and classificatory systems as a means to understanding the relationship 

between the material and cultural worlds of any given society. Comparison and contrast 

assessments are often made between individual artefacts of the same type, in order to place 

them in some order of significance, such as the evolution of form over time. Individual 

objects (and collections) from one cultural group are also compared with artefacts from other 

cultural groups. This is frequently done to show similarity or difference between cultural 

groups that utilise artefacts of similar form and function. This approach has been especially 

popular when studying watercraft in Indonesia and, while it is a very valuable approach, it is 

not the only way to view boats in museum collections. 
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Another common problem among museum objects, even those items that have labels and 

have been well documented in the past, is the lack of any statement of significance. At the 

time it was collected the object’s significance may well have been obvious, certainly to the 

connoisseur collector or curator concerned. Often a brief description (in some cases a good 

description) is all that exists on file and it often replaces any analysis of what might be 

significant about an object. The reader may be left with a good sense of material qualities, 

such as size and composition and where it was collected, but there is little if any information 

on what it ‘means’, what cultural relevance it might have, or why it was collected and why 

we should care for it. Like the yellowing label and the fading ink that identifies it, the 

object’s contemporary social and cultural significance will likely diminish also with time, 

unless it is meaningfully interpreted and given a place in the contemporary world. 

 

This thesis has come about after more than two decades working as a museum curator, often 

through challenging times. During this period a number of boats in Australian museums have 

fallen into disrepair. Some have been deaccessioned and offered to other museums in the 

vain hope that another institution will pick up the problems and the headaches that go with 

its upkeep. A few, after deaccessioning, have been broken up and disposed of in landfill. 

Others have just been left under their own weight to disintegrate and enter the archaeological 

record with the passage of time. 

 

Harsh critics may call it management by neglect but with changing political environments, 

economic rationalism and the increasing pressure on museum management to compete for 

the ‘infotainment’ dollar, museum professionals have had to continually refine and develop 

methods and skills to protect and develop the relevance of their collections into the future. 

Recent work by Russell and Winkworth (2009) on the question of significance and the work 

that leads to it (Russell and Winkworth 2001) arrived at a timely moment in this debate. 

Their work and that of the Collections Council of Australia (previously the Heritage 

Collections Council) influenced much of the thinking that has gone into this thesis. Concepts 

of relevance and significance are now recognised as key components to informed decision-

making about objects and collections and are as relevant to small historical society museums 

as they are to larger state or nationally funded ones. 

 

1.1 Aim and scope 
 
The aim of this study is to research the history and provenance of each of the three 

Indonesian fishing boats (within the constraints outlined) in order to understand their place 

and significance in Australian museum collections. There are currently four museums in 
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Australia that have, or had, Indonesian boats in their collections. The Australian National 

Maritime Museum (ANMM) located in Sydney Harbour, the Western Australian Maritime 

Museum (WAMM) in Fremantle, the Broome Historical Society Museum (BHSM) in 

Broome, Western Australia and the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory 

(MAGNT) located in Darwin. 

 

Three of these museums have significant numbers of other types of boat on public view. The 

exception is the BHSM which is much smaller than the other three, having had a single boat 

in its collection, and a couple of dugout canoes, also of Indonesian origin (Clark 2006: 106). 

Together, these museums encompass a range of different collecting practices and museum 

types, including Commonwealth, State/Territory and regional approaches. 

 

Nested within the aim of researching the history of these boats, is also the aim to 

contextualise and compare the acquisition process undertaken by each museum – the process 

that transformed a working fishing boat into a public museum display. The analysis of this 

process also examines the reasons each boat was collected and whether that rationale for 

collection was subsequently interpreted and translated into the vessel’s eventual display. 

 

A comparative study approach was adopted since the three Indonesian fishing boats selected 

for this study were of the same generic type or class of vessel, and had all come to Australia 

within the last 30 years from the island of Rote in Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT), the south-

eastern region of the Republic of Indonesia. 

 

1.2 Research question 
 
The fundamental question posed in this thesis is one of history and provenance and hence the 

understanding of what makes objects such as boats in museum collections valuable, worth 

keeping and hence significant?  Given that we cannot keep everything, it is vital that 

museums, faced with the competing demands of time, space, and money, make best use of 

the scarce resources that are available for collecting, documenting, conserving and 

interpreting material culture. Significance, as Russell and Winkworth (2009: vii) have 

recently written, is not an absolute state – rather it is ‘relative, contingent and dynamic’. 

Views and interpretations of significance are also dependent upon cultural perspectives and 

therefore can change over time. 
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There can also be conflicting viewpoints between individuals or cultural groups, particularly 

where their ethos and world view, or their spiritual attachments diverge. The significance of 

material culture in general, and displayed museum objects in particular, is ultimately, 

therefore, a social construct. As Thomas (1991: 4) has eloquently put it ‘… objects are not 

what they are made to be, but what they have become’. The form and function of a boat, 

built to fish the reefs and shoals of north-western Australia may not have changed much in 

form when it entered the museum environment, however, its primary purpose or function in 

life (to catch fish) has changed quite radically in the process of cultural appropriation and 

display. 

 

Whether the makers and users of these boats approve of the way their vessels have been 

appropriated and displayed is not clear and has not been researched. However, what is clear 

is that considerable time and resources have been expended in presenting some sort of 

narrative to museum visitors. 

 

The question for this thesis is therefore: What is the history and provenance of these  

Indonesian fishing boats and how does that knowledge help the reader understand their place 

and significance in Australian museum collections? The answer to this question, will then 

inform the reader of why they are worth keeping into the future. 

 

1.3 Thesis outline 
 
Chapter Two is a review and summary of the historical development of watercraft in the 

Indonesian region. Through scholarly publications it traces key developments in the study 

and understanding of watercraft and maritime trade in Southeast Asia and in particular the 

eastern part of Indonesian. Using a technological development model, or a ‘developmental 

approach’1 to viewing history, it provides historical and geographical provenance for the 

boats in question and a hypothesis for understanding their technological development. 

Consequently, the chapter provides the reader with the temporal framework necessary to 

understand the background and development of these boats and defines them in a way that 

enables the reader to contextualise their significance and relevance in Australia’s recent 

maritime history. 

 

                                                
1  Two common constructions of history are the ‘period approach’ and the ‘developmental approach’. The 

period approach has history as a series of stages and events, and the developmental approach has history as a 
continuous development of socio-cultural process. 
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Chapter Three provides a contextual history of Indonesian fishing in Australian waters. It 

includes a literature review and presents an analysis of the geo-political and economic 

background that led to the presence in Australian waters of the boats being examined in this 

thesis. It also outlines the relevant Australian legal and political frameworks and the changes 

that have occurred since the establishment of the modern nation states of Indonesia and 

Australia.  It reveals some of the tensions that have developed over fishing rights and access 

to marine resources along Australia’s maritime border shared with Indonesia, particularly 

after Australia expanded its maritime jurisdiction and claimed the resources within the new 

boundaries. Furthermore, it provides a sense of social origin and provenance, the place from 

which these boats came, and looks briefly at the economic circumstances that gave rise to 

their existence. 

 

Chapter Four will present what is currently known of the history and provenance of each 

boat and how together they can also be viewed as examples of adaptation and change over 

time. It will concentrate on the story of apprehension, transformation and appropriation that 

each boat experienced as it moved from sea to shore and became part of public museum 

space. Each shares common ethnographic features such as origin, design and purpose. When 

viewed in the context of a fishing industry with a long history of operating in Australian 

waters, the significance and meaning of each boat becomes more apparent – not only when 

viewed individually, but as a collection. 

 

Chapter Five will explore some of the broader museological questions of curatorship, 

interpretation and display. It will present each of the boats as they are today, museum 

exhibits, appropriated, transformed and displayed to the public, with curatorial purpose and 

design – often in ways that are far removed from the boat’s original purpose in life. An 

analysis of the display design and messages presented will be compared with the original 

purpose (i.e. acquisition proposal) or justification for acquiring the boat for the museum in 

the first place. 

 

Chapter Six will provide a conclusion to this thesis and present directions for future research 

and interpretation. 
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Chapter  Two 

An historical and geographical investigation for the 
origin of the perahu lambo 
 

… a boat should be judged only, and I repeat only, in the light of the 
requirements for which she was built and the resources of the society which 
built her. She should never be judged by comparison with other boats built 
for different purposes of different materials in different circumstances 
(Greenhill 1976: 25). 

 

2.0 Introduction 
 
This chapter provides a general history for the origin and development of the perahu lambo, 

a small ‘modern’ yacht type of handmade sailing boat that originates from the eastern part of 

the Indonesian archipelago. Despite having some structural differences, the three fishing 

boats Sama Biasa, Karya Sama and Titipan that are the subject of this thesis are each 

classified as perahu lambo in Indonesia today. 

 

In order to understand something of the perahu lambo’s origins and that element of its 

significance – where and how it developed into the successful type of vessel it is today, it is 

useful to have some understanding of the general history and development of watercraft in 

the Indonesian archipelago as a whole. It is also useful to have an understanding of the 

historical context in which watercraft from Indonesia have been recorded and studied. In the 

Western (English) maritime tradition, the perahu lambo can be defined as either a cutter or a 

sloop if it has a single mast, and a schooner or a ketch if it has two masts. This chapter, 

therefore, describes and defines the perahu lambo as a vessel ‘type’ and provides a 

description of its design, construction and use. This is done through an analysis of the 

published literature.1 

 

The perahu lambo is generally linked to the Bajo and Butonese peoples and to certain island 

groups in the Flores Sea, south of Sulawesi and in the Banda Sea in the Maluku region 

(Collins 1937a, 1937b, 1937c, Gibson-Hill 1950, Horridge 1979a, Burningham 1994b, Ellen 

2003, Stacey 2007). It is widely regarded as the most Western influenced and hence the least 

traditional type of sailing boat to evolve from the Indonesian archipelago (Horridge 1979a, 

1981a, 1985, Hughes 1984, Mellefont 1988, 1991b, Burningham 1989b, 1994b, Southon 

1995, and Stacey 1999, 2007). 

                                                             
1 Only includes works published in European languages, i.e., English, Dutch and French. 
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The use of watercraft in the region began some 5,000 years ago with the movement of the 

Austronesian/Malayo-Polynesian forebears out of southern China/Taiwan and into Southeast 

Asia and the Pacific Ocean (Bellwood 1978, 1985, 1995). Developmental increments 

occurred gradually over time but intensified with the arrival of Europeans in the latter half of 

the pre-modern and into the modern period. Naturally, such a vast topic cannot be covered 

comprehensively in a single chapter. This chapter, therefore, briefly sketches the key 

changes that have occurred, both in a developmental sense and in regard to the scholarly 

study and understanding of boats and maritime trade within the region and the place that the 

perahu lambo now occupies in that history. 

 

 
2.1 Early maritime history of Indonesia 
 
Indonesia with a population of approximately 245.4 million people is the fourth most 

populous country in the world. It is also the largest archipelago nation state, consisting of 

over 17,508 islands (Abdullah 2005: 211) of which 7000 are uninhabited.2 Stretching along 

the equator for approximately 4800 km (or 45 degrees of latitude) between the Indian and 

Pacific Oceans, Indonesia has a landmass of approximately 1.9 million sq km, that is, about 

a quarter of the size of Australia.3 Its maritime boundaries of 5.8 million sq km make up 

approximately 0.3 million sq km of territorial seas, 2.8 million sq km of archipelagic waters 

and 2.7 million sq km of defined Indonesian Exclusive Economic Zone (Abdullah 2005: 

211). Thus with a total area of almost 7.7 million sq km, of which 25% is land and 75% is 

sea, Indonesia has one of the largest and most diverse marine environments in the world 

(Abdullah 2005: 211). However, 65% of Indonesians live on the islands of Java, Madura, 

and Bali, which comprise only 7% of the total land area in the archipelago (Columbia 

University 2007 and Central Intelligence Agency 2007). 

 

The peoples of the Indonesian archipelago have a long history of seafaring; boat building, 

maritime trade, communication and commerce. They are mostly part of the Austronesian or 

Malayo-Polynesian language family (whose origins could be traced to Asia), one of the 

largest groups in the world with over 1200 languages stretching from Madagascar to Easter 

Island and from Taiwan to New Zealand4 (see Figure 1). The combination of population 

growth, portable agriculture and seaworthy watercraft gave the Austronesians the will and 

                                                             
2  Encyclopaedia Britannica 
3 Indonesia has a land mass 1,919,440 sq km and Australia has a land mass of 7,686,850 sq km (World Statistics 

http://www.mongabay.com/igapo/world_statistics_by_area.htm) accessed August 2011. 
4  Easter Island, Taiwan and New Zealand are not shown in Figure 1. 
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the ability to migrate from southeast China to Taiwan, south through the Philippines and out 

into the Pacific Ocean (Bellwood 1995). 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of the Austronesian or Malayo-Polynesian language 

group, after Wouk and Ross (2002) and Kwami (2008) (cartography 
Douglas Hobbs 2010). 

 

Located at the centre of this vast expanse of languages islands and oceans, is the Indonesia 

archipelago. Linguistic and archaeological evidence suggests that the Austronesians reached 

the Philippines about 5000 BP5 (Bellwood 1985: 106) and over the next thousand years 

moved through the Indo-Malay archipelago developing a maritime economy based on 

watercraft capable of long distance trade and communication (Bellwood 1985: 107). 

 

By about 500 BC6 scholars believe that early Indonesians (i.e., the Malayo-Polynesian 

speakers living in the archipelago) were conducting maritime activities that included major 

coastal voyaging and extensive trade networks. Manguin (1980) argues that Pre-Hindu 

Southeast Asia had already developed large sea-going ships and that the trade routes and 

                                                             
5  BP ‘Before Present’ 
6  BC ‘Before Christ’, also written BCE ‘Before Common Era’. 
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ports in northern Java were trading with southern China, mainland Southeast Asia and India 

as early as 500 BC (Hall 1985). 

 
By the beginning of the Christian era, Malayo-Polynesian speaking 
Indonesians were making coastwise voyages as far north as China and 
as far west as the east coast of Africa (Lebar 1972: 1).  

 
Evidence to support early voyaging, trade and maritime communication can be found in the 

colonisation of Madagascar. The Barito-based Madagascan language (Malagasy)7 lacks 

Sanskrit elements – strong evidence the Malayo-Polynesian speakers arrived before the so-

called ‘Hinduisation’8 of Southeast Asia about a thousand years ago (Murdock 1959 &1964). 

 

Certainly by the beginning of the pre-modern period9 (401–500 AD)10 Indonesian seafarers 

were familiar with coasts of the Indian Ocean, the South China Sea and the eastern waters of 

the archipelago. Sea-borne trade between Indonesia and India predated that between 

Indonesia and China by several centuries according to Wolters (1974: 31), but it was the 

China trade that established the main historical entrepots in Indonesia that we know of today. 

The earliest accounts of sailing between Indonesia and China are from 413 AD when Fa 

Hsien (described as a pilgrim) sailed from Yeh-po-ti (Java?) to China. A few years later a 

Kashmir prince named Gunavarman, sailed from She-po (Java?) to China (Wolters 1974: 

32–35). 

 

The earliest reference to a voyage from China to India was by I-Ching (Yi Jing) a Tang 

Dynasty (618–907 AD) Buddhist monk who travelled to India and studied there for several 

years before returning to China. He left China in 671 AD and returned in 685 AD travelling 

via Palembang (at one time capital of the Srivijaya kingdom) in Sumatra (Wheatley 1966: 

41–42). During the 9th, 10th and 11th centuries Srivijaya was the predominant power in 

Southeast Asia with two major trading ports at Palembang and Jambi. Ships with trade from 

India, Persia and the Arab states in the west, passed either through the Strait of Malacca, or 

around the bottom of Sumatra to the entrepot of Palembang (and later Jambi) and then on up 

through the South China Sea to China (Manguin 1985a, 1986, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1996 and 

2004). 

 

                                                             
7  Malagasy is generally considered to belong to the Barito languages [one of the Malayo-Polynesian languages] 

spoken in Kalimantan (Blench 2008: 21). 
8   The Hinduisation of Southeast Asia occurred in the first millennium AD (i.e., 1-1000). 
9   The pre-modern period is from 5th Century (401-500 AD) and spans approximately a 1000 years (i.e., 401-

1500 AD). In Europe this period is known as the middle ages. 
10   AD, or ‘Anno Domini’ in Latin meaning ‘the year of the Lord’. It is sometime replaced with CE, which 

stands for ‘Common Era’. 
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The Borobudur temple complex, constructed by the Hindu Buddhist Mataram state in central 

Java in the 8th and 9th centuries (c.700–1000 AD)11 provides the first reliable images of 

Indonesian ocean going vessels of the time (see Figure 2). There are five bas-relief 

depictions of large vessels in the galleries of Borobudur temple complex. According to 

Burningham (2007) the five images are not of the same vessel, but all are similar and ‘may 

be seen as illustrating a distinct type of vessel’ for the period. All five examples have 

outriggers and based on the attachment of the outrigger booms to the floats, may in fact 

depict two types of vessel, a larger and one smaller one (Neyret 1976: 227–228). Estimates 

of the size of the vessels, have been based on the outrigger attachments and the number of 

oar ports, providing a range somewhere between 12-25 metres in length (Erp 1923 and 

Heide 1929). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. The Borobudur ship bas-relief at Candi central Java, c.700–1000 AD 

(photograph after Erp 1923). 
 

In 1976 three ancient boats were excavated from a river flood plain near Butuan City in 

Mindanao, Philippines. The boats dated from between 320 AD to 1250 AD and were plank 

built vessels, utilising the ‘lash-lug edge-joined’ construction technique in which projecting 

lugs are left on the dugout hull or keel strake and on the planks that build up the sides of the 

vessel (Clark et al., 1993, Green et al., 1995). The perforated lugs served as fixing points to 

which thwarts and frames could be lashed in order to strengthen the vessel and give it 

structural integrity. The planks forming the sides of the vessel are joined edge-on-edge to 
                                                             
11  UNESCO World Heritage List - Borobudur temple compounds [http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/592] (accessed 

23 March 2013) 
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each other (i.e., carvel built), with a series of dowels fitting into corresponding holes drilled 

into the edge of each corresponding plank. 

 

The Butuan boats (also known as Balangay in the Philippines) are important in 

understanding early Southeast Asian shipbuilding technology. Lash-lugged and stitch-

planked vessels are usually associated with Austronesian boat builders (Manguin 2009: 1) 

and have been found in other parts of Southeast Asia, in Malaysia and Sumatra (Evans 1927, 

Gibson-Hill 1952 and Manguin 1985b). The technique is still found in Halmahera (Ogo 

1980: 232–245) and other parts of the Maluku and Solor region (Horridge 1982) as well as 

the Solomon Islands (Hornell 1946). Vestigial lugs are also found in South Sulawesi 

(Burningham, pers. comm. 1992) and the Maldives (Millar, 1993, Manguin 2000). In July 

2008 a lash-lugged vessel was discovered buried near the coast at Punjulharjo, a small 

village in Rembang, Central Java. Located approximately 200 metres from the northern 

coast, the vessel measures 15.6 meters long and 4 meters wide and is reported to date to the 

7th to 8th century, about 670–780 AD (Jakarta Post 2009, Manguin 2009: 1–8, Arkeologi 

Jawa 2009). 

 

Despite a number of recent archaeological finds (ship and shipwrecks) in Southeast Asia 

there is, according to Flecker (2002: 126), only scanty evidence of the evolution of 

shipbuilding in the region. The historical record is poor until the 16th century (1500–1599 

AD) when Europeans began to ‘observe and document the countries, people, customs, 

technology and particularly the trade of the East’ (Flecker 2002: 126). The Europeans 

brought new ideas and new techniques – resulting in what Flecker has called a ‘rapid 

contamination’ of the purely eastern ship and shipbuilding technologies. 

 

The result was the development of the hybrids, ship and shipbuilding techniques that 

borrowed and adapted the new ideas and combined them with their own local or traditional 

maritime technologies (Flecker 2002: 126). The ‘South China Sea tradition’ is a term coined 

by Pierre-Yves Manguin to describe a hybrid ship that combined Chinese shipbuilding 

techniques with those of traditional Southeast Asia (Manguin 1984: 199, Flecker 2007: 75). 

The earliest hybrid ship found in an archaeological site in Southeast Asia is dated to the first 

half of the 15th century AD (Manguin 1989: 213–216). The recent discovery in Indonesian 

waters of the Belitung wreck, an Indian or Arab vessel (dated to the 9th century; 800–900 

AD), suggests that they were active in Southeast Asia at least as early as the 9th century 

(Flecker 2000: 199–217 and 2002: 135). It is likely, therefore, that there would also have 

been hybrids that embraced Indian and Arab shipbuilding technologies from the Arabian Sea 

and the Indian Ocean. 
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2.2 Maritime ethnography in eastern Indonesia 
 

Maritime ethnography can be seen as a sub-discipline of cultural anthropology and is best 

described as the description and analysis of the material and social aspects of recent or 

present-day, usually small-scale, non-industrial maritime communities and societies 

(McGrail 2003: 15). Based on the method of participant observation (a form of observational 

research in which the observer's presence is known to the subject), maritime ethnography 

had its beginnings in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth century when European 

explorers, traders and missionaries published brief descriptions and accounts of maritime 

cultures, particularly the boats and canoes they encountered. These proto-ethnographers, as 

McGrail (2003: 15) has called them, laid the foundations for the study of watercraft that was 

refined and developed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries into what is sometimes 

called ‘boat ethnography’ today (McGrail 1984: 149–150). 

 

Early attempts to classify watercraft were often based on European terminology. This system 

of classifying boat types presented a marked contrast to the situation prevailing in Indonesia. 

While European ship and boat types are usually classified (or categorised) according to 

differences in their rig and sail pattern (Smyth 1902: 574-5, Noel 1981: 278), the same is not 

true of local Indonesian craft – where classification is based on separate terms for both the 

hull and the vessel’s rig (Horridge 1978: 30, Liebner 1993: 18, and 2004). This mismatch of 

classificatory methodology, together with the numerous regional variations of boat names for 

the same, or similar, vessel type, has often lead to confusion in the literature. Regional 

differences are often superficial and limited only to the nomenclature of the local language 

rather than any significant technological difference. Often boats of the same or similar hull 

type are given different names based on the local language of the region, or because of the 

rig they carry at the time of recording. 

 

There are also two hypotheses for the origins of watercraft that are frequently found in the 

literature relating to boat ethnography which need to be considered when studying 

Indonesian watercraft. The first proposes a common origin for boat types, their development 

(from simpler craft) and their diffusion around the world. The second advocates independent 

discovery and invention, at different times and in different places. While James Hornell 

proposed both hypotheses, he leaned towards the first, as implied in his book Water 

Transport Origins and Early Evolution first published in 1946 (Hornell 1970). Hornell’s 

thesis, begins with the swimming floats (log flotation aid), then buoyed rafts (log raft), 

moving on to more complex forms, such as canoes and then plank built boats. However, he 
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was unable to provide conclusive evidence ‘as to whether they [watercraft] originated 

through independent invention or through cultural diffusion referable to a single source’ 

(Hornell 1946: 411). 

 
From Norway to the farther limit of the Malay Archipelago, with 
extension to the Solomons and Western Polynesia, is a very long cry 
and at first sight it appears incredible, in the absence of intermediate 
links, that there can be any possible connection between the naval 
designs of these areas. 
 
The probability of independent invention having occurred in these 
localities, difficult though it is to envisage, appears therefore to be the 
only explanation that will serve. Such a conclusion is, however, 
weakened and rendered doubtful when we find several other parallel 
instances, similarly discontinuous, existing between the cultures of 
Scandinavia and the Far East (Hornell 1946: 423).  

 

Greenhill (1976: 24–32), on the other hand, has argued that similarity in boat form and 

design merely indicates the same solution to common problems of water transport 

experienced by different maritime communities around the world. The dualistic nature of 

diffusion and independent discovery are tensions that should be critically explored in any 

ethnographic study of boats. Diffusionism according to Howe, ‘is fundamentally based on 

the colonialist assumption that indigenous peoples are less able’ and that any new item or 

new idea ‘must be attributed to superior outside influences’, the font of which was the 

‘classical Mediterranean and later the Western world’ (Howe 2003: 144).  Even within the 

most extreme diffusionist view, however, there must be room for cultural innovation at some 

stage. Adaptation and hybridisation of boat technologies therefore should be carefully 

considered and due credit given to all factors involved, not just the innovation and its 

perceived origin, but the adaptive cultural process that enabled it to be realised, incorporated 

and utilised successfully. 

 

2.2.1 The proto-ethnographers; 16th, 17th and 18th century explorers 
 

In the 16th century the Portuguese established a monopoly over the spice trade between Asia 

and Europe by controlling the seas and maritime trade routes between Europe and the Indian 

Ocean. The conquest of the Sultanate of Malacca in 1511 established Portugal’s first 

beachhead. They were followed by the Spanish in 1542–1564 and the Dutch who superseded 

them in 1596. The Dutch gained control of Malacca from the Portuguese in 1641 (Sharp 

1961, Tarling 1992a: 345–379).  

 

Writers of the 18th century such as Alexander Dalrymple (1996), who was at one time 

hydrographer to the Royal Navy, published information on maritime trade in the region. Of 
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particular interest is a group of traders he called Bugis, who he writes had reached Australia, 

noting that they ‘describe new Holland to yield gold, and the natives, who are Mahometans, 

to be well inclined to commerce’ (Dalrymple 1996: 92). James Cook while on his first 

voyage (1768-1771) visited Sabu in 1770 and noted a number of small sloops owned by the 

Dutch but maintained and operated by the Sabunese (Cook 1893: 347).12 Louis de 

Bougainville also made passing reference to local watercraft in eastern Indonesian waters. 

While sailing through the Buton Strait in 1771, he noted the ‘European’ look of some of the 

Butonese vessels (Bougainville 2013). 

 
However, the earliest written accounts of the 18th century to describe watercraft from the 

region in any detail, appears in three travel books published towards the end of the century. 

The first two by Thomas Forrest published in 1779 and 1792 and the third by John Splinter 

Stavorinus translated from Dutch and published in English in 1798. Forrest (1969) in 

particular has left a rich narrative of his time and travels through Maluku and New Guinea in 

1774–1776. Forrest was employed by the British East India Company and in November 

1774 he sailed from Balambangan13 in the Tartar Galley a locally built (in the Sulu 

archipelago, southern Philippines) vessel fitted with a tripod mast and a tilted rectangular 

main sail (see Figure 3). He was accompanied by two Europeans (a mate and a gunner) and a 

‘Malay’ crew, which included Malays, Indonesians, Indians (lascars), Christian Filipinos 

from the Bisayas and Moslems from Mindanao. 

 
The purpose of his voyage was to explore possible routes into the ‘spice islands’ and gain as 

much intelligence as he could without antagonizing the Dutch, who controlled the clove and 

nutmeg trade at the time (Bassett 1969: 8-11). Forrest made a number of sketches and 

drawings of boats and canoes that he saw, often in the margins or at the bottom of the charts 

he made of the areas he visited. These included the Bugis padewakang from the southern 

Sulawesi region around the port of Makassar (see Figure 4), and the kora-kora (korokoro, 

cora-cora, corocoro etc.) together with various other outrigger canoe types from the Maluku 

region (see Figure 5). 

 
The kora-kora had a very high stem and stern and was generally fitted with outriggers. They 

varied in size from small boats to above 10 tons14 (Folkard 1863: 217). ‘On the cross pieces 

[outrigger arms] which support the outriggers are often fore and aft planks on which part of 

the crew sit and paddle when there is no wind; besides which, others who sit in the vessel 
                                                             
12  Also available at http://southseas.nla.gov.au/journals/cook/17700921.html (accessed July 2010). 
13  Located in Sabah, Malaysia, on the northern tip of the Island of Borneo, Pulau Balambangan, as it is now 

known, was once the site of an 18th century British trading post. Today it has only one small fishing village 
(http://www.borneodream.com/about/sabah/kudat-sabah-malaysia.html) accessed 18 Feburary 2009. 

14  10 tons = 10.160469 tonnes 
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use long [sweep] oars. In smooth water they are propelled in this manner with considerable 

velocity’ (Folkard 1863: 217–218). They were used locally for intra-regional trade and 

warfare (as war canoes) and in the seventeenth century by the Dutch East India Company 

(VOC) at Ambon (Amboyna) as punitive war ships (guarda costas)15 to enforce the spice 

monopoly (Folkard 1863: 217, Guy 1998: 78–79). 

 

Stavorinus, originally a captain in the Dutch Navy, was transferred to the Dutch East India 

Company and sailed from Zeeland (one of the southern regions in the Netherlands) in 

command of the Snoek (Pike) in 1768 (the same year as Cook on his first voyage 1768–

1771), bound for Batavia (Jakarta). His book of three volumes was published in English in 

1798 and contains accounts of five voyages (1768, 1771, 1774, 1775, and 1778) in the 

Southeast Asian region. 

 
Of particular interest is his description of the south Sulawesi perahu padewakang, (i.e. 

Figure 4) in which he not only describes parts of the hull (in particular the bow) and the 

tripod mast, but also the technique of edge-joining the planks with dowels, luting with bark 

and the Indonesian boat building technique of ‘plank-first’ construction.16 

 

They build their proas, which they call paduakans very water tight, by doweling the 
planks together, as coopers do the parts that form the head of a cask, and putting the 
bark of a certain tree between them, which swells and then fit timbers to the planks, 
as at Bombay; but do not rabbet, as it is called, the planks as it is done there. In 
Europe we build reversely; we set up the timbers [frames] first, and fit the planks to 
them afterwards. They are bigoted [resigned] to old models and fixtures in fitting 
their vessels: the largest of which never exceeds fifty tons: they have their bows 
lowered or cut down in a very awkward manner so as to be often under water; a bulk 
head is raised a good way abaft the stem to keep off the sea. They have a tripod mast 
with a high pointed sail: the tripod mast is made of three stout bamboos; two rising 
from the sides, and one from the fore part of the vessel lashed together at the top 
(Stavorinus, 1969 Vol II: 260). 

 

 

Forrest in his second book (1792: 80), also notes the plank-first method of constructing the 

hull, then inserting the frames and makes the point that European shipbuilding does it the 

other way around. The plank-first technique was the original method of building a planked 

boat or ship and was also practiced in Europe until about 1500 when builders began to move 

towards ‘frame-first’ construction (McGrail 2004). Forrest (1792: 94) also noted the South 

Sulawesi padewakang ascribing the vessel to the Bugis people of the region and left another 

larger more detailed drawing of this vessel type. Forrest’s drawing (see Figure 6) is again of 

a smaller 7-10 ton variety with a single tripod mast, although he mentions that they could be 
                                                             
15  Guarda costas is a Portuguese term meaning ‘body guard’, or when used in a nautical sense, ‘coast guard’. 
16  Also known as ‘shell-first’ construction. 
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as big as 45 tons17 (Forrest 1792: 80). Stavorinus, however, noted that the largest 

padewakang were up to 50 tons in size. An example of a larger two masted version can be 

seen in Hati Marege (see Figure 7), a reconstruction of a 19th century padewakang built by 

Konjo boat builders from Tana Bera in South Sulawesi for the Museum and Art Gallery 

Northern Territory as part of Australia’s bicentennial celebrations in 1988 (Burningham 

1987 and 1988). Another example of a two masted padewakang is available in model form, 

made by Nick Burningham, also in 1988 (see Figure 8). 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. A sketch by Forrest of his vessel, Tartar Galley first published in 1779 (Forrest 

1969: 150). 
 

 

 

 

 
                                                             
17  Forrest used last as a unit of measurement (volume), stating that the largest padewakang = 25 last, [1 last = 

4000 lbs, 1 ton = 2240 lbs, 1 tonne = 2204.6 lbs]. 
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Figure 4. Two ‘Buggess paduakan’ (Bugis padewakang) sketched by Forrest off the 

coast of Balabalak Island, located between Halmahera and the northwest coast 
of Irian Jaya (now West Papua) first published in 1779 (Forrest 1969: 94 plate 
7). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 5. A kora-kora on the left and a double outrigger canoe on the right, as drawn by 

Forrest off the coast of Selang Island and West Papua respectively, plate 5 and 
plate 10, first published in 1779 (Forrest 1969: 82 & 130). 
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Figure 6. A Bugis padewakang as described and drawn by Forrest (1792) from the Mitchell 

Library, State Library of New South Wales collection. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Hati Marege, a reconstruction of a 19th century padewakang built by Konjo 

boat builders from Tana Bera, South Sulawesi, Indonesia, for the Australian 
bicentennial celebrations in 1988 (photograph Helen Larson 1988). 
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Figure 8. A Makassan/Bugis padewakang with tilted rectangular sails known in 

Indonesia as layar tanjung (IND 0359 model by Nick Burningham 1988, 
from the collection of the Museum and Art Gallery Northern Territory). 

 

Plank-first construction is thought to have evolved and developed from dugout canoes 

through the addition of a row of planks to the gunwales of the canoe (Burningham 1993: 

193–222). As more planks are added, frames are inserted to hold the planks together and to 

help keep the shape of the planked shell rigid. Above a certain size, thwarts (transverse struts 

or beams) were also necessary. ‘The sequence in which these structural elements were put 

into the vessel during plank-first construction largely reflects the sequence in which they 

were invented, because the development from simple dugout canoe to large planked ship was 

incremental’ (Burningham 1999). Edge joining planks with wooden dowels and luting with 

paper bark (Melaleuca sp) as well as plank first construction are still practiced by Indonesian 

boat builders today. 

 

Edge-joining of planks with dowels (or the earlier sewn form), therefore, usually implies 

plank-first construction. The strakes are cut to the right shape for the curvature of the hull 

before assembly. Plank edges are matched by lining them up on the dowels, then, by means 

of a parallel marking tool, incising a line onto the new plank that mirrors the surface of the 

plank already in place. The new plank is then re-cut or chiselled out along the incised line to 

make a perfect fit (Horridge 1982). Traditionally the bark of paperbark trees (Melaleuca 
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leucadendra) has been used as luting between the seams of hull and deck-planks on vessels 

with dowel edge-joining in Indonesia (Burningham and Mellefont 1997). 

 

 

 

2.2.2 The 19th century boat ethnographers 
 

In the early 19th century Matthew Flinders (1814) and Nicolas Baudin (Peron and Freycinet 

1816) provided significant firsthand accounts of Indonesian vessels in Australian waters off 

the Northern Territory and Western Australian coasts. In particular, Flinders meeting with 

Pobassoo, a perahu captain from Makassar and six of his vessels on 17 February 1803, at 

Malay Road, English Company’s Islands is of great interest (Flinders 1814: 345). William 

Westall, an artist employed by the British Navy to assist Flinders, drew pencil sketches of 

two of the perhau they encountered (see Figure 9). 

 

Alphonse Pellion, a mid-shipman on board the French vessel L'Uraine, commanded by 

Louis de Freycinet, during his second round the world trip (1817–1820), provided a very 

interesting drawing (because of the detail) of two kora-kora off the Indonesian Island of 

Gebe, northern Maluku (Freycinet 1824–1844) (see Figure 10). The expedition, essentially a 

scientific one, was particularly interested in recording natural history and ethnographic 

information about the indigenous peoples it encountered. 

 

 
 
Figure 9. Pencil sketches of two perahu at Malay Road, English Company’s Islands, by 

William Westall 1803 from the National Library of Australia collection 
(nla.pic an4565016 and an4565002). 
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In March 1839 Jules Dumont d’Urville on his second voyage in Astrolabe, accompanied by 

Zélée under the command of Charles Hector Jacquinot, anchored off Raffles Bay, Cobourg 

Peninsula on the Northern Territory coast of Australia. On board was third surgeon, 

draftsman and marine artist Louis Le Breton. Le Breton had at least three works published 

(lithographs) from his time at Raffles Bay. The most interesting from a boat ethnography 

perspective was ‘Pecheurs de tripang à la Baie de Raffles’ and in particular ‘Praos Bouguis à 

la voile, Baie Raffles’ (see Figure 11) (Dumont d’Urville 1846). 

 

However, it was François-Edmond Pâris (c.1841–1845), a painter, draughtsman and French 

naval officer, who left the most detailed account of 19th century watercraft from the region. 

Pâris collected his material from observations he made during three voyages around the 

world. The opportunity to begin collecting the material for his work came with his first 

voyage on board Astrolabe (1826–1829) under the command of Jules Dumont d'Urville. 

Dumont d'Urville instructed Pâris to record all the watercraft that he encountered, ‘The 

collection of these drawings will show immediately the different advances made by these 

populations towards naval construction’ (Collins 1992: 602). Pâris followed those 

instructions well. He left a body of work second to none with over 800 ‘plans ou dessins de 

pirogues ou navires de toutes les parties du monde’18 (Rieth 1993: 14). 

 

From this body of work Pâris made at least 70 images19 of individual watercraft that he 

recorded from places in the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia and New Guinea. Of these, 35 

were drawings and coloured sketches, some done with gauche, of boats and maritime scenes, 

often including people’s living and working environments. The remaining 35 published 

images are detailed plans and scale line drawings (Rieth 1993). There may well be more as 

Rieth’s publication has gaps in the plate numbers, indicating perhaps, that not all of Pâris’s 

works were included. A thorough analysis of Pâris’s work from the eastern part of Southeast 

Asia and New Guinea would require an inspection of his original publications, especially his 

book of c.1841-1845, of which there are only about a dozen copies in existence and his later 

work published in 1877–93, (Pâris 1975). One of Pâris’s drawings shows a hybrid craft with 

what appears to be a traditional hull but with the beginnings of a schooner or billet bow (see 

Figure 12). The vessel is two-masted rigged with a fore-and-aft gaff on a tripod main and 

mizzen (Rieth 1993: 111). 

 

                                                             
18 “Plans or drawings of canoes or ships of all the parts of the world” author’s translation. 
19 The exact number of images is not known to the author, “at least 70” is based on Rieth’s (1993) published 

work. 
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Figure 10. A View of the corocores (kora-kora) off the Island of Guebe (Gebe), from the Island of 

Pisang, from ‘Voyage Autour du Monde sur les Corvettes de LUranie 1817–1820’ 
engraved by Coutant (after Pellion) published 1825 (Guy 1998: 79). 

 

 
Figure 11. Praos Bouguis a la Voile Baie Raffles (Bugis perahu under sail, Raffles Bay), 

Cobourg Peninsula, Northern Territory by Louis Le Breton 1839 (Dumont  
d’Urville 1846) Mitchell Library – State Library of NSW (an20801273). 
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Figure 12. A drawing by Pâris showing a hybrid vessel with a schooner or billet bow 

and a gaff rig on the right, with a more traditional vessel on the left side of 
the image. (Plate 96; Caboteurs de Macassar, vus a Bezouki. Pâris c.1840 in 
Rieth 1993: 111). 

 

Pâris’s second voyage on board Favorite (1829–1832) under the command of Cyrille Pierre 

Théodore Laplace was more political than scientific in purpose, nevertheless it gave Pâris the 

opportunity to continue his work, recording and documenting the watercraft he encountered. 

The French government published an account of the voyage in 1833 (Laplace 1833 and 

Laplace, Earman and Foreman 1991). Pâris’s third and final voyage around the world was 

onboard Artémise (1837–1840), again under the command of Laplace and like his second 

voyage also political in nature. Pâris added to his knowledge of non-European watercraft and 

on his return to France began publishing his drawings. 

 
Another 19th century traveller and writer who left an enduring legacy while travelling 

through the Malay archipelago was Alfred Russell Wallace (1869). He observed and 

described several of the vessels he saw and sailed in. 

 
[The rudders] …were hung on the quarters from strong cross beams, which 
projected out two or three feet on each side, and to which extent the deck overhung 
the sides of the vessel. It was a vessel of about seventy tons burthen and shaped 
something like a Chinese junk. [...] Our ship had two masts, if masts they can be 
called, which were great moveable triangles. [...] The mainyard, an immense affair 
nearly a hundred feet long, was formed of many pieces of wood and bamboo bound 
together with rattans in an ingenious manner. The sail carried by this was of an 
oblong shape, and was hung out of the centre, so that when the short end was 
hauled down on deck the long end mounted high in the air, making up for the 
lowness of the mast itself. [... This sail] was of matting, and with two jibs and a 
fore-and-aft sail astern of cotton canvas, completed our rig. [...] The rigging and 
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arrangement of these praus contrasts strangely with that of European vessels, in 
which the various ropes and spars, though much more numerous, are placed so as 
not to interfere with each other’s action. Here the case is quite different; for though 
there are no shrouds or stays to complicate the matter, yet scarcely anything can be 
done without first clearing something else out of the way. Yet praus are much liked 
even by those who had European vessels, because of their cheapness both in first 
cost and in keeping up; almost all repairs can be done by the crew, and very few 
European stores are required (Wallace 1869: 311–16). 

 
During the late 19th century, the development of ‘European-like’ boats probably became 

increasingly more common with the process of ‘hybridisation’ as described previously by 

Flecker (2002: 126). The explorer and writer George Windsor Earl during his travels through 

the ‘Eastern Seas’ in 1832–1834 wrote; 

 
There are great varieties of native prahus, some being built after an European model, 
and carrying sails similar to those of our English luggers: others are of native 
construction with lateen sails, and many built with high stems and sterns, skim along 
under the lyer tanjong [layar tanjung], or square mat sail of the Batavian fishing 
prahus (Earl 1837: 39). 

 

However, from the art works and literature examined so far, it would appear that there had 

been little change in small sailing boat design until about the 1820–1830s. It seems likely 

that by the middle of the 19th century the process of hybridisation was in full swing 

particularly with sail design; the fore-and-aft gaff rig, for example, being incorporated into 

the design of boats throughout the archipelago. This is not to suggest that European 

technology was in every way superior. Clearly Indonesian technology was sophisticated and 

well developed in its own right, well before Europeans arrived. However, new forms and 

new materials bought new opportunities and solutions to age old problems. 

 

 

2.2.3 The 20th century boat ethnographers 
  

Interest in the ‘east’ and in Malaysian (and Indonesian) watercraft in particular continued 

with the publication of Herbert Warington Smyth’s paper on boats and boat building in the 

Malay Peninsula which he presented to the Royal Society of Arts (Great Britian) in 1902 

(Smyth 1902). Smyth followed with a book on Mast and Sail in Europe and Asia (1906) 

which contained several descriptions and sketches of Indo-Malay boats. The next major 

contribution came with the work of marine biologist James Hornell who published a paper 

on outrigger canoes of Indonesia (1920) and a paper by Alfred C. Haddon (1920) who also 

published on the same subject. William Maxwell Blake, a naval architect, published a series 

of short articles in 1928 and 1929 on eastern watercraft that he found in Singapore, including 

one on Bugis or Butonese  perahu (Blake 1929). 
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Two notable books published in the 1930s by George Ernest Patrick (G.E.P.) Collins (1937a, 

1937b) on the Bugis of South Sulawesi and the building of a perhau palari together with a 

National Geographic magazine article (1937c) on the same subject followed and provided 

new information on boat building in the region. Dutch ethnologist C. Nooteboom (1932, 

1936, 1940, 1941, 1947, 1994) also made a significant contribution during the years leading 

up to World War II. 

 

The next serious comparative examination of watercraft from the region was by Carl A. 

Gibson-Hill, a curator (1947-1957) and later director (1957-1963) of the Raffles Museum in 

Singapore. Primarily a naturalist with an interest in birds, Gibson-Hill produced a number of 

journal papers between 1946 and 1953 on watercraft from the Indo-Malay Archipelago. The 

majority of these he published in the Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic 

Society. Of particular interest in regards to the study of the Indonesian perahu lambo are his 

paper on ‘Cargo boats of the east coast of Malaya’ (Gibson-Hill 1949) and his work on 

Indonesian trading boats reaching Singapore (Gibson-Hill 1950). 

 

Another author, Clifford Hawkins, who had previously researched and published on the Arab 

dhow (Hawkins 1977), clearly saw an indigenous building custom in Indonesia not reliant on 

European ideas or technology. He saw in some of the vessels from Malaysia and some of the 

islands of Indonesia, ancestral backgrounds similar to that of the Arab (and Indian) dhow 

(see Figure 13) ‘whose antecedents were hardly known to Europeans even in the seventeenth 

century when adventurers who had penetrated to the Spice islands spoke of seeing ‘prawes 

or prauwes’ (Hawkins 1982: 7). 

 

 
 
Figure 13. A Ghanja (plate I) and Sambuk (plate II), Arab and Indian dhow types of the mid to late 

19th century, with 2 and 3 masts – lateen rigged (Moore 1925: Frontispiece). 
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However, it was the work of Adrian Horridge, a professor of neurobiology at the Australian 

National University (now retired), who produced the most detailed and extensive 

examination of Indonesian watercraft. Devoting decades of study to the subject, Horridge 

published more than 20 papers including several monographs and three books (Horridge 

1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1981d, 1982, 1984a, 1984b, 1985, 1986a, 

1986b, 1986c, 1986d, 1987, 1991, 1995a, 1995b, 2008). While there is much to question and 

test in some of Horridge’s work, his theory on flexible ribs for example (Horridge 1978, 

1982), or his largely diffusionist approach to cultural change in Indonesian boat building 

(based primarily on Western influence), his contribution to the subject has clearly been 

enormous. 

 
Attempts to classify or categorise the watercraft of Indonesia presented a complex and at 

times confused picture for scholars. Often this was because of the linguistic variation found 

across the archipelago – different names for the same or similar item and the mobility of the 

material culture and the communities that created it. This led Campbell Macknight (1980: 

121) to propose a four-fold division of the maritime traditions of the archipelago in order to 

organise the information available into more manageable units of study and description.  

Macknight’s divisions are largely based on a regional classification and can be summarised 

as follows: 

 

Group One – The boats of Sumatra and the western and southern coast of the Malay 

Peninsula. Macknight characterises these vessels has having a hull that ‘is long and low 

tapering at either end with a high bow that angles down meeting the waterline at an acute 

angle’ (Macknight 1980: 121–122). Boats from this western part are generally not found in 

the eastern parts of Indonesia. 

 

Group Two – The boats of Java and Madura. These have stem posts that tend to be vertical 

and are similar at both ends (bow and stern). The stem posts often have inward curving 

extensions, often decorated (with curls) that project above the gunwale and sheer line. 

Another form of boat identified as belonging to the Java/Madura region are vessels with the 

bifid20 bow and stern. These boats, which were first described by Gibson-Hill (1950), do not 

have standard stem or stern posts. Instead the keel extends beyond the ends of the hull, 

which is closed off at the bow (and usually the stern), with a flat vertical end panel or 

bulkhead. Another characteristic of this type or style of Javanese and Maduran construction 

is the penetration of thwarts through the side planks of the hull. 

 

                                                             
20  See Hornell (1920: 43–114) for a definition of the bifid bow. 
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Group Three – The boats of South and Southeast Sulawesi. These vessels are those built by 

the Bugis, Makassarese and the Butonese and are the most well known (in recent times) and 

are now widely spread throughout the archipelago. ‘These not only sail to virtually all parts 

of the area, but with the outward spread of Bugis, Macassarese, Butungese [Butonese] and 

other groups may now be built and based far from Sulawesi’ (Macknight 1980: 123). The 

archetypal vessel of this group is characterised by having curved stem and stern posts 

stepped on a gently curved keel and a broad hull. The mast was the tripod variety and the sail 

was rectangular, tilted and slung at an angle. Macknight included in this group the Western 

influenced perahu pinisi with fore-and-aft rigs and the perahu lambo. The argument for 

having the penisi with the fore-and-aft rig in this group is sound, but because the ethnicity 

and the origins of the majority of the lambo builders are to the east of Sulawesi, there are 

some good reasons for having the perahu lambo in the next group (group four). 

 

Group Four – The vessel types from the eastern parts of the archipelago, from the Aru 

Islands in the south through Maluku to the lands around the Sulawesi Sea and beyond to the 

south Philippines.  The vessel types within this category have since been expanded by Ellen 

(2003: 149–150) who identifies five sub-groups; (1) lepa-lepa (dugout canoe), (2) kora-kora 

(long large plank built hulls), (3) indigenous plank-built boat (4) European-style sailing 

vessel, and (5) Chinese-style vessel. Ellen supports the view that during the late 19th and 

early 20th century the indigenous planked hull and the European hull style underwent major 

interbreeding and hybridisation in the region (Ellen 2003: 149–150), hence the perahu lambo 

of today. 

 

Macknight’s framework not only allows a more manageable approach to classifying and 

understanding vessel types, it also allows us to consider the ethnicity of the cultural groups 

involved in the building and sailing of boats within the region. Understanding of the 

different maritime groups in Indonesia and the boats they employ is vital to understanding 

the possible origins for the perahu lambo. 

 

Other authors who have also made major contributions to the study of Indonesian boats in 

the later part of the 20th and early 21st century are Howard W. Dick (1975a & b, 1985, 1987), 

David Hughes (1984), Nick Burningham (1987, 1988, 1989a, 1989b 1989c, 1990, 1992, 

1993, 1994a, 1994b, 2000, 2007), Burningham and Stenross (1994), Burningham and 

Mellefont (1997), Maximiliaan Lips (1993), Gene Ammarell (1995, 1999), Paul Piollet 

(1995, 2000a, 2000b, 2002a, 2002b), James J. Fox (1992, 1998, 2002), Fox and Sen (2002), 

Natasha Stacey (1992, 1997, 1999, 2007), and more recently Fox, Adhuri, Therik and, 

Carnegie (2009) and Kurt Stenross (2007, 2011). 
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2.3 Sailing peoples of Indonesia 
 

Indonesia is a vast archipelagic nation, the largest in the world with a very long history of 

maritime trade and communication. Because of the diversity of historical influences and the 

geographical separation, there are hundreds of different ethnic/linguistic groups or suku as 

they are known in Indonesian. Many are found on remote islands throughout the archipelago 

and the result has ‘produced a complex mosaic of self-conscious ethnic groups and 

categories’ (Lebar 1972: 12). Jaspan (1959) identified 366 distinct groups but he included 

Malaysian Borneo and western New Guinea in the region. Due to Indonesia’s archipelagic 

nature, some members from most suku can be found living and working in maritime 

communities involved in activities such as fishing or trading, but the majority are involved in 

land based pursuits. 

 

However, there are six main ethnic groups in Indonesia today who are engaged in maritime 

orientated activities such as boat building, sailing, fishing and trading. They are the 

Madurese from the island of Madura, the Bugis and the Makassarese (sometimes called 

Makassars) both from the southern part of Sulawesi, the Butonese from the island of Buton 

and some of the smaller islands lying to the south and south-east of Sulawesi and the Bajo21 

(also known as Bajau, Badjao, Bajau-Laut, Sama, Sama-Bajau, Sama-Laut or Sea Gypsies) 

whose origins are believed to be the Sulu Archipelago but who are found widely scattered 

throughout the whole of eastern Indonesia (Fox 1992: 15, 1998: 122, Burningham 1994b: 2–

4, Stacey 1999: 25, Stacey 2007). The sixth group, the Mandar people (or Mandarese) are a 

much smaller group than the other five and are found on the west coast of Sulawesi. There 

are also several groups that are smaller still, such as the Savunese, the Endenese of Flores 

and the Lamaholot-speaking groups on the islands of Solor and Lembata (Fox 1998: 124–

124). 

 

Each of these maritime groups has their own distinctive style of traditional sailing vessel or 

perahu. With the exception of the Bajo and the Butonese, whose vessels are very similar if 

not the same (i.e. the perahu lambo), they have each built and sailed different types of 

watercraft. The distinctiveness of some, such as the Madurese lateen rigged vessels, is such 

that even people with limited maritime experience can identify them. However, with a little 

knowledge of Indonesian watercraft it is possible for the outsider to identify several boat 

types and in some cases the ethnic origin of the builders concerned. 

 

                                                             
21 Variants of the spelling of Bajo are Bajau in Malaysia and Badjaw or Badjao in the Philippines. 
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The Madurese sail graceful double-ended craft called lete-lete, golekan, or janggolan which 

have sweeping sheer-lines with turned up bow and sterns. They utilise various forms of 

(boomed) lateen sail, known as a layar lete in Indonesian. They are steered with a long 

bladed rudder that is mounted on the lee quarter and must be shifted around the stern when 

the vessel changes tack (Mellefont 1988, 1991a, 1991b, 1997, Piollet 1995). According to 

Burningham (1994b) the Mandar have traditionally sailed vessels similar to the Madurese, 

but with their own distinctive styling differences. They have a very distinctive 10-metre long 

double outrigger canoe known as a sandeq which has a deep hull with sides of 

approximately one metre and is rigged with a boomed leg-o-mutton sail. They are very fast 

and used in fishing, primarily to get to and from the fishing grounds quickly (Horridge 

1981a: 22–23). The Mandar have also (according to Burningham) sailed their own sleek 

versions of the Bugis and Makassarese perahu types such as the patorani and palari. Mandar 

vessels generally have a rockered (curved) keel and are sailed with two rudders, one 

mounted on each stern quarter (Burningham 1994b). 

 

The traditional vessels of the Bugis and Makassarese such as the pajala, patorani, palari and 

the now historic padewakang are characterised by bluff [blunt] bows and sterns and large 

roomy hulls. The original rig according to Burningham (1994b) was a 'tilted rectangular sail' 

(known as a layar tanja) set on a tripod mast. Burningham also notes that some of the more 

recent craft retained the tripod mast but adopted the standing gaff rig noted by Pâris in 1840 

(see previous Figure 12). They are steered with two rudders, one mounted on each quarter 

but generally only the leeward side is used with the windward side raised and out of the 

water (Burningham 1994b). A more recent development in the larger cargo carrying vessels 

is the perahu pinisi. 

 

The traditional sailing craft of the Bajo, according to Burningham, is a fast, sharp lined 

vessel that developed from an expanded and planked-up (lash-lugged) dugout canoe 

(Burningham 1989b, 1993). It is built without stem and sternpost and can be steered with a 

single rudder on a lee quarter or with a rudder on each quarter when making short tacks 

(Burningham 1989b, 1993). The sope and the double-ended perahu lambo are also 

considered traditional Bajo boats.  Writing about Sama Badjao [Bajo] peoples of Tawi-Tawi 

and the Sulu zone in the southern Philippines, Kurais (1975) notes that in the last 700 [800] 

years [since c.1200 AD], they were known to have had built and sailed at least nine different 

boats types of which only two, the lepa and sappit have survived to the present day along 

with the biral and kumpit, two more recent vessel types built in the last 100 [125] years 

[since c.2000 AD] (Kurais 1975: 98–102). Interestingly Kurais notes a vessel known as a 

parangkang (a cognate of the Indonesian padewakang?) that used to voyage between Tawi-
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Tawi and Indonesia. Although no longer built at the time Kurais was doing his research, the 

vessel was recorded in the oral history of the Sama Badjao. 

 

There are some striking similarities with Kurais’s description of the Sama Badjao’s biral and 

kumpit with that of the Bajo perhau lambo of eastern Indonesia that will be explored further 

in the next section. More recently Jesus Peralta of the National Museum of the Philippines 

has suggested that the sappit, biral, and kumpit have now disappeared and even the lepa is 

no longer being built (Peralta 2001: 96). 

 

The Butonese do not have a traditional vessel other than the perahu lambo, which carries a 

Western fore-and-aft rig and is steered by a single rudder hung on the sternpost in the 

Western manner (Burningham 1994b: 4). The Butonese maritime technology has become 

synonymous with the perahu lambo as a vessel type, and has consequently become known in 

the literature as the ‘Butonese lambo’ largely due to Horridge (1979a), although the Bajo 

also have large claim to its development. It is built and sailed today, however, by many of 

the other maritime groups in the region, particularly those living in small communities on 

islands in Southeast Sulawesi around the atoll of Taka Bonerate, the island of Bonerate, 

some scattered island communities in the Flores Sea, the island of Buton and the Tukang 

Besi Islands. The centre of the lambo building tradition, however, is regarded as being 

Bonerate, Buton and the Tukang Besi Islands (Nooteboom 1947: 220; Burningham 1989b: 

179). 

 

The Butonese have historically existed under the shadow of the more powerful Bugis. As 

Burningham has suggested, ‘it is probably only during the last two hundred years, or less, 

that the Butonese have developed as a trading people in their own right; and it is the 

Butonese who are the main builders and sailors of the least traditional Indonesian sailing 

trading craft, the perahu lambo’ (Burningham 1994b: 3). Horridge recognised that over 

much of the past century the perahu lambo had facilitated the migration of people from 

Southeast Sulawesi, Buton and particularly from the Tukang Besi Islands into other areas of 

eastern Indonesia. This led Horridge (after Diamond 1974, 1977) to propose a ‘supertramp’22 

theory of colonisation and extrapolate it as an analogy to explain the adoption and 

development of the perahu lambo (i.e., copy of a Western design) by the Butonese that in 

part enabled them to spread to and populate small and remote places in eastern Indonesia. 

 

                                                             
22  An ecological term originally applied to birds to describe a strategy of high dispersion among many different 

habitats, where the supertramp species are typically the first to arrive in a newly available habitat. 
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The earliest description available of Butonese vessels comes from the records of the German 

‘Sunda expedition’ in 1910 while exploring the island of Buton in eastern Indonesian. 

Butonese boats called palumpu, were described as being similar to the perahu padewakang 

of the Bugis and Makassarese of South Sulawesi, but with a plain bow instead of the stepped 

down bow of the padewakang (Elbert 1911: 222). This description might suggest that the 

palumpu (possibily a cognate of lambo), had a straight stem and perhaps a straight keel, 

much like the double-ended perahu lambo? Blake (1929: 72–74) writing about a perahu 

palari called Bintang Satoe from Bau-Bau the main town on the island of Buton shows a 

drawing of the vessel with a straight keel (see Figure 14). The perahu palari was a 

development of the traditional perahu padewakang of South Sulawesi and has a more 

rockered keel than Bintang Satoe. Perhaps Blake’s drawing shows a transitional phase of 

building straight-keeled perahu palari in the Buton region, deviating from the more 

traditional rockered Bugis perahu palari built along the southern coast of Sulawesi? 
 

 
Figure 14. Blake’s drawing (1928) of Bintang Satoe a Bugis perahu palari from Bau-

Bau the main town on the island of Buton showing the vessel (perhaps a 
Butonese palumpu?) with a straight keel (Blake 1929: 74). 

 

 

Certainly perahu lambo are built and sailed in many of those areas where Butonese and Bajo 

have settled, including parts of Maluku and West Papua (Irian Jaya), and on many of the 
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islands in East Nusa Tenggara, (Horridge 1979a: iv, & 33, 1981a: 67) including the village 

of Pepela on Rote (Burningham 1989b: 179). But the rise of the Butonese as maritime 

traders according to Burningham (1994b: 3) is linked to the arrival in their region of the 

other main exponents of the perahu lambo - the Bajo. According to Burningham (1994b: 3) 

it has been conjectured that there was a calamitous Bajo diaspora at some time in the past. At 

the beginning of the 19th century the Bajo existed as a few widely dispersed nomadic groups 

who lived on small boats and sailing canoes, or on tiny islands. They were a landless and 

entirely maritime adapted people. Though poor, they possessed highly developed boat-

building techniques and designs (Burningham 1994b: 3–4). 

 

Although beyond the scope of this thesis to explore more fully, it seems quite likely that the 

Bajo may have had a greater hand in the development of the perahu lambo than previous 

authors (Horridge in particular) have given credit. There is evidence that the double-ended 

perahu lambo, the earliest form of lambo according to Burningham (1994b: 8), may well 

have evolved from the Bajo ‘stemless’ tradition that evolved from the built up canoe 

(Burningham 1989b, 1990, 1993, Peralta 2001). The similarity of the Filipino Sama Badjao 

sappit (sapit), biral and the kumpit (Kurais 1975: 93–95) to the Bajo double-ended soppe, 

soppe-lambo and perahu lambo as described by Burningham (1993: 213–214 & 221) clearly 

points to major influence by Sama speakers to boat building in Indonesia, certainly in the 

eastern part where the perahu lambo originated. 

 

Having discussed the various maritime peoples of Indonesia and the type of boats they have 

traditionally used, it is useful to now focus more closely on the perahu lambo as a boat type 

and to explore the various differences that can be found within a definition of perahu lambo. 

 

2.4 A definition of the perahu lambo 
 

The term perahu is the generic Indonesian word for boat and can be applied to any wooden 

hulled vessel that is larger than a dugout canoe, but not large enough to be called a ship (or 

kapal in Indonesian). The term lambo (lambu, lambut, lamboe, lamboet, lambok, lamboh) is 

a little more difficult to define, but is possibly derived from the Javanese word ‘lambu’ or 

‘lambut’ meaning boat (Horridge 1979a: 9), or from ‘lalombo’ a Bajo word meaning a 

Western median (or centre) rudder23 (Burningham 1994b: 11). According to Burningham, 

the first modern usage of the word lambo that he has found was recorded by Kriebel (1920: 

217), who listed the types of trading perahu (including lambo) built and used by the people 

                                                             
23  In Indonesian the word for rudder is kemudi 
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of Bonerate (Burningham 1994b: 11). By the 1930s the term was widely used as noted by 

Collins (1937a: 147) in his book that details his time cruising the waters with Bugis sailors 

around south Sulawesi. 

 

The perahu lambo is generally regarded by Indonesian mariners and researchers as the most 

recent, and (by some) the least traditional of Indonesia’s sailing craft because it has adopted 

a number of foreign (Western) technologies and innovations. Horridge (1979a, 1979b, 

1981a, 1985, 1986a) has attributed these adaptations to European (mainly English) origins. 

Essentially they amount to the fore-and-aft rig, either a gaff or a gunter (layar nade),24 the 

median rudder, and in some forms of lambo the hull design including some plank patterns, 

counter stern and the adoption of the apron.25 According to Horridge (1978: 30) and Liebner 

(1993: 18, and 2004) Indonesians have traditionally classified their vessels using separate 

terms for the vessel’s rig and another for its hull. Since the mid eighteenth century 

Europeans, however, have generally classified their vessels by their rig alone (Smyth 1902: 

574–575, Noel 1981: 278). 

 

In some cases, therefore, the fore-and-aft rig alone, has been used to classify and define a 

lambo. Boats with traditional (indigenous) hull forms have been called lambo because they 

carry a Western fore-and-aft rig, either a gaff or a gunter (see Horridge 1981a: 15–16). 

However, as Burningham (1994b: 7) has observed, many Indonesian sailors prefer a more 

restrictive definition requiring that a lambo not only carries a Western rig, but also has a hull 

design that allows the use of a median rudder hung off a sternpost. The traditional vessels 

that were built and operated in Indonesia waters employed quarter rudders.26 That is, rudders 

mounted on the quarters via thwarts across the stern. These craft usually had a very raked 

sternpost that curved into a rockered keel. This type of sternpost is unsuitable for hanging a 

median (Chinese or Western style) rudder. 

 

To further restrict the definition of perahu lambo for the purpose of this thesis and in 

keeping with the views of many Indonesian sailors, the perahu lambo is therefore defined as 

having a straight or near straight keel, usually constructed as Horridge (1979a: 16) points 

out, from a single piece of timber, but sometimes from two or even three. In contrast, 

traditional vessels in the region where perahu lambo operate usually had very raked stem 

and sternposts that curved gently into a rockered keel (see Figure 15). The stem and stern 

                                                             
24  Layar nade is the Indonesian term for a gunter rig (and sometimes a bermuda or marconi rig). 
25 Apron - A strengthening timber behind the stem and above the foremost end of the keel onto which the 

strakes (line of planking) are fastened thereby closing the ends at the bow. 
26  For a definition, and discussion of various types of Indonesian quarter rudders see Burningham (2007). 
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posts of traditional vessels therefore formed a curved hull form, sharper at the bow and stern 

but gently flattened in the centre through the keel (Horridge 1985: 12). 

 

A perahu lambo, therefore, is defined as a vessel with a straight stem and sternpost set 

(usually)27 at an angle to a straight keel, a fore-and-aft gaff or gunter-rig, and a median 

rudder. Perahu lambo can have one or two masts and can be either double-enders, or have a 

counter or transom stern (Burningham 1989b: 179). They are usually between 10 to 16 

metres in length and generally between 10 and 40 tons (Horridge 1985: 66). The two masted 

or ketch rigged lambo have largely disappeared in favour of the single masted gunter-rigged 

sloop or cutter form. According to Southon (1995: 39) a few double masted lambo were still 

in existence a decade ago, but were much more common before the 1960s. Hughes (1984: 

155) also mentions the existence of two masted perahu lambo in the Tunkang Besi Islands 

but states that by 1982 they had disappeared from Wanci and Kaledupa. 

 

 

 
 

    
Figure 15. Two traditional built vessels with curved stem and sternposts and a 

rockered keel – a two masted gaff rigged perahu palari and a single 
masted perahu pajala with a gunter-rig (drawing John Goodlad and Paul 
Clark, adapted from Collins 1947b and Horridge 1981a). 

 

 

Perahu lambo, therefore, can be found in three different hull forms – double ended, transom, 

or countered stern (see Figure 16). According to Burningham (1994b: 8), Butonese speaking 

boat builders from the island of Wangi Wangi in the Tukang Besi Islands, say that the first 

                                                             
27  Older perahu lambo, particularly the two masted schooner or ketch type, often had very straight or near 

vertical stem posts. 
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lambo were double-ended (pantat kedera)28 vessels and that later on transom-sterns (pantat 

sekoci, pantat kursi or pantat pappa)29 and finally counter-sterns (pantat bebek)30 were 

incorporated in the designs. There are sound reasons why this may be true, as the elliptical 

counter stern did not appear in Western or European boat building until the second half of 

the 19th century (c.1850s) and was not commonly used on small craft until near the end of 

the century (Burningham 1994b). Consequently the adoption of the counter stern in eastern 

Indonesia supports the diffusionist view and the clear hybridisation of eastern and Western 

boat building technologies in more recent times. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 16. Three different forms of perahu lambo hull (a) double ender, gunter rig (b) 

counter stern, gaff rig (c) transom stern, double gaff and (d) counter stern, 
gunter rig, each with a straight keel and a median rudder (drawing John 
Goodlad and Paul Clark, adapted from Hawkins 1982 and Stacey 1999). 

 

 

                                                             
28  Pantat in Indonesian means ‘buttocks’ or the backside of the vessel and kedera comes from the Portuguese 

word for ‘chair’ (Horridge 1981a: xiv, 63). 
29  Kursi in Indonesian literally means seat or chair. According to Stacey, the Bajo use the term pantat puppa, to 

indicate a transom stern but does not provide a literal translation for the word in English (Stacey 2007: 46). 
30  Bebek in Indonesian means ‘duck’ i.e. a stern like a ducks bill (Horridge 1981a: 65). 
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The most common form of perahu lambo in Indonesia today is found with the elliptical 

counter stern and is the type of lambo usually associated with the Butonese (Horridge 1981a: 

65–70). Michael Southon who carried out fieldwork in Lande, a trading community located 

on the southern part of Buton for seven months in 1992 and 1993 appears to confirm this, as 

only lambo with counter sterns are built and sailed by the Landese (Southon 1995: 39). 

Stacey, however, notes that all three types of perahu lambo are built and sailed by Mola Bajo 

from the Tukang Besi Islands but also makes the point that lambo building communities 

often show a preference for a particular type (Stacey 2007: 46). 
 

On the double-ended perahu lambo, the rudder is hung externally and connected directly to 

the sternpost. On the transom and counter sterned vessels the rudder passes up though the aft 

deck. Usually the rudder shaft passes through a rudder tube made from a hollowed out tree 

trunk with a hole of about 150–200 mm in diameter that runs down the centre (Horridge 

1981: 69). The rudder tube is sealed into the hull and made watertight below the waterline 

where the rudder protrudes and made flush and watertight with the deck at the top. 

 

2.5 Western influence on the development of the perahu lambo 
 

As mentioned previously, several writers have in the past noted the hybridisation and 

influence of foreign, in particular Western, maritime technology on Indonesian boat building 

in the 18th and 19th centuries (Earl 1837, Smyth 1902, 1906, 1929, Collins 1937a, 1937b, 

Nooteboom 1932, 1936, 1940, 1941, 1947, Gibson-Hill 1950, Hawkins 1982, Manguin 

1984, Burninghan 1994b and Flecker 2002). However, it was Horridge who described in 

detail the effects of what he saw as Western (mainly English) influences on the hybridisation 

process in a contemporary context in relation to the perahu lambo. 

 

In a series of four comprehensive monographs published by the Greenwich National 

Maritime Museum, Horridge (1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1982) presented a number of plausible 

theories about the origins and design of canoes and boats, the methods of construction and 

the materials used. Horridge extended his narrative to include how Western designs 

influenced the Indonesian boat building cultures as they adopted new rigs and new hull 

designs. While there is much, as previously stated, to debate in what Horridge proposes, it is 

his largely Eurocentric diffusionist view of the perahu lambo and its origin (Horridge 1979a) 

that is of main concern for this thesis. 
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While working on the biology of vision in insects and crustaceans in the Banda Sea and the 

Maluku Islands of eastern Indonesia in 1975, Horridge was taken by the similarity of local 

boats (perahu lambo) being built on the north coast of Banda. The boats looked like ‘old 

gaffers’, 19th century North Sea trawlers he remembered from around the coast of England. 

In the perahu lambo he saw in Ambon and Banda, Horridge recognised vessels such as the 

herring drifters of Lowestoft, Brixham trawlers (see Figure 17), Morecambe prawners, 

Devon gaff cutters, and small Harwich smacks which survive today in museums or as private 

pleasure yachts (Horridge 1979a: 4–5). Others since have added to this list by including the 

Rye smack, Scottish Zulu and a variety of West Country trading ketches, all of which are 

more or less distinguished by their shoal draft, fairly upright stem post, wide beam, counter 

stern and gaff or gunter rigs (Brennan 1989: 78). 

 
 

  
 
Figure 17. A scale models of a Brixham Trawler from the Science Museum, London 

(Clowes 1937: 41, plate X). 
 
 

Horridge’s observations, research and discussions with Indonesian boat builders and 

mariners led him to propose that the perahu lambo, the most recently evolved traditional 
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sailing boat of Indonesia, was in terms of hull shape, plank lines and rig, a copy of a Western 

trading cutter or sloop of the nineteenth century. The arrival of Europeans (Portuguese, 

Spanish, Dutch and British) in the Eastern Archipelago had certainly, by the time the 

nineteenth century arrived, brought a variety of cutters, ketches and schooners. 

 

Many of these were engaged in inter-island trade, particularly in the more remote regions of 

Borneo and in the eastern islands of Indonesia. They traded in native products such as birds’ 

nests, pearls and pearl shell, trepang, sandalwood, rattan and rubber, often under the radar of 

the Dutch colonial administrators. Much of this trade was in private hands (mainly English) 

operating out of ports such as Singapore and Makassar and covered the Maluku or Spice 

Islands to the east, Borneo to the west and Java, Bali and Lombok to the south. The classic 

writings of Joseph Conrad (1915) have immortalised much of the colour and legend and 

some of the historical figures, such as Captain William Lingard,31 associated with this period 

of history. 

 

Horridge argues logically that while the perahu lambo could have been a copy of many boats 

in the English speaking world of the 1890s, it was not of Dutch origin. Dutch vessels of the 

time had more rounded bow shape than the triangular bows of the perahu lambo and the 

rather incurved sides of Dutch vessels did not match the straight or slightly outward curve of 

the perahu lambo. Dutch vessels as illustrated at the time also had centreboards or leeboards 

with either a short gaff or spritsail rig with the more rounded Dutch hull shape. The elliptical 

counter (overhanging) stern and the gaff rig (English, not the short Dutch variety) that was 

carried by the perahu lambo led Horridge to favour an English provenance (Horridge 1979a: 

7-8). 

 

While the perahu lambo hull may exhibit elements of European design, the method of 

building follows the traditional Indonesian method of plank-first construction, not the 

Western method of boat building, where planking is added after the ribs or frames are 

constructed (Burningham 1989b: 181; Horridge 1985: 69). It is likely and logical to assume, 

as Burningham (1994b: 7) and others have, that Indonesian boat builders in various parts of 

Indonesia began experimenting with features of the Western rig and hull design when they 

first appeared in the early 17th century with Portuguese and Dutch colonisation of the region. 

There are clearly some elements of Western or European ship and boat technology, 

particularly the fore-and-aft rig (gaff and gunter), that were quickly adopted and 

                                                             
31  In Conrad’s novel Almayer’s Folly, the character Tom Lingard, ‘the Rajah-Laut’ (king of the sea) is modelled 

after William Lingard, a famous wealthy English 19th century trader who operated ships out of Singapore and 
Borneo. 
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incorporated into the body of knowledge relating to boat building that has resulted in the 

perahu lambo. However, methodology and construction of the hull remained Indonesian, not 

European. 

 

The median rudder is another external element that was incorporated; indeed many early 

builders would have been familiar with the median rudder and hull forms of Chinese boats 

(Needham 1986: 362, 627–628) and Indian and Arab vessels prior to the arrival of 

Europeans. The Indonesian boat builder, therefore, is quite likely to have obtained the design 

much earlier from either the Chinese or the Arabs rather than the English as Horridge would 

suggest. 

 

Therefore, to claim the perahu lambo is simply a ‘western ship in an eastern setting’ 

(Horridge 1979a), or that Indonesian boat builders follow ‘a tradition of boat building like 

that of medieval Europe [that] has survived into the 20th century, with various degree of 

craftsmanship’ (Horridge 1979a: iv), seems a little Eurocentric and over simplified, 

particularly in light of what is known of Indonesian boat building prior to European arrival 

in the region. Others such as Greenhill have less diffusionist views and state that ‘to 

appreciate a boat one must be aware of the factors that gave rise to her building, the timber 

available, the general environment, the building traditions of the society which produced her 

and above all, the purpose for which she was built’ (Greenhill 1976: 26). Clearly the 

circumstances of temperate Europe were very different to the tropical Indo-Malay region of 

Southeast Asia. 

 

An alternative view for the origin and development of the perahu lambo for the purpose of 

this thesis can be called the ‘regional development model’. It combines independent 

discovery, tempered with the adoption of external technology that can be combined in 

balanced and suitably proportioned ways to the local building traditions of the region 

(eastern Indonesia). Collins writing in the 1930s describes the adaptations that he observed. 

‘These ships are built in two distinct stages. When the first stage is completed the ship is a 

pajala, a low undecked boat of island [traditional or native] design. During the second stage, 

which turns a pajala into a palari, the sides are raised and a deck and high stern added. The 

second stage is believed to have been copied from Portuguese ships that came to the 

Malayan Islands about four hundred years ago’ (Collins 1937b: 12). 

 

Collins also made the observation that the ‘palaris would have a much greater chance of 

survival if they were rigged more simply. They have already changed their rig once, when 

they gave up the old oblong sompot sails [i.e., tilted rectangular sail also known as layar 
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tanja] for the European penis [pinisi i.e., fore-and-aft gaff with top sails]. Some Malay 

prahus have adopted a Bermuda type of sail [gunter rig] with success, and after some 

experiment palari penis [pinisi] might do well to become palari Bermuda’ (Collins 1937a: 

148). 

 

Burningham, as we noted previously, presents a good argument that double-ended perahu 

lambo were the ‘original type’ of lambo built and that ‘some of the double-ended perahu 

lambo from the Tukang Besi Islands have a hull form that is more closely related to that of 

an indigenous Bajo type called sope or soppe, than to any western model’ (Burningham 

1989b: 179, 1994b: 8). It seems reasonable, therefore, to argue that the Bajo and their 

cousins the Bajau/Badjao from the Sulu zone in the southern Philippines and the Semporna 

region of Sabah, eastern Malaysia, are the originators of the type and form of vessel (sope, 

soppe, sappit etc.) that has evolved into the double-ended perahu lambo of today. 

 

Extending the argument further, and again following Burningham’s lead that the rise of the 

Butonese as maritime traders is linked to the Bajo (Burningham 1994b: 3), it is reasonable to 

assume that the Butonese adopted the Bajo lambo and made it their own. In the process of 

adoption and adaptation they developed it further, firstly into the transom-sterned variety and 

then the counter-sterned lambo. This seems logical since the counter-stern only appeared in 

European boat building in the second half of the twentieth century (Burningham 1994b: 8). 

 

2.6 Influence of the Australian Pearling Lugger 
 

Apart from Burningham’s papers on the perahu lambo (1992, 1993, 1994b) most of the 

literature, as Stacey (2007: 48) has noted, has focused on the history and design of the 

counter-sterned lambo rather than the earlier double-ended variety (i.e. Horridge 1979a, and 

Southon 1995). Quite early on in his study of Indonesian perahu, Horridge dismissed the 

Australian pearling lugger as having any significant influence on the perahu lambo 

(Horridge 1979a 7–8). In contrast Collins saw the perahu lambo in a different light, 

repeating what he had been told by his informants of the day ‘They call boats of modern 

European type lambos. Many are being built now in the islands: the best seem to be those of 

Boneraté, whose builders are said to have taken Australian boats as models’ (Collins 1937a: 

147). 

 
While acknowledging that the Thursday Island and Broome luggers at the turn of the century 

were superficially similar to the perahu lambo of the 1930s, Horridge ruled them out as the 

prototype to the perahu lambo because of what he saw as major differences in construction 
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and function. Firstly, luggers were built by bending planks round frames and secondly 

because luggers were designed to ride through the swell and not jerk the airlines of the diver 

below, concluding that – although the shape of the counter and the low bulwark were 

similar, the pearling luggers were fundamentally different in hull shape from the lambo and 

the construction method and hull design of the perahu lambo is not that of a pearling lugger 

(Horridge 1979a: 8).  

 
Horridge preferred to theorise that skilful local boat builders originating from Buton and 

Makassar had been shown (by Europeans) how to build handy cutters and sloops for English 

customers in ports such as Singapore, and that they had then carried the design in their heads 

to their coastal homes (Horridge 1979a: 9). Horridge does not expand on this theory to 

explain why the local builders did not adopt the European method of bending planks around 

frames, or why the lack of this building method excludes the lugger as a proto-type but not 

the ‘handy cutters and sloops’ they learnt to build in Singapore. 

 
However, recent research by maritime historians Regina Ganter (1994), Patricia Spyer 

(1997), Steve Mullins (1997, 2001, 2002), and David Payne (2006) has provided evidence 

that suggests the Australian pearling lugger may have had considerably more influence in 

eastern Indonesia and in particular Maluku, than Horridge had previously credited. In 1905 a 

fleet of 115 vessels, seven schooners and 108 luggers, representing a consortium of partners 

lead by Australia’s most famous pearl-sheller, James Clark – left Australian waters to 

establish a base in the Aru Islands (Mullins 2002: 22). Registered in Batavia as the Celebes 

Trading Company (CTC) in 1904, Clark and partners had purchased a concession from the 

Netherlands East Indies (NEI) government for the exclusive rights to work the pearling 

grounds around Aru (Mullins 2002: 26). 

 
By 1906 three more fleets had joined Clark’s group. One owned by his brother John Clark 

and the other two by Said bin Abdullah Baadilla (eldest of the three Baadilla brothers) of 

Banda, swelling the total number of boats to approximately 135 (Mullins 2002: 26). The 

Baadilla brothers, Said, Abdul and Salim, also known by their Chinese names Tjong, Nana 

and Tjotjo (Alwi 2008: 11) probably purchased vessels and diving equipment from Australia 

(pers. comm. Steve Mullins 2007) and by the early 1900s had 33 schooners [luggers] (Alwi 

2008: 11). Nana Baadilla in particular worked the Buton grounds. Consequently, from at 

least 1907 onwards there were locally owned Australian built luggers not only working in 

Buton, Aru and Banda, but also voyaging to Seram, Misol and Raja Empat (Alwi 2008: 12). 

Most of Clark’s luggers that went to the NEI seem to have been built in Sydney, Brisbane or 

Fremantle (Payne 2006: 3–25) so it is likely that the Baadilla luggers had similar origins in 
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the beginning. 

 
Most of the divers used by the Baadilla brothers were Bandanese, trained and recruited from 

Banda Neira, but the crew were usually Butonese, many of whom had lived in Banda Neira 

for some time (Alwi 2008: 12). Shortly after establishing a base at Dobo, the CTC set up a 

sawmill and slipway at Pulau Kenari (see Figure 18), located to the north of Dobo and the 

east of Pulau Ujir (pers. comm. Steve Mullins 2007).  At least one lugger, the 17.56 ton 

(39.9 x 12.85 x 3.0 feet) Toba [ex Bulletin] (O/No.131662 wrecked in 1945) is known to 

have been built at Dobo in 1907 (pers. comm. Michael Gregg 2007). Unfortunately more 

research is needed to establish if other vessels were also built there, but it seems likely since 

according to Mullins enough sawn timber was produced at the mill to export (pers. comm. 

Steve Mullins 2007). 

 
 
Figure 18. A lugger under repair at Pulau Kenari, located to the north of Dobo and the 

east of Pulau Ujir c.1907–1915 (photograph Helen Darlington collection)32. 
 
 

The Clark consortium worked the eastern waters of the archipelago for 11 years until 1916, 

before breaking up. The CTC continued to trade, however, under new ownership until 1941–

1942 when the war in the Pacific finally brought to an end the Australian presence in the 

                                                             
32  Photographs from the Helen Darlington collection exhibited by Steve Mullins at the Transformations Art 

Space Central Queensland University in 2001  
(http://www.transformationsjournal.org/artspace/gallery1/gallery.shtml (accessed July 2010). 
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region (Mullins 2002: 22). It is difficult to estimate how many luggers remained in 

Indonesian waters at the end of World War I (WWI) after the break-up of the Clark 

consortium, but Michael Gregg (Western Australian Maritime Museum) estimates that fewer 

than 50 of the original 130–135 returned to Australian waters. A few may have been lost, 

wrecked or broken up but the rest must have gone into local hands (pers. comm. Michael 

Gregg 2007). 

 

In 1933 the Baadilla pearl-fishing era came to an end as their financial empire crashed and 

the business became bankrupt. The fleet of over 30 vessels was sold at auction and 

subsequently bought by the wharf master at Dobo, a Chinese man who had worked for the 

brothers, originally as a deckhand and later as a schooner [lugger] captain, before becoming 

the wharf master (Alwi 2008: 18). Clearly, through the early 1900s there was significant 

interaction between Indonesian mariners from Banda, Buton and Aru, and Australian built 

pearling luggers of the CTC. This took the form of ownership and crewing, but also perhaps, 

in regards to repairing and maintaining the working luggers in Indonesian waters. 

 

There are also two tantalizing ethno-histories that provide further evidence to argue that 

Indonesian mariners began adapting some of the design characteristics of the Australian 

pearling lugger, notably the counter stern, apron and mast step, in order to develop the 

perahu lambo. One was recorded by Dutch ethnographer C. Nooteboom (1930-40s) and 

quoted in Horridge (1979a) and the other more recently by Horst Liebner (1993). Both 

stories are about the introduction of the lambo design into particular maritime communities. 

 

Nooteboom tells how a man from the Mandar coast of western Sulawesi moved to Ambon 

and married a local. From his in-laws he obtained a boat type (lambo) and introduced it to 

Mandar when he returned home (Horridge 1979a: 1–4). Liebner has a story about the ‘first’ 

lambo becoming stranded in 1930 on Kaledupa in the Tukang Besi Islands and how the local 

Bajo used it as a model for building further boats (Liebner 1993: 29). Liebner does not 

indicate if the lambo was a lugger with a counter stern, but presumably it was, since the Bajo 

already had the double-ended soppe and the soppe-lambo variety. 

 

Stacey’s PhD research in the Tukang Besi Islands also supports the hypothesis that the Bajo 

adopted or adapted the counter stern lambo sometime in the 1930s and 1940s (Stacey 1999). 

Stacey notes that Bajo voyaging from the village of Mantigola on Kaledupa in the early 

1900s [up to 1920–30], to Ashmore Reef in the Timor Sea, was in double-ended vessels that 

carried tilted rectangular sails (layar tanja). However, by the 1930s and 1940s, voyages 

made by this group into the Timor Sea were undertaken in perahu lambo, some double-
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ended and some with counter-sterns, that carried a gaff rig in the European fashion [i.e. like 

the pearling lugger] rather than the layar tanja (Stacey 2007: 48). 

 

The island of Bonerate is also mentioned in the literature as another place in the 1930s and 

1940s, where perahu lambo were built (Collins 1937a: 147; Nooteboom 1947: 220; Gibson-

Hill 1950: 133). Collins, being the first to suggest the connection between the perahu lambo 

and the lugger, also notes that the best vessels being built in ‘the islands’ were built at 

Bonerate (Collins 1937a: 147). Collins also provides us with the reason why the perahu 

lambo was so readily adopted at that time. The ‘perhu (sic) masters’ of the day who sailed 

traditional perahu palari hulls rigged in the European [schooner] fashion – gaff rigged main 

and mizzen, with top sails and jibs off forestays and bowsprit, found them clumsy to handle 

when compared to the better sailing qualities of the perahu lambo (Collins 1937a: 147). 

Requiring less crew, the perahu lambo were faster and needed only one helmsmen, where as 

the perahu palari with quarter rudders often needed two on duty at the same time (Collins 

1937a: 147). Nooteboom notes that by the late 1930s, the perahu lambo was quite 

widespread throughout eastern Indonesia and was slowly replacing earlier trading vessels 

such as the perahu palari (Nooteboom 1947: 219–220). Gibson-Hill also mentions their 

presence in Singapore in the late 1940s (Gibson-Hill 1950: 133). 

 

For the next 30 years or so, the perahu lambo developed into the small trading and fishing 

vessel of choice amongst the eastern islands of the archipelago. Howard Dick (1975a, 1975b, 

1985, 1987) in part attributes the rise of the perahu lambo as an inter-island trading vessel to 

the economic hardships of the 1930s and 1940s. Horridge claims the lambo ‘was brought 

into use as a trader and was never a fishing boat’ (Horridge 1979a: iv). Gibson-Hill (1950), 

Hughes (1984), Evers (1991), and Southon (1995), have also written about the lambo as a 

trading vessel. The work by Stacey (1999, 2007), however, shows clearly that some 

communities on Rote and the Tukang Besi Islands also used the perahu lambo as a fishing 

boat. Stacey noted that ‘Bajo of Mola, Mantigola and Pepela use perahu lambo almost 

exclusively for collecting trepang and trochus, and for shark fin fishing voyages to the Timor 

and Arafura seas’ and that this first occurred sometime before 1950 (Stacey 2007: 49). 

 

Both single and double masted perahu lambo with counter sterns existed side-by-side until 

the late 1960s and early 1970s, when there began a movement away from the larger two 

masted variety. Hughes (1984) attributes this to the motorisation of many of the larger 

vessels, but also because fewer crew were required on smaller single masted vessels. During 

this time, particularly the years after World War II (WWII), a number of other technical 

improvements or adaptations were added such as sailcloth, cotton and later the 
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polypropylene (polypropene) fibre varieties and the polypropylene ropes that until the 1950s 

had been made from coconut fibre (Burningham 1994b: 66). Other adaptations that 

improved the general seaworthiness of the perahu lambo was the use of steel wire as 

standing rigging and the bamboo bilge pump (Hughes 1984: 170–171, Burningham 1994b: 

65). 

 

In 1982 Hughes notes that there were no longer any two masted perahu left in Wangi-Wangi 

[Wanci] (the largest of the Tunkang Besi Islands), and that most had changed from gaff to 

gunter (nade) rig (Hughes 1984). Horridge suggests that the change from gaff to gunter 

began from around 1960 (Horridge 1985: 10). The introduction of polypropylene fibre sails 

and polypropylene rope allowed the gaff to be replaced by the gunter because it was a much 

lighter rig and could be handled by fewer crew (Hughes 1984: 155, 170–171). Despite not 

having a track on the mast, the polypropylene rope was slippery enough when ‘Dutch laced’ 

to the sail, to slide up the mast and set a gunter rig. 

 

By the 1990s there were further developments in perahu lambo design. Many of the 

remaining single masted perahu lambo, particularly those involved in the cargo carrying and 

trading business, converted to motor-boats. Except for a small number located in the more 

isolated communities that continued with small scale trading ventures, such as the sugar and 

kitchenware trade (see Hobman 1997 as cited in the next chapter), the majority of perahu 

lambo that were still sailing in the late 1990s and early 2000s were mostly fishing boats, 

fishing the reefs and shoals for fish (both for domestic consumption and the salted fish 

market), trepang, trochus, and shark fin. 

 

According to Burningham, many of the newer perahu lambo, particularily those built at 

Mola (Tukang Besi Islands) in the 1990s, were designed specifically for shark fishing. 

 
Mola lambo that are engaged in shark fishing are ballasted heavily by the stern to 

facilitate pulling sharks on to the aft deck. Mola lambo, like all others are normally 

built with a hatch in the middle of the aft deck, but in recent years Mola lambo that 

work mainly in the shark fishery have had the aft hatch planked over, flush with the 

deck to provide more clear working space (Burningham 1994b: 105–106). 

 

In addition, the hulls of perahu lambo built for Mola Bajo have less beam than others from 

Southeast Sulawesi since they are not engaged in cargo carrying activities (Stacey 2007: 48). 

Platforms, known as ambeng, have also been built out over the stern replacing the space that 

was once occupied by a small box structure with a hole in the bottom that served as a toilet 
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and washing place (Burningham 1994b: 37). This additional space according to Stacey  

(2007: 48) is used for cooking and storing fishing gear, presumably freeing up the aft deck 

for the capture and processing of shark. 

2.7 The perahu lambo today 
 
The perahu lambo was once built and used in relatively large numbers by maritime traders 

and fishers in the eastern part of Indonesia and until recently off the north and north-western 

coasts of Australia. Today, however, perahu lambo are fast disappearing, being replaced by 

engine powered boats known generically as perahu motor, or by boats with engines and 

auxiliary sails known as perahu layar motor. Although perahu lambo numbers have 

dwindled in the last ten years, isolated communities of boats can still be found in use today 

in some of the smaller and more isolated settlements in parts of eastern Indonesia. 

 
The largest concentration of perahu lambo today is found in those communities that access 

the waters of the northwest Australian coast in an area known as the ‘MOU Box’, a body of 

water subject to a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that Australia has with Indonesia 

(see chapter three). Data collected by the Australian Fisheries Management Authority 

(AFMA) over a 19 year period (1990–2008), shows a fairly consistent number (apart from a 

spike in numbers during 1996–2000) of perahu lambo apprehended in Australian waters 

over time. During that 19 year period, a total of 272 perahu lambo were apprehended by 

AFMA (see Table 1). During the three-year period from June 2002, to June 2005, only three 

perahu lambo were apprehended by AFMA and brought into Darwin harbour for legal 

processing (Barefoot Papers33 2008). The remaining perahu lambo apprehended during those 

years were taken into Broome harbour. In each case these boats were shark fishers that had 

strayed outside the MOU Box. 

 
While the general use of perahu lambo has diminished in most parts of eastern Indonesia, the 

isolated pockets that have survived are generally those groups of Rotenese, Bajo and 

Butonese fisher/traders that utilise the MOU Box. It is now increasingly rare to find perahu 

lambo in Australian waters (other than in the MOU Box) and those that are found, are 

generally from Buton and the Tukang Besi Island regions, or from Oelaba and Pepela on 

Rote. It would seem, therefore, that the existence of the MOU Box and the special 

arrangements that it contains,34 has had some influence on the continued use of perahu 

                                                             
33  The Barefoot Papers are a collection of diaries, papers and documents that were donated to the author from 

the office of Barefoot Marine Pty Ltd after the company ceased operations in October 2008. Barefoot Marine 
managed (on behalf of AFMA) the apprehended Indonesian fishing boats while in Darwin harbour. 

34  Only ‘traditional vessels’ i.e. vessels that use wind and sail power are permitted to fish in the MOU Box area. 
Motorised vessels are not permitted. 
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lambo by certain groups of Indonesian fishers in the Timor and Arafura Seas today. In fact 

Stacey believes that ‘these regulations have contributed to the continuing use of perahu 

lambo by the Bajo and certainly stalled the widespread adoption of engines. However, most 

other Indonesian fishing populations, such as other groups of Bajo, Butonese and Bugis 

fishers, use motorised boats to engage in illegal fishing activities in the northern Timor and 

Arafura seas’ (Stacey 2007: 49). 

 
From 2001– 2003 fishers from Pepela on the island of Rote began experimenting with a fast 

motorboat known as a bodi (Fox et al 2009: 208 and 212–213). These purpose-built sleek 

narrow vessels, according to Fox et al, appear to have been specifically introduced to replace 

the slower perahu lambo for shark fishing (Fox et al 2009: 212). Clearly designed for 

making quick illegal incursions into Australian waters, bodi have dramatically increased the 

turnaround time of a fishing voyage, from a couple of weeks to several days. 
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Table 1. Total number of perahu lambo (Type II) apprehended by year in Australian waters 
over a 19-year period 1990 – 2008 (courtesy of AFMA). 
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2.8 Conclusions to chapter two 
 

This chapter has provided a brief background history for the development of watercraft that 

began about 5000 years ago in the Indo-Malay archipelago. Evidence of long distance 

voyaging with the colonisation of Madagascar some 2500 years ago and the iconography of 

Borobudur approximately 1200 years ago attests to sophisticated maritime cultures with 

technologies capable of intricate boat building and social organisation able to drive complex 

trading networks. By the time Europeans arrived in the region about 500 years ago the 

process of hybridisation was well underway with Chinese, Indian and Arab influences. In the 

historiography and ethnology of Indonesia where the perahu lambo originated, there are still 

many unresolved questions concerning the evolution of indigenous watercraft, particularly in 

regard to the affect European intrusion had on their development. 

 

However, this chapter has provided a reasonable amount of evidence to suggest that despite 

being the most recent example of hybridisation to evolve from the region, the perahu lambo 

is still a unique vessel type, with a long pedigree of adaptation and change.  While it may 

exhibit a number of Western influences, it is not a ‘western ship in an eastern setting’ as 

suggested by Horridge (1979a). It is in fact an ‘eastern ship’, with a native hull, that has 

evolved and been adapted by incorporating external technologies and innovation from a 

number of possible Chinese, Indian, Arab and European sources. The adoption and use of 

the straight stem and sternpost, the median rudder, the apron, the mast step, the counter stern, 

the gaff and gunter rig, polypropylene cloth and cordage and wire cable, are all incorporated 

parts of the perahu lambo as it is known today. 

 

This chapter supports Burningham’s view that the ‘original’ perahu lambo probably 

originated and developed from the Bajo soppe and was adopted by the Butonese mariners of 

eastern Indonesia. It also supports Burningham’s view that the Australian pearling lugger 

‘must have had a particular influence on the design’ of the perahu lambo (Burningham 

1994b: 77). Burningham notes the similarity of the early gaff rig and the counter stern in the 

perahu lambo – described as the Buton stern in some cases and the Mola stern type in other 

examples – with that of some Australian pearling luggers. 

 

This chapter further suggests that it was the Australian pearling lugger that introduced the 

counter stern to eastern Indonesia and not an English model (such as the Brixham Trawler), 

or any other European boat type found in Southeast Asia at the time (i.e., towards the end of 

the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries), as has been proposed by Adrian 
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Horridge (1979a: 7–8, Horridge in Southon 1995: 40–1). Horridge gives little credence to 

the possibility that the Australian pearling lugger influenced the design of the perahu lambo, 

probably because he confused the vessel types (three masted schooner and two masted 

lugger) used by the Australian pearling syndicates in Indonesia at the time (Horridge 1979a: 

8). In his original work Horridge made an effort to disprove the possibility of any lugger 

involvement by exploring a number of other possible explanations. 

 

The perahu lambo’s relationship with the Australian pearling lugger is therefore another 

example of historical significance and interpretative value in an Australian museum context. 

A closer examination of the relationship between pearling lugger and perahu lambo would 

certainly provide new perspective views for museum audiences. The perahu lambo is a very 

successful example of an indigenous boat type undergoing cultural adaptation in terms of 

design, form and function. It is unique to the eastern part of Indonesia and rather than being 

regarded in the negative as the least ‘traditional’, should be seen as one of the most 

(recently) adapted boat forms, responding to opportunity in a changing economic and social 

environment. The evolution and design of the perahu lambo, therefore, is closely linked to 

the movement of people, to trade, to fishing and to changing conditions in the maritime 

environment. 

 

In conclusion, therefore, this chapter has concentrated on questions of origin, definition and 

context. It distinguishes perahu lambo in its various forms from other boat types and 

describes how it developed and evolved into the recognisable vessel type that it is today. By 

placing the perahu lambo in its regional, cultural and technological context this chapter has 

provided the reader with a vantage point from which to view the Indonesian perahu lambo as 

a significant artefact worthy of a place in Australian museum collections. 
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Chapter  Three 

The historical, geo-political and economic setting. 
 
 

The current however took them south until after many days they reached 
Sand Island and became ‘stuck’ there. The crew wandered the length 
[and] breadth of the island but found nothing. One of the party, Foe 
Mpura took a stick and carved his name on it and then erected it in the 
middle of the island. After several days the tide rose, the boat floated free 
and they sailed home (Narrative of a voyage to Ashmore Reef by 
Rotenese in about 1720 as described in Fox, 1998: 118–119). 

 

3.0 Introduction 
 

This chapter provides historical, geo-political and economic background to the three 

Indonesian fishing boats Sama Biasa, Karya Sama and Titipan, that are the subject of this 

thesis. By sequentially outlining some of the ethno-historical events that have affected the 

‘social lives’ of these boats, it is possible to understand the legacy of history and the cultural 

embodiment that each of these fishing boats carries today while on display to the public. It 

also allows the reader to consider the significance, value and educational use that traditional 

vessels like these have in modern museums. 

 

This chapter also outlines the relevant legal and political frameworks and the changes that 

have occurred to them since the establishment of the modern nation states of Indonesia and 

Australia. It reveals some of the tensions that have developed over fishing rights and the 

access to marine resources along Australia’s shared maritime border with Indonesia and the 

effects that this has had as Australia has expanded its maritime jurisdiction. 

 

Furthermore, this discussion provides some sense of origin, provenance and place for these 

three boats and briefly looks at the economic circumstances that have given rise to their 

existence. These boats are sophisticated technological objects, specifically created for the 

purpose of both subsistence fishing (hunting and gathering) and small scale commercial 

enterprise in the Timor Sea, yet they also originate from communities with low levels of 

education and global awareness and poor skills in negotiating their way through the changes 

that have occurred in their own lifetimes (Fox 2002). The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to 

place the boats in not only a historical and ethno-historical picture, but also in a 

contemporary geo-political one. 

 

In the last 25 years Australia has dramatically expanded its maritime borders and sovereignty 
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over assets in the water column, on and under the seabed. At no other time in Australia’s 

history since 1788, has so much space (8.6 million sq. km),1 more than the total landmass of 

the Commonwealth of Australia (7.7 million sq. km),2 been acquired so quickly. Today 

Australia is the custodian of one of the largest marine jurisdictions in the world.3 Caught up 

in this process of maritime expansion have been a number of small communities of fishers 

from the eastern part of Indonesia who have sought, and in some cases continue to seek, a 

livelihood from the waters that are now recognised by international law as belonging to the 

Commonwealth of Australia. 

 

Several commentators (Campbell 1990, 1995, Campbell and Wilson 1993, Jackson 1995, 

Gray 1997 and Balint 2005) have drawn parallels between the plight of these people and the 

concept of mare nullius (empty sea), with that of Indigenous Australians and their 

experience with the concept of terra nullius (empty land). Many of these Indonesian fishers 

have been arrested and detained and have had their boats confiscated and destroyed by 

Australian authorities for activities that were legal only a few years ago. In certain 

circumstances, however, confiscated boats were not destroyed by sinking or burning, but 

were disposed of in another way. The enforcing authorities offered the boats to museums for 

public display. 

 

3.1 A historical view of Indonesian fishing in the Timor and 
Arafura seas.  

 

It is generally accepted that Indonesians have fished the reefs and shoals of the Timor Sea 

and until recently, the northern and northwestern coast of Australia for at least the last 280 

years (Macknight 1976, Crawford 1969). More recently Macknight (2008: 136) has given a 

specific date of between 1720-1754 for the beginning of the Macassan4 trepang trade to north 

and north-western Australia. Historical evidence for the regular use of Ashmore Reef5 by 

Indonesian fishers also dates from the early to mid eighteenth century. Roo van Alderwerelt 

(1906) as quoted by Fox (1977: 462) reports that in 1775 about 30 to 40 Macassarese praus 

(perahu) sailed to Pulau Pasir (Ashmore Reef) south of Rote to gather great quantities of 

trepang. Macknight cites another reference (1976: 94–95) and quotes the Dutch colonial 

                                                
1  This area is around the landmass of mainland Australia, including Tasmania and Australia’s external 

territories, Heard and Macquarie Islands. 
2  Geoscience Australia http://www.ga.gov.au/education/facts/dimensions/compare.htm - accessed on 07/09/08 
3  CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research http://www.csiro.au/org/aboutCMAR.html - accessed on 07/09/08 
4 Macknight used the term ‘Macassan’ to describe the people involved in the trepang trade between northern 

Australia and the Indonesian port city of Makassar. He did not mean it to imply that only Makassarese, i.e. 
people from Makassar were involved it the work. Earlier writers referred to them as Malays. 

5  In recent years Australian agencies have began calling Ashmore Reef, Ashmore Islands – possibility in order 
to bolster Australia’s claim to the territorial sea around Ashmore Reef and thereby claim the contiguous zone. 
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resident of Timor who wrote in 1751 to his superiors of a Chinese trader, who had set out to 

find ‘the large sand-plate beyond Rotti (Rote), in order to search for turtle-horn’ (turtle 

shell). He ended up seven days later having been blown off course and onto the north 

Australian coast. 

 

Berndt and Berndt (1947: 133, 1949: 219 and 1954: 37), Worsley (1955: 1–2), Mountford 

(1956: 334) and McIntosh (1995: 195–208) all record an Australian Aboriginal narrative 

from north-eastern Arnhem Land that tells of contact with unidentified people from the north 

who are said to have pre-dated the arrival of the Macassans. The Bayini (Baijini), as these 

pre-Macassan people are known, are believed (by some) to be the first to make contact with 

Aboriginal people in the proto-historical period, and were described amongst other 

characteristics as having lighter coloured skin. 

 

However, no archaeological or other scientific evidence supports this view and until such 

time as more quantitative evidence can be produced, the Bayini remain part of Arnhem Land 

mythology. That is not to say, however, that the Bayini could not have existed, or that 

contact of any sort never occurred before the Macassans arrived. Given the antiquity of 

trading and the trade networks that existed to the north in the Southeast Asian region (see 

Figure 19 and 20), it seems likely that other visitors made landfall well before the 

Macassans. The arrival of the dingo in Australia about 3,500–4000 years ago (Johnson and 

Wroe 2003) provides some credibility to this argument and some archaeologists have 

suggested that contact may well have been more or less continuous over the last 5,000 years 

(Bowdler 2003: 184). 

 

The earliest well-documented account of European contact with Indonesian fishers off the 

coast of Australia occurred in February 1803. It comes from the journal of English mariner 

Matthew Flinders (1814: 228) who describes meeting a fleet of about 60 Malay6 

(Indonesian) ‘praus’ (perahu) near Cape Wilberforce at the north-west corner of the Gulf of 

Carpentaria. Flinders reported that the perahu were about 25 tons and carried about 20-25 

men each. The fleet was under the command of a captain called Pobasso, a master mariner 

who had previous experience on the Australian coast, some six or seven voyages over a 

period of 20 years (Macknight 1976: 93). 

  

                                                
6  Malay was a generic term used in the nineteenth century to describe mariners, fishers and others who 

originated from the Indo-Malay archipelago, mainly Malaysia and Indonesia. 
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Flinders was able to learn from Pobasso via the interpretation services of his cook, a Malay 

man he had employed for the voyage, that the whole fleet, about 1000 men, sailed under the 

flag of the ‘Rajah of Boni’ (Bone)7 and was engaged in fishing for trepang. Later while in 

Kupang to re-provision his ship, Flinders inquired about the trepang fishers he had met on 

the Australian coast. He was told that ‘the natives of Makassar had long been accustomed to 

fish for trepang amongst the islands in the Java Sea, and upon a dry shoal lying to the south 

of Rottee’ (Rote), presumably Ashmore Reef (Flinders 1814: 257). 

 

A second meeting between Indonesian fishers and Europeans occurred two months later in 

April 1803. This time French naturalists Peron and Freycinet on board the vessels 

Geographe and Naturaliste under the command of Nicholas Baudin described meeting a 

fleet of 24–26 large Malay perahus also fishing for trepang. This time contact occurred off 

the Northwest Kimberley coast of Australia in the vicinity of Cassini Island and Holothuria 

Banks (Peron and Freycinet 1816: 245). Both these authorities, Flinders on one hand with his 

Navy cartographic and survey training, and Peron and Freycinet with their scientific 

backgrounds and their naturalist eye for detail, both concluded that the Malays had probably 

been visiting the northern coast of Australia for some time before European arrival. 

 

Other mariners of note such as Phillip Parker King (1827) and Alfred Searcy (1907, 1909) 

also recorded their observations of Indonesian fishers in Australian waters. The trepang 

industry and the Macassan contact, as it became known after Macknight’s seminal work 

(1969 and 1976), was dominated by ships from the port of Makassar in Sulawesi. Although 

the ships departed and returned to Makassar each season the crews of these vessels were a 

mixture of ethnic groups from the region including Makassarese, Bugis, Butonese, Bajo and 

probably Melanesians from West Papua. In 1907, however, it officially ceased as a result of 

the South Australian Government’s decision (in 1906) not to issue any more licences for 

work along the Northern Territory coastline (Macknight 1976: 125). The Macassans were no 

longer allowed to land on the Northern Territory coast and were effectively forced back (in a 

legal sense) to the three nautical mile limit (i.e., the cannon-shot rule) of Australia’s 

territorial sea (Johnston 1987: 174). 
 

                                                
7  Bone was one of the Bugis kingdoms of South Sulawesi, Indonesia in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. 
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Figure 19. Map of the Indonesian archipelago showing trade routes in plumes and marine 

products c.1500–1900 and trade in marine products to the north Australian coast, 
c.1700–1900 (after Forrest (1779) 1969, Searcy 1907, Crawford 1969, Macknight 
1976, Healey 1980, Swadling 1996, Morwood and Hobbs 1997: 198, Morwood 
2002: 35) (cartography Douglas Hobbs). 

 

 
 

Figure 20. Map of the eastern Indonesian archipelago and northern Australia, showing trade 
and fishing routes in marine resources on and off the northern coast of Australia 
c.1900–2000 (after Searcy 1907, Crawford 1969, Macknight 1976, Reid 1992: 
10, Fox 1992: 16, Dwyer 2001: 44, Morwood and Hobbs 1997: 197–206) 
(cartography Douglas Hobbs). 
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From the 1870s according to Crawford (1969: 114-116), the Western Australian Government 

made foreign fishing in its territorial waters illegal, but the remoteness of the northwest coast 

meant that the laws were never enforced. Visits from the large Makassar based perahus (i.e. 

Macknight’s Macassans) declined after 1907 in line with the South Australian Government 

decision and finally ceased, but the trade continued, largely being replaced by boats from 

Timor (out of Kupang), some with Australian or British captains and Indonesian crews 

(Crawford 2001: 80). Small vessels from other parts of eastern Indonesia, such as Rote, 

Bonerate, and Aru also entered and continued the trepang industry as did some from central 

parts of the archipelago such Madura and Ra’as (Crawford 1969: 133). 

 

Crawford (2001: 82) quotes the British Consul in Kupang in the 1920s describing the arrival 

of ‘small low draft’ type of perahu called lete lete from the islands of Madura and Ra’as 

which began visiting the offshore islands and reefs of Australia’s northwest.  
 

From Roti [Rote] they take their final departure for Ashmore Islands, part of the fleet 
working there, the … larger vessels … proceeding to Long Reef [Holothuria Banks] 
where they work tortise (sic) shell and other marine products … procuring their fresh 
water at Parry Harbour [Cape Bougainville] (Pilliet 1924) as quoted in Crawford (2001: 
82). 

 

Apart from the odd mention of Indonesian fishers in geological journals regarding phosphate 

miners digging guano from Ashmore Reef (Woodward 1917, Fairbridge 1948), little was 

published in the twentieth century until after WWII. More than likely, however, sporadic 

voyaging continued to parts of the north Australian coast, particularly to the north-west or 

Kimberley coast as Crawford has suggested, where the history of the trepang industry is a 

little more complex (Crawford 1969: 115, 124). Morwood and Hobbs (1997: 198) and 

Campbell and Wilson (1993: 22) also support the view that with the passing of the Macassan 

operation on the Northern Territory coast, individual boats (and fleets) after 1907 were 

smaller in size and originated from Timor, Rote, Madura and the Lesser Sunda Islands, 

rather than the larger boats and organised fleets of Makassar.  

 

In 1921 Japanese trepangers and pearlers8 based in Micronesia also moved into the trepang 

industry and were active up until WWII (Morwood and Hobbs 1997: 199). Stacey (2000: 41-

50) documents oral history recollections of Bajo fishers from Montigola in the Tukang Besi 

Islands who fished at Ashmore Reef and hunted turtle for their shell on an island off the 

Australian coast for an Australian schooner captain, ‘Tuan Robin’ (Robin Hilliard)9 

sometime between 1908 and 1924. Sadli Hudari, a fisherman from Pepela on Rote, briefly 

                                                
8  For an account of Japanese pearling in Northern Territory waters just prior to WWII see Wilcox (2006). 
9  Robin Hilliard was the son of Henry Hilliard, a pearling captain and ship owner who pearled out of Kupang 

in the Timor seas and off the northwest coast of Australia in the 1880–90’s and who supplied ‘Koepangers’ a 
term used for men recruited from Timor, Savu, Rote and other islands in the region from the 1880s onwards 
to the northwest Australian pearling industry (McGann 1988). 
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describes a meeting between Pepelan fishers and pearler Robin Hilliard in 1920 at Ashmore 

Reef (Hudari 1998: 4–5). According to Hudari, Hilliard invited the fishers he met at 

Ashmore to come and work for him in Broome, diving for pearl shell. Stacey also documents 

Bajo fishing voyages to Scott Reef, Seringapatam Reef and Ashmore Reef during 1924 and 

1936. During WWII fishing activities were undoubtedly disrupted by the Japanese military 

presence and were not observed near Ashmore Reef by Australian service personnel who 

operated in the area (Witt 1951), but certainly continued afterwards. 

 

 

After WWII, Australia became more interested not only in its northwest islands, but also in 

the boundaries that existed with its next-door neighbours. The presence of Indonesian fishers 

on Australian’s islands and reefs such as Ashmore Reef, again find their way into a number 

of government reports and the odd scientific journal (Fairbridge 1948, Serventy 1952, Bach 

1955 and Mulvaney 1966). Evidence suggests that Indonesian fishers returned soon after the 

war to the outer reefs to collect trepang, trochus, turtle shell, clam meat, fish [and birds] and 

may have ventured on to the mainland in isolated cases to collect water and firewood 

(Campbell and Wilson 1993:26). 

 

 

During a Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) fisheries 

survey in October 1949 by Warreen, a fisheries survey vessel, 23 Indonesian perahu were 

seen by Serventy anchored off Ashmore Reef. In addition another 30 boats with estimated 

combined personnel of 300 were also sighted in the general area (Serventy 1952:13). 

Serventy also reported that the Ashmore Reef islands showed signs of well-established 

occupancy, with drying racks for clam meat and fish (Serventy 1952:13). Dick Sonners, an 

owner operator pearling master,10 who worked out of Darwin during the 1950s in his lugger 

Redbill,11 recalls seeing Indonesian fishing boats on occasion off the Northern Territory 

coast (Sonners pers comm. 2002). In 1955 he photographed one such vessel laid up for the 

wet season in Sadgroves Creek, on the ‘careening beach’ near what is now the Dinah Beach 

Cruising Yacht Club in Darwin Harbour (see Figure 21). A similar vessel is shown moored 

in Darwin harbour in 1995 (see Figure 22). 

 

                                                
10  Owner operators were pearling masters that usually only owned one lugger that they operated with a crew of 

three, often acting as the second or relief diver, as well as the master of the vessel. 
11  For a history of the Redbill, see Lance (2004). 
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Figure 21. Indonesian fishing boat (perahu lambo) laid up in Sadgroves Creek, 

Darwin harbour, in an area that later became known as the ‘graveyard’ 
near what is today the Dinah Beach Cruising Yacht Club (photograph 
Dick Sonners 1955). 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 22. Apprehended Indonesian fishing boat (perahu lambo) in Darwin 

harbour in 1995 awaiting due legal process (photograph Paul Clark 
1995). 
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HMAS Cootamundra visited Ashmore Reef in August 1958 and observed the presence of 

Indonesian perahus from Timor (Commonwealth of Australia 1989). After this immediate 

post war period Crawford notes that clam meat, fish and trochus were more sought after than 

trepang and in February 1968 during a short five-day visit to Ashmore Reef he documented 

drying racks for the processing of clam, fish and birds (Crawford 1969: 133-56). In July 

1974, HMAS Diamantina found Indonesian fishers using the cays at Ashmore Reef for 

cooking and drying seabirds (Commonwealth of Australia 1989). 

 

Little specific information is known, or has been published about the early fishing and 

collecting activities (i.e. methods, catch etc.) of Indonesian fishers around Ashmore Reef and 

Cartier Island, or any of the other offshore reef systems. Crawford (1969 and 2001) 

documents visits to Ashmore Reef by fishers from the island of Madura (including Ra’as and 

Tonduk) during the early 1920s and again when he visited Ashmore Reef in the 1968. Apart 

from Crawford’s early work (1969), it was not until Russell and Vale conducted research in 

1986/87 that any serious marine science research was done on Indonesian fishing activities at 

Ashmore Reef or anywhere else off the north Australian coast (Russell and Vale 1988). For a 

list of marine organisms (other than fish) caught or collected by Indonesian fishers in the 

Arafura and Timor Sea region see Appendix 1. 

 

Ethnographic field research with Bajo communities in the Tukang Besi Islands and in the 

village of Pepela, on Rote was carried out by Stacey in 1992, 1994 and 1995 (Stacey 1999, 

2000 and 2007) which provided evidence of both early and contemporary voyages to the 

north Australian coast. Stacey’s work also provided some valuable information on vessels, 

crew and catch data, particularly in regard to the shark fin industry. In 1996 the first 

archaeological survey of Ashmore Reef recorded the presence of archaeological sites and 

relics, including ceramic material, glass, abandoned wells, and graves – evidence of regular 

and frequent visits to the Ashmore Reef system by Indonesian fishers since at least the late 

19th century (Clark 2000: 1-8). 

 

Campbell and Wilson have argued convincingly that contact (apart from the war years) was 

continuous from the Macassan era up until 1980 (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 197). The 

daily newspapers in Darwin and Broome have regularly reported occurrences since, thereby 

providing a continuous history of contact from c.1780 to the present day. Indeed some pre-

historians believe that there is enough evidence to support the view ‘that contacts between 

traders of the southern Southeast Asian archipelagos and Aborigines of the northern coast of 

Australia have been more or less continuous over several millennia and possibly date back to 

5000 BP’ (Bowdler 2003: 167). 
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3.2 The legal framework and Indonesian fishers in the AFZ.  
 

Australia, the largest island, and Indonesia, the largest archipelagic state in the world share a 

maritime border that runs east to west for approximately 2000 kilometres. Australia and 

Indonesia, as Forbes (2001) and Fox (2002) have observed, are both maritime nations with 

extensive coastal areas and enormous marine resources. Both countries are also vigorous 

supporters of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

  

Prior to 1952 Indonesian fishers, Japanese pearlers, indeed any foreign fishing venture were 

free to fish anywhere off the Australian coast provided it was outside the 3 nautical mile 

(nm) limit of Australia’s territorial sea. This, however, changed in 1952 when the 

Commonwealth Government passed the Pearl Fisheries Act 1952 and made it illegal for 

unlicensed fishing of sedentary species on the Australian continental shelf.12 The Act was 

specifically designed to protect pearl shell resources outside the 3 nm limit from the 

Japanese, but it also gave the Government the power to prosecute Indonesian fishers engaged 

in collecting trepang and trochus shell if it wished. However, while the Government had the 

legal power, it did not have the enforcement capacity to apprehend and prosecute (Campbell 

and Wilson 1993: 28, 115). 

 

In 1968, Australia expanded its territorial sea from 3 to 12 nm and hence the Australian 

Fishing Zone (AFZ) was also expanded by the same amount. The Continental Shelf (Living 

Natural Resources) Act 1968 was passed and amendments were made to the Fisheries Act 

1952 that made the collection of sedentary species on the sea bed and the fishing for fin or 

scale fish in its territorial sea illegal without the appropriate licence (Campbell and Wilson 

1993: 26). Yet Indonesian visits continued, largely unobserved, and no action was taken to 

evict them from the AFZ when noticed. Campbell and Wilson even suggest that when their 

presence was observed, it was played down by Australian officials and considered to be 

subsistence instead of commercial and suggested that these ‘illegal’ incursions were nothing 

more that ‘the occasional apologetic fishing party swept off course by wind and currents’ 

(Campbell and Wilson 1993: 36). 

 

Campbell and Wilson viewed this expansionist attitude by the Australian authorities as an 

expression of mare nullius (empty sea) propositioned by two constructs, the ‘myth of 

emptiness’ and the ‘myth of subsistence’. They argued that the myths of emptiness and 

subsistence contain the three essential elements of terra nullius (fewness, primitiveness and 

                                                
12  In 1953 Australia became the first country to make a unilateral claim to its entire continental shelf (Campbell 

and Wilson 1993: 115). 
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itinerancy) and that mare nullius was therefore the maritime form of terra nullius, the 

principal that justified the colonial appropriation of the Australian continent13 (Campbell and 

Wilson 1993: 57–58). 

 

Furthermore they argue that these myths (emptiness and subsistence) must be understood in 

the context of the political climate of the day. Australia and Indonesia were negotiating 

seabed boundaries in the Timor Sea and access to the energy reserves of the north-west shelf 

were of critical importance to both. It seems likely that the Australian authorities tolerated 

Indonesian fishers in order not to ‘rock the boat’ as the negotiations were far too important to 

be upset by a few fishers (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 48). 

 

In the early 1970s (197114 and 197215) Indonesia and Australia negotiated a seabed boundary 

between the two nations with the exception of three key areas where the issues were a little 

more complex and difficult to resolve. The first of these was the area known as the Timor 

Gap, the area between Timor Leste16 and Australia, which was initially resolved (in 

principle) with the signing of the ‘Timor Gap Treaty’ between Australia and Indonesia in 

December 1989. Since Timor Leste gained independence from Indonesia in 1999,17 Australia 

has negotiated a treaty (Timor Sea Treaty)18 with Timor Leste that has in part settled this 

issue. 

 

The second area was the south-west extension of the Ashmore Reef and Cartier Islands 

region and the third was the area between Christmas Island and Java (Forbes 2001). These 

latter two have since been resolved with the signing of the Perth Treaty in 1997 but have yet 

to be ratified by either the Australian or the Indonesian houses of parliament and hence, the 

law has yet to come into effect. 
 

Once the 1972 seabed boundaries in the area of the Timor and Arafura Seas were ratified (8 

November 1973) and in effect, the Australian authorities then moved to deal with the 

unlicensed and uneducated Indonesian fisher. The political climate now allowed the ‘illegal’ 

incursions to be dealt with and surface and air coastal surveillance was increased resulting in 

                                                
13   Regarded by many including this author as being from the time of the ‘first fleet’ in 1788, till the Australian 

High Court handed down the Mabo decision in 1992. 
14   On 18 May 1971 Australian and Indonesia signed an agreement on the delimitations of the seabed boundaries 

between the Indonesian Province of Irian Jaya (West Papua) and the Australian Trust Territory of New 
Guinea. 

15   On 9 October 1972 Australia and Indonesia signed a seabed boundaries agreement in the areas of the Timor 
and Arafura Seas. 

16  Previously known as Portuguese Timor, or Timor Timur under the Indonesian administration. 
17  Timor Leste gained independence from Indonesia on 30 August 1999 following a United Nations (UN) 

sponsored referendum. On 20 May 2002, following a transition period (administration by the UN), the 
Democratic Republic of Timor Leste was internationally recognised as an independent nation. 

18  TST was signed by Australia and Timor Leste on 20 May 2002 (Timor Leste’s Independence Day) and 
ratified by Timor Leste in December 2002, followed by Australia in March 2003. 
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a significant increase in the number of sightings of Indonesian fishing boats. The rhetoric 

quickly shifted from poor subsistence fisher, blown of course by wind and tide, to that of 

illegal commercial fisher, poaching Australia’s well managed fish stocks. This political shift 

according to Campbell and Wilson enabled the myth of ‘emptiness’ to be replaced by the 

myth of ‘invasion’ (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 39, 61). 

 
Although Australia was under no international obligation to recognise the long history of 

Indonesian fishing activity prior to the unilateral expansion of its territorial sea (Stacey 2000: 

42 and Fox 2002: 8), Australia endeavoured to recognise some form of traditional fishing 

within its waters. Therefore, in 1974 as part of negotiations to delineate the seabed 

boundaries, Australia and Indonesia entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)19 

which recognised the rights of access for traditional Indonesian fishers to certain ‘shared 

waters’ (and resources) to the north of Australia. 

 

The MOU allowed Indonesian traditional fishermen to fish for and to collect certain species 

of marine life within a 12nm radius (i.e., the territorial sea) of Ashmore, Scott, 

Seringapatam, and Hibernia Reefs as well as Cartier and Browse Islands (see Figure 23). 

Traditional fishermen were defined by the MOU as being ‘fishermen who have traditionally 

taken fish and sedentary organisms in Australian waters by methods which have been the 

tradition over decades of time’ (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1988: 1–2). The 

species of marine life that the MOU allowed were scale fish, sharks, trochus, trepang, 

abalone, green snail, sponges and all molluscs on the seabed adjacent to and within the areas 

defined above. The taking of turtles, however, was prohibited. The MOU also allowed 

landings on Ashmore Reef’s West and Middle islets for the purpose of obtaining fresh water. 

Boats were permitted to take shelter within the islets, but were not permitted to land except 

on the two designated islets in the Ashmore group (Australian National Parks and Wildlife 

Service 1989). 

 

The MOU came into effect on 1 February 1975 and provided Australia with both a political 

and legal tool, to manage and control the access of Indonesian fishers to Australian waters, 

while enabling traditional fishers to continue their customary practices (Fox 2002: 9).  This 

effectively provided Australia with a moral solution to the politics of expansion, by giving 

fishing rights (for the first time in Australian law) to ‘traditional’ Indonesian fishers within 

Australian waters. 

 
                                                
19  The full title is 'Memorandum of Understanding between the Governments of Australia and the Government 

of the Republic of Indonesia regarding the Operations of Indonesian Traditional Fishermen in Areas of the 
Australian Exclusive Fishing Zone and Continental Shelf'. 
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Figure 23. Map of maritime borders and boundaries including the MOU Box that 

currently exist between Australian and Indonesia (after Clark 2008: 
68), (cartography Silvano Jung). 

 

Within weeks of the MOU coming into effect Australian authorities moved to evict 

Indonesian fishers from other parts of the AFZ and to restrict their activities to the areas 

defined in the MOU (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 64). The operation, officially named 

Operation Trochus involved Australian Navy, Air Force and Fisheries officers, and was a 

massive surveillance campaign aimed at preventing illegal landings by Indonesian fishers on 

the Australian mainland and offshore islands. Trochus 75 and the following year, Trochus 76 

(as the operations became known), formed the basis of Australia’s first obvious intent to 

enforce the new laws with a program of education and enforcement (Campbell and Wilson 

1993: 65). Fishers were given warnings and forced out of fishing grounds they had been 

using for decades into the area permitted by the MOU. But the fishers, according to the 

evidence documented by Campbell and Wilson (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 65), were 

reluctant to leave and more punitive measures were introduced. 

 

3.3 The apprehension of Indonesian fishers in the AFZ.  
 

In March 1975 three Indonesian fishing boats were apprehended at Troughton Island (an area 

outside the MOU Box) and charged under the Fisheries Act 1952 (Campbell and Wilson 

1993: 65). The Act had been amended to cover the operations of subsistence fishers involved 

with the taking of scale fish. Unfortunately (from the Australian agency perspective) the 
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three boats, their captains and crew were found not guilty. According to Campbell and 

Wilson (1993: 97), the test case and conviction the authorities had been hoped for had 

backfired and the fishers with their boats were allowed to sail home. It would be another five 

years before Indonesian boats would again be arrested and charged under the Fisheries Act. 

 

This occurred on the 22 July 1980, when Sama Biasa (now on display at the WAMM) was 

found in the mangroves at the high-water mark on the north-eastern corner of Gregory 

Island, King Sound, Western Australia. Arrested by Australian Navy and Fisheries officers, 

the captain and crew of Sama Biasa were found with fishing equipment and 250kg of trochus 

shell and more than 10 kilograms of dried fish, including clam and squid (Sutton, 1980, 

WAM-MA219/80/1). Charged with offences under the Fisheries Act 1905-1979 (Western 

Australia) they were convicted and their vessel was forfeited to the Crown. Sama Biasa 

became the first of many Indonesian fishing boats to be arrested and confiscated by 

Australian authorities in the subsequent 25–30 years. A second perahu, Jangan Tanya Lagi 

or ‘Don’t Ask Again’, formerly the Usaha Remaja was boarded at Bedford Island the 

following day (23 July 1980) and became the second vessel to be confiscated (Campbell and 

Wilson 1993: 72). 

 

Sama Biasa’s arrest and forfeiture, like the earlier decision in 1906/07 by the South 

Australian Government not to issue licences to the Macassans (Macknight 1969: 3, 123–125) 

marks a significant event in Australia’s maritime history.  Australia and Indonesia had both 

(1979 and 1980) extended their jurisdiction over their respective fisheries from 12 to 200 nm 

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and what was now (in Australia’s case) a de facto AFZ. 

Indonesian fishers were being driven out of the AFZ and forced to fish only in the areas 

agreed to under the MOU. It signalled Australia’s intent to enforce its claim on the expanded 

maritime space, now reaching 200nm from the coastline. The successful prosecution and 

forfeiture of the boats and equipment had a devastating effect on the captains and crew. They 

faced economic hardship on their return to Rote and the effect on the rest of the Rotenese 

fishers was immediate. Not willing to risk their boats they restricted their effort to the 

‘allowed’ areas of the MOU (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 73).  

 

However, it was not long before concerns about the impact Indonesian fishers were having 

on the flora and fauna in of parts of the MOU Box (Ashmore Reef in particular) began to 

surface and the Australian Parks and Wildlife Service called for greater control of Indonesian 

activities in these areas. Fishing activity (or effort) had shifted from areas outside the MOU 

Box, where fishing was no longer permitted, to areas within the Box, such as Ashmore Reef 

where it was still allowed. Australian authorities legally rectified this on 28 July 1983 with 
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the declaration of Ashmore Reef as a National Nature Reserve. The legislation prohibited the 

removal of all flora and fauna [birds in particular] from the islands and surrounding reef to a 

depth of 50 metres (Fox 2002: 9–10). The only exception to this was the taking of scale fish 

by hand line in Ashmore Reef’s lagoon for the purpose of immediate consumption and one 

day’s sailing, i.e. fish for the ‘cooking pot’ (Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service 

1989). In 1985 a camp was established for caretakers on West Island and in 1986 a chartered 

vessel was established to oversee the reserve. By this time Australian authorities had already 

begun apprehending perahu in the expanded AFZ forcing the fishers to comply with the 

MOU agreement. 

 

In 1988 Karya Sama, a small double ended perahu from Pepela, Rote (now on display in the 

MAGNT), was apprehended and its captain and crew arrested and charged under regulation 

4(1) of the Australian Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 for collecting birds and their chicks and 

birds’ eggs from the Ashmore Reef reserve. The vessel’s captain and crew were taken to 

Darwin and after due process were convicted and Karya Sama was forfeited to the 

Commonwealth Government. Karya Sama became the first, and to date, only Indonesian 

fishing boat forfeited under Australian National Park and Wildlife legislation.20 It signalled 

clearly to the Rotenese fishers at Pepela that Australia was serious about protecting the flora 

and fauna of Ashmore Reef. 

 

In 1989 Australian and Indonesian officials met to negotiate the changes that had occurred 

since 1974 and to clarify a number of issues. These included what the Australian 

Government had meant by ‘traditional’ fishermen, the need to take into account other 

changes such as the declaration of the 200 nm AFZ and the Ashmore Reef Nature Reserve. 

The new guidelines also clarified access boundaries for traditional fishers and recognised 

Australian and Indonesian responsibilities under the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna  (CITES) (Fox 2002: 9-10). 

 

The effect of the new regulations regarding Ashmore Reef, the richest asset in the MOU Box 

in terms of biodiversity (flora and fauna) and marine resource commodities, was to shift 

fishing effort to the other reef systems (Fox: 2002: 9). Cartier Island, Browse Island, and the 

Scott and Seringapatam Reefs now came under increased pressure as competing fishers from 

Pepela and Oelaba, the two main fishing villages on Rote, now struggled to sustain 

themselves. Having relied heavily on sedentary species (trochas and trepang) and a variety of 

other products from the reefs and shallows of Ashmore, they now found themselves foraging 

                                                
20   Now managed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999. 
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further, for longer and for less return (pers. comm. Pak Toby 1997). 

 
The closure of Ashmore Reef and the depletion of stocks on the other reefs in the MOU Box, 

led to other changes in fishing strategy. Fishers from Pepela began to concentrate more on 

swimming fish, especially shark (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 180). With the spectacular rise 

in the price of shark fin during the late 1980s and early 1990s, more and more Pepela fishers 

turned their hand to shark fishing (Soselisa 2004: 54, Stacey 2007: 129). During the years 

1987–1994 the price of shark fin rose by 70-80 % per year (see Table 2). Since the best shark 

fishing grounds lay outside the MOU Box to the southwest (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 

180), it was inevitable that boats would soon be arrested since, according to the 1989 

amendments to the MOU (which took into account changes to the AFZ) they were now 

inside the AFZ. In 1993 the first perahu from Pepela and Oelaba were apprehended for 

illegal shark fishing (Stacey 2007: 130). 

 

 

 Black fin species White fin species 

1987 3,000 – 20,000 Rp 6,000 – 50,000 Rp 

1994 10,000 – 150,000 Rp 60,000 – 175,000 Rp 

% increase 
over seven 
years 

334 % – 650 % 

Av = 492 % 

900 % – 250 % 

Av = 575 % 

% increase 
per year 

48 % – 93 % 

Av = 70 % 

128 % – 36 % 

Av = 82 % 

 
Table 2. The price of Shark fin as recorded in 1987 by Russell and Vail (1988: 

89) and again in 1994 by Stacey (2007: 129–130) represented as 
percentage increase over the seven year period 1987–1994. 

 

 

In 25 January 1994 Titipan (the third of the three boats from Pepela discussed in this thesis) 

was apprehended and its captain and crew arrested by HMAS Dubbo for fishing illegally for 

shark in Australian waters (DFWA 1994). Titipan was apprehended just outside the MOU 

Box but inside the AFZ. Although not the first shark boat arrested and forfeit to the Crown, 

Titipan was certainly one of the first types of perahu lambo built for the shark fishery, and 

like Sama Biasa and Karya Sama, has a significant place in Australia’s maritime history. 

Titipan provides us with a tactile technological and socio-economic example of cyclic 

change in a traditional fishery, i.e., from collecting sedentary species (trepang and trochus) to 

hunting a high value free swimming species such as shark. It also marks the decline of shark 

numbers world wide. The fishers of Garogos reported the good price for shark fin starting in 
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about 1988 (Soselisa 2004: 540). According to Burningham (1989a: 1–5), four Indonesian 

shark fishing boats were apprehended and their captains and crew prosecuted in March 1985, 

losing their catch of fin and their gear, but they kept their boats and sailed home. In the 

second half of 1988 several more were arrested in the Arafura Sea while gill netting for 

shark (Burningham 1989a). 

 

In 1999 the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 

completed a report on the reef top (sedentary) species in the MOU Box. The study indicated 

that stocks in the MOU Box area were severely depleted (Skewes et al 1999: 

iv).  Recognising the existence of a shared problem, Australian and Indonesian officials met 

to discuss the issue in September 2002 and further meetings were scheduled to take place in 

2003 (Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry 2003: 30). 

In October 2004 the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) conducted a shark and 

fish survey of Ashmore Reef and Cartier Island reserve’s (Australian Government Director 

of National Parks 2005: 105). Shark numbers recorded at Mermaid Reef which lies to the 

south of the MOU Box, were estimated to be up to 17 times greater than at Scott Reef, which 

lies inside the MOU Box. The depletion of shark numbers in the MOU Box was, therefore, 

attributed primarily to over fishing by Indonesian fishermen (Australian Government 

Director of National Parks 2005: 151). 

 

With the historical background and legal framework in place, it is now useful to look briefly 

at the broad socio-economic background of these boats. All three, Sama Biasa, Karya Sama 

and Titipan together with their crews not only come from the island of Rote, but from the 

fishing village of Pepela or the smaller fisher-farmer hamlets in the general vicinity. The 

next sections of this chapter will therefore look at the island in general, the fishing village 

and the significance of Ashmore Reef, their major economic resource located in the MOU 

Box. 

 

3.4 The Island of Rote 
 
The island of Rote (Latitude 10° 50’ S and Longitude 123° E) is some 80 kilometres long 

and 23 kilometres wide (at its widest point), and is the southern-most inhabited island in 

Indonesia’s vast archipelago. It is located to the south-west of Timor between the Indian 

Ocean and the Timor Sea (see Figure 24). Part of Nusa Tenggara Timor (NTT) province, 

Rote is an island of approximately 1200 sq kms fringed with coral reefs, sheltered bays, 

sandy beaches and mangroves. The capital city for the province of NTT is Kupang, in West 

Timor, located some 35–40 kms from the north-east corner of Rote. 
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The administrative centre on Rote is Ba’a which is located approximately in the middle of 

the island on an unsheltered stretch of the island’s north northwest coast. There are two 

major maritime communities on the island of Rote. The village of Pepela (also a small port) 

is located on the north-eastern end of the island (Latitude 10° 36’ S and Longitude 123° 25’ 

E) and the village of Oelaba, in the south-west. There is also a smaller less significant 

maritime community called Oeseli on the southern side of the island (see Figure 24). This 

study, however, is more concerned with the maritime community of Pepela for the reasons 

previously stated. 

 

3.5 Pepela  
 
Pepela is a small maritime community that had an estimated population of over 1,350 people 

in 2000 (Fox 2002: 23). Using Fox’s estimates to extrapolate minimal increase over time 

puts Pepela’s population today in the order of 1,500 people. The settlement is located on the 

southern side of a large sheltered bay known locally as Teluk Pepela (see Figure 24 and 25). 

The bay itself is fringed by sandy beaches and mangroves, with fringing coral reefs at its 

entrance which opens to the waters of the Timor Sea. The bay provides year round shelter 

from both the strong easterly monsoon (April to November) and the westerly monsoonal 

(December to March) winds and is a safe and secure anchorage for fishing boats and small 

ships. The sandy beach known as Tanjung Pasir where most of the more recent arrivals to 

Pepela live is located in front of the settlement which faces across the bay towards the north-

northeast. The beachfront drops away quite steeply, providing a deep-water anchorage close 

inshore. During the early months of the east monsoon (April–July) it is sometimes difficult 

to sail out through the reef at the entrance into the Timor Sea because of the strong onshore 

winds.  

 

 

The ethnic composition of Pepela is a mixture of native Rotenese (mainly Christian) and 

descendants of Muslim immigrants from Buton, Southeast Sulawesi and the Tukang Besi 

Islands (Fox 1998: 127, Stacey 2007: 26). The economy of the inhabitants of Pepela is 

primarily based on fishing and the associated trade in marine products from that industry. 

However, there is also local boat building and maintenance work associated with those 

activities in which small sections of the community are employed. 
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Figure 24. Map of Rote showing the location Pepela and Oelaba, the two major 

fishing villages, and the other places mentioned in the text 
(cartography Doug Hobbs 2009). 

 

 

 
 
Figure 25. An oblique photograph of Pepela, showing the road and hinterland leading 

to the fishing village. Note the arc of houses on the Tanjung to the left of 
the ‘T’ shaped wharf (photograph Google Earth imagery 2007). 
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Most of the land surrounding Pepela is owned by native Rotenese people. The Muslim 

inhabitants within the township are totally orientated towards the sea and dependent on 

marine products and associated industries for their income and livelihood (Stacey 2007: 26). 

The native Rotenese population engage primarily in the agriculture of dry field crops such as 

coconut, corn, unirrigated rice and most importantly lontar (Borassus flabellifer) palm 

sugar21 production as well as raising livestock such as goats and chickens and occasionally 

pigs and cattle.22 They are also involved in inshore reef fishing and collecting seaweed for 

agar production. Some also participate in collecting voyages to Ashmore Reef, although 

generally native Rotenese are ‘not noted for their open sea sailing traditions’ (Fox 1998: 

126). There are some possible exceptions to this, as seen in Rotenese myth and legend 

regarding the discovery of Ashmore Reef (see Fox 1998:118-119, Hudari 1998: 1-6, Dwyer 

2000b: 115-118 and Secretariat, Sub-office of the Bupati of Roti-Ndao District Nusa 

Tenggara n.d. c.1975). 

 

The date when Pepela was founded as a port settlement is not clear (Fox and Sen 2002: 23), 

nor is the history of Muslim settlement at Pepela well known (Stacey 2007: 26). However, 

Pepela has been a port for the eastern part of Rote for some time (Fox 1998: 127). Local 

traditions according to Fox and Sen (2002) portray the arrival and settlement of Muslim 

immigrants at the beginning of the 20th century. 

 
These initial settlers are said to have come from Southeast Sulawesi, particularly 
Binongko in the Tukung Besi Islands. These early settlers include a mix of Butonese 
and Bajau [Bajo] but also Madurese and a number of families of Arab origin. Many 
settlers came by progressive migration via other predominantly Butonese and Bajo 
settlements on the islands of Alor, Pantar and Flores (Fox and Sen 2002: 23). 

 
Dan Dwyer, while conducting field work on Rotenese connections with Ashmore Reef in 

1997, noted from conversations he had with local Rotenese that Pepela was used in the past 

by them as a seasonal camp for inshore fishing and reef collecting. This occurred during the 

dry months of the south-easterly monsoon (April to November) and was practised up until 

the Second World War when the Japanese shut the practice down. After the war the seasonal 

activity by Rotenese continued sporadically until about the 1960s. Following the Kahar 

Muzakkar rebellion (1950-1965),23 which occurred in the south and southeast part of 

                                                
21  Known as ‘air gula’ in Indonesian, the literal translation is ‘liquid sugar’ – this is palm syrup, they also make 

gula merah, hard sugar. 
22  During the early years of settlement in the Northern Territory (1824–1849) about 80 water buffalo (Bubalus 

bubalis) were introduced at Melville Island and Cobourg Peninsula. Also in 1849 about 20 Banteng cattle 
also called Bali cattle (Bos javanicus) were introduced at Cobourg Peninsula from Rote (Cameron 1999: 
113). 

23  For a more succinct explanation of the Kahar Muzakkar rebellion and its consequences see Stacey (2007: 24–
25). 
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Sulawesi and was part of the broader Darul Islam (Islamic State) political movement, was 

putdown (by the Indonesian Government), a major influx of displaced Islamic people (Bajo) 

arrived and a more permanent residence was established at Pepela (pers. comm. Dan Dwyer 

2007). 

 

Rote was also an important location in the maritime trading networks in the nineteenth 

century, primarily, according to Fox (1998:126) because of trade items such as lontar palm 

sugar and the sail cloth made from the ‘fan leaf’ palm Corypha utan (synonymy: Corypha 

elata) known as gewang24 on Rote and Timor. Pepela was also a useful port during this time 

to the early settlement at Port Essington on Cobourg Peninsula although known by the name 

of Rangong at that time. George Windsor Earl writing from Timor in 1842 to Captain John 

MacArthur, acting Commandant at Victoria settlement, Port Essington, notes that; 

 
There is a good harbour near the north-east extreme of Rotti [Rote], called Rangong 
[Pepela?], in which vessels may lie very close to the shore; but during the southeast 
monsoon ships would experience some difficulty in getting to sea through its narrow 
entrance. This is of little consequence as far as intercourse with this settlement is 
concerned, since stock intended for this settlement is always shipped during the 
westerly monsoon, when the harbour is easy of access (Cameron 1999: 113). 

 
The significance of the lontar palm to the economic, social and cultural life of Rotenese 

people cannot be overstated (Fox 1977). Trade in both the lontar syrup (liquid sugar) and the 

reddish brown disc like ‘cup cakes’ (crystallised sugar) was undoubtedly as important an 

export for the Rotenese in the past as it is today. Stacey (2007: 27) notes that in the past 

‘Binongko sailors from the Tukang Besi Islands regularly visited Pepela to purchase Lontar 

palm sugar, which was then traded throughout the Indonesian archipelago.’ This trade 

continues today with vessels from Rote sailing to the Tukang Besi Islands to sell palm sugar 

directly to the Bajo (Stacey: 2007: 27). 

 

In 1997 while building Nale Tasih I, an experimental bamboo raft in an attempt to cross the 

Timor Sea and reach Australia’s northern shore (Morwood 2002: 9), Bob Hobman recorded 

the arrival of 12 non-motorised Butonese perahu lambo at Oesali on Rote’s east coast. These 

traders, according to Hobman, visited Oesali on an annual basis making a round trip from 

Buton via Surabaya to Rote and back. While in Surabaya they purchased cheap ‘kitchen 

plastic ware’ then sailed to Oesali where they traded it with the local people for lontar sugar 

                                                
24  On Bali, Java and Madura the same palm is called gebang (or gebbang) (pers. comm. Bob Hobman 2007). It 

is also used to make sail cloth called karoro in South Sulawesi around Makassar, Galesong, Tana Beru, 
Bulukumba, Kabaena and Buton where the palm is called kuala (pers. comm. Peter Spillett 2001). The 
Sangirese people from the Sangir Islands (Kabupaten Sangihe) northeast of Sulawesi in the Sulawesi Sea 
(Celebes Sea) also use the same fan palm to make sail cloth. In the Sangir Islands the palm is known as the 
woka palm (pers. comm. Bob Hobman 2007). 
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before returning to Buton where it was converted into alcohol (pers. comm. Bob Hobman 

2007). 

 

Hobman chose Oesali as the place to construct his first raft25 for a number of reasons. One of 

the major reasons, apart from the plentiful supply of bamboo, was the ability of the local 

people in the area around Oesali to weave gewang into sail cloth and make various types of 

traditional cordage. Rope and string is also made from gewang as well as from other plam 

species including coconut and the sugar palm (Arenga saccarifera) which produces a black 

rope known as ijuk, the strongest of all hand made ropes known to last for up to 100 years 

(Waterson 1997: 86). Other parts of Eastern Indonesia where cloth is still known to be made 

from the gewang palm are the island of Kabaena near Buton and the whaling village of 

Lamalera26 on the island Lomblen (Lembata) to the east of Flores. A drawing (see Figure 11, 

previous chapter) of a Bugis perahu off Raffles Bay on the Cobourg Peninsula, Northern 

Territory in 1839 by Le Breton (Dumont d’Urville 1846: plate 114) clearly shows the small 

oblong panels that are stitched together to make a complete sail. 

 

 

This maritime trading activity for lontar sugar, sail cloth and cordage could account for early 

Muslim settlement in Pepela, possibly commencing in the early twentieth century. However, 

most of it probably occurred as has been suggested, after the Kahar Muzakkar rebellion of 

the 1950-60s. More recent settlement in Pepela by other Muslim groups (see Figure 26 and 

27), appears to be have coincided with the increase of commercial fishing activity, 

particularly shark fishing in the Timor Sea which has dramatically increased in recent years 

(Stacey 2007: 27). The population of Pepela today is largely made up of migrants from other 

islands or their descendants, though many have intermarried with the local Rotenese 

population. According to Stacey, the islands that are most commonly mentioned by Pepelan 

residents when asked about their ancestral origins are Sulawesi, Buton, Binongko, Alor, 

Pantar, Flores and Java (Stacey 2007: 27). 

                                                
25  Nale Tasih I which was built at Oesali failed in its attempt because the bamboo was attacked by ‘borer’ and 

became water-logged. Nale Tasih II which was built in Kupang was successful and Hobman reached Melville 
Island on 29 December 1998 thirteen days after departing from Kupang (NTN 31/12/98 p2). 

26  The Australian National Maritime Museum has in its collection a traditional sail from a Lamalerian peledang 
made from the gewang palm in its collection. 
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Figure 26. Recent Bajo arrivals living on the Tanjung with their boats moored 

just off the beach in deeper water. The view extends across Teluk 
Pepela towards the Christian villages on the other side of the bay 
(photograph Paul Clark 1997). 

 

 
 
Figure 27. Boats moored on and just off the beach in front of the old village with 

the mosque (to the left of the red roof) and the Tanjung in the 
background behind the new concrete jetty (photograph Paul Clark 
1997). 
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The settlement of Pepela faces the northwest and looks out across the bay (Teluk Pepela). 

The main residential area lies between the old and new mosques on a flat sandy strip of land 

about 300 – 400 metres wide that backs onto a steep limestone ridge.  The distance between 

the old mosque, on the beachfront and the new mosque, 600 metres inland from the coast, is 

approximately one kilometre (see Figure 28). A road joining the two mosques forms the 

major thoroughfare of the village and runs from the old mosque on the coast up a sloping hill 

towards the new mosque where it branches off into a major and minor road. The minor road 

leads to the new mosque and the major one connects Pepela with Ba’a, the major town on 

Rote and with Pantai Baru, the main inter-island ferry terminal. 

 

Most of the settlement is on the western side of the road but in an area to the east of the old 

mosque is a small cluster of Bajo houses known as Kampong Baru or New Village. Behind 

this small cluster of poor quality housing is a small coconut plantation and the community 

cemetery. There are a half a dozen or more small shops along the main road leading up the 

hill and a small guesthouse providing visitor accommodation. 

 

A ‘T’ shaped jetty to the west of the old mosque juts into the harbour and provides a good 

facility from which to load and unload boats and small ships (see Figure 28). To the north-

northeast of the old mosque is a sand spit of land known as Tanjung Pasir (Sand Spit or Sand 

Point) that forms a small rounded peninsula of beach and alluvial sand that has been 

deposited from the east slowly pushing the beach into the bay. 

 

Tanjung Pasir or just the Tanjung, as it is referred to by local Pepelans, is home to a floating 

population of approximately 400 Bajo, who make up the most recent arrivals to the 

settlement of Pepela (Stacey 2007: 28–29, 127). Bajo connections with Pepela go back a 

long way, at least to the early eighteenth century (Fox 1998: 118), but the most recent group 

began arriving in the early 1990s (Stacey 2007: 127–128). They came from villages such as 

Mola on the Tukang Besi Islands and erected a small transient-style village of over a 100 

semi-permanent low cost houses built mainly of split bamboo and coconut thatch. The recent 

arrival of Bajo fishers at Pepela has coincided with the dramatic rise in the price in shark fin 

that occurred in the three decades 1985–2005 and which continues today on an upward 

curve. 
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Figure 28. A photomosaic of Pepela drawn at approx scale from a montage of stitched 

photographs obtained from Google Earth imagery 2007 (photomosaic Paul 
Clark 2008). 
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With over one hundred houses side by side on the Tanjung it is at times the most densely 

populated part of Pepela today and represents a very different residential pattern to the rest of 

Pepela (see Figure 28). The Bajo usually live on the water or closely beside it in small 

houses built on stilts (see Sather 1997). In the past Bajo more often lived in their boats, but 

today the majority have moved off their boats and into houses built over the water or on 

beach fronts such as the Tanjung. Most of the houses in the older parts of Pepela are 

constructed of cement brick, with timber (often coconut) roof trusses and iron sheeting on 

the roof, although the poorer ones are made from woven lontar palm leaf panels and coconut 

(or sometimes lontar) timber wall frames, joists, trusses and purlins. 

 

There are one or two semi-public wells in Pepela but access to these seems to be limited to 

residents of the older part of the settlement. Some of the more wealthy households have their 

own well but as Stacey has noted most of the water for the Tanjung (and the Kampong Baru) 

is collected in plastic jerry cans from a small lake and well located about one kilometre to the 

west of the jetty (Stacey 2007: 27). The water is collected by water sellers and transported in 

two wheeled carts to the Tanjung. 

 

Access by road from Pepela to the main centre of Ba’a and the government ferry terminal at 

Pantai Baru on the north-western side of Rote is good and sometimes a daily bemo (small 

taxi bus) service is maintained. A roll-on-roll-off passenger ferry operates between Kupang 

and Pantai Baru with as many as 300–500 people at times crossing between the Timor and 

Rote on a daily basis. A smaller private motor boat travels twice a week between Pepela and 

the village of Namosain in Kupang. The trip takes around six to seven hours depending on 

the weather conditions. 

 

Across the bay from Pepela is the Christian settlement of Soao (Soau, Suoi). In recent years 

some of the younger men from villages like Soao and others such as Dali have joined Pepela 

perahu in fishing voyages to Ashmore and Scott Reef and other reefs and islands such as 

Browse and Adele Island in the Timor Sea. It is not uncommon therefore, for Rotenese 

Christians to crew on Muslim boats. Only a handful of boats, however, listed in the Ashmore 

Database (see Appendix 2), are solely owned by Rotenese Christians. One of these was the 

Karya Sama, now in the collection of the MAGNT. 
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3.6 Ashmore Reef  

 
Ashmore Reef is one of several reef structures that lie on the north-western edge of the 

Australian continental shelf (12° 13' S and 123° 05' E), in the eastern part of the Indian 

Ocean. The other main structures in the MOU Box are Cartier Island, Scott Reef, 

Seringapatam Reef and Browse Island. Ashmore Reef and nearby Cartier Island are 

strategically located on the edge of Australia’s maritime boundary with Indonesia. They are 

much closer to the Indonesian island of Rote (approximately 78 nm or 145 km) than to 

mainland Australia (approximately 190 nm or 350 km). Known as Pulau Pasir (sand island) 

in Indonesian, the area contains three small low-lying sand islets and several sandbanks and 

lagoons fringed by a reef (see Figure 29). 

 

 
 

Figure 29. A map of Ashmore Reef (cartography Environmental Resources 
Information Network, Environment Australia 2001). 

 

 

The three small islets named West, Middle and East or pulau satu, dua and tiga (island one, 

two and three in Indonesian) are approximately 2.5–3 metres above the high water mark and 

are covered with grasses, small herbs and several species of salt-tolerant bushes. West and 

Middle Islands also have a few coconut trees, which were planted in the late 1970s and early 

1980s (Pike and Leach 1997: 21). West Island, the largest of the three, is approximately 1 

km long by 440 metres wide (see Figure 30). 
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Figure 30. West Island, the largest of the three small sand islands in the Ashmore 

Reef system (cartography Australian Surveying and Land Information 
Group, Australian Nature Conservation Agency 1996). 

 

 

Europeans discovered the two reef systems (Ashmore and Cartier) in the early part of the 

19th century. Cartier Island was located in 1800 by Captain Nash who named the island after 

his ship Cartier. The island’s position was confirmed and charted the following year (1801) 

by Captain Heywood of HMS Vulcan (King 1827: 389). Ashmore Reef was located a decade 

later on 11 June 1811 by Captain Samuel Ashmore of the English brig Hibernia (King 1827: 

389–390 and Fairbridge 1948: 209). He also discovered and named Hibernia Reef, which 

lies 16 nautical miles to the northwest of Ashmore Reef (King 1827: 390). 

 

European interest in these offshore reef systems, however, did not occur until guano was 

discovered in the early 1870s (Woodward 1917: 9–28). American phosphate miners heavily 

exploited Ashmore Reef from 1876 and a regular export trade of guano from all the islands 

between Ashmore Reef and the Abrolhos Islands was carried out (Woodward 1917, 

Fairbridge 1948, and Stanbury 1982). As a result of this often unregulated activity, tensions 

developed between the British Colonial Office and the United States State Department that 

was only resolved when Britain annexed Ashmore Reef in 1878 and Cartier Island in 1909 

(Fairbridge 1948: 214 and Langdon 1966: 55). Lieutenant Tooker of the British Navy in the 

Airlie, took formal possession of Ashmore Reef in October 1878 and left two men in charge 
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with about two months provisions (Western Australian Times 20 December 1878 and 

Colonial Secretary’s Office 1879). 

 

The export of phosphate was prohibited in 1904 (Woodward 1917: 9) but by 1891 all the 

guano appears to have been removed from Ashmore Reef; Louis Knoop, a traveller who 

visited the reef, reported that the only things that remained were the ‘traces of old rails, 

tanks, etc (Langdon 1966: 56). A few years later Indonesians were again reported on 

Ashmore Reef and were noted to be planting coconuts on the islands. In 1920 an Australian 

syndicate with phosphate interests attempted to again mine guano, but their efforts were 

unrewarded and were abandoned (Langdon 1966). 

 

According to Langdon (1966), in 1923 the Western Australian Government complained to 

the Commonwealth Government that Indonesian fishermen were illegally fishing at 

Ashmore Reef. The Commonwealth Government having no authority over the reef, referred 

the matter to the British Government who after several years decided to transfer both 

Ashmore Reef and Cartier Island to Australian sovereignty. Australia accepted and in 

November 1933 the Ashmore and Cartier Islands Acceptance Bill was introduced into the 

House of Representatives and a few months later passed through the Senate and became law. 

Western Australia was initially given responsibility for the administration of the islands, but 

in 1938 it was transferred to the Northern Territory. 

 
 
3.7 Indonesian notions of Ashmore Reef 
 
Ashmore Reef is known as Pulau Pasir in Indonesian and as Nusa Solokaek in the local 

language of Rote (Fox 1998: 117).  Historical evidence suggests that Indonesian fishers have 

known about and made regular voyages to exploit the resources in and around Ashmore Reef 

since about 1750 (Fox 1998: 117–120). Matthew Flinders, while in Kupang in 1803 

inquiring about the trepang fishers he had met earlier on the Arnhem Land coast, was 

informed that the natives of Makassar had ‘long been accustomed’ to fish for trepang on a 

dry shoal to the south of ‘Rottee’, presumably Ashmore Reef and Cartier Island (Flinders 

1814). 

 

Fox gives an account of a traditional Rotenese narrative about the origins of Christianity on 

the island in which the discovery of the Ashmore Reef in about 1720 is recounted. 

According to Fox (1998: 117–120) the narrative has it that a boat set out from the southern 

coast of Rote and heading south-west around the ‘tail’ of the island so that it could head 

north towards the Dutch East India Company (in Batavia, Java) in search of new knowledge 

(about Christianity). The current, however, took them south until after many days they 
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reached Sand Island (Ashmore) and became ‘stuck’. The crew wandered the length [and] 

breath of the island but found nothing. One of the group, Foe Mpura took a stick and carved 

his name on it and then erected it in the middle of the island. After several days the tide rose, 

the boat floated free and they sailed home (Fox 1998: 118–119). Dutch records according to 

Fox (1998: 120), independently confirm many of the individuals (including Foe Mpura) and 

events mentioned in the historical narrative, and it is the basis of many arguments by 

Rotenese fishers today, who claim the right to continue voyages to Ashmore Reef and 

Cartier Island to fish and collect marine product. 

 

In 1998 Sadli Hudari, a fisherman from Pepela, told Geoff Havel from Western Australia a 

similar story while he was visiting Rote. Havel taped Hudari’s story but Hudari also wrote it 

down in Indonesian for him, which he later had translated into English. On returning to 

Australia, Havel lodged Hudari’s letter and transcript with the Western Australian Maritime 

Museum (WAMM file: MH 251.02.2). Hudari’s story originates from his two (ninth 

generation) grandfathers, Ahmad Hadem and Lataku Sadir who were crew on the vessel 

captained by Ama Rohi that discovered Ashmore Reef. 

 

Hudari’s story, has it that the boat departed Pepela during January or February in about 1780 

with a cargo of palm sugar bound for Kupang where it was traded for food and blankets. On 

the return voyage, while sailing between the islands of Timor and Rote they were hit during 

the night by cyclonic winds causing them to ‘drift and follow the wind and waves’ for five 

days and nights before the weather cleared. Early on the morning of the sixth day, they saw 

lots of birds in front of the boats bow and followed them. At approximately 10 am the 

surface of the water glowed bright green and they knew they were near land (Hudari 1998: 

1–6). 

 

Around midday they arrived on the western side of Ashmore Reef, which they named Pulau 

Pasir (Sand Island). There were three small islands in the group, the largest and the first one 

they reached, they called Pulau Satu (Island One). The next (the one in the middle) they 

called Pulau Dua (Island Two) and the third, the most easterly, they called Pulau Tiga (Island 

Three). After several days at sea they were low on water and not knowing when the winds 

would change they agreed to try and dig a well. The water they found in the island’s 

coralline sands, however, was rather salty so they tried on Pulau Dua (Middle Island). The 

water they found there was less salty. They also tried Pulau Tiga (East Island) but found the 

water there to be the same as Pulau Dua. They planted a coconut tree on both Pulau Dua and 

Pulau Tiga since coconut palms indicate the presence of water (Hudari 1998: 1–6). 
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The method used by Rotenese fishers to locate Ashmore Reef (and is still used today, pers 

comm. Steve Tester 1999), is to sail due south from the most prominent hilltop on the south 

coast of the Rote. If after a full day’s sailing having lost sight of the island of Rote, the reef 

was not found, the boat would be turned around and sailed back to Rote where it would be 

realigned and another attempt made using the same method of navigation (Fox 1998: 118–

119). 

 

Despite the geo-politics of Australian sovereignty over Ashmore Reef and Cartier Island for 

the last 75 years, Rotenese fishers still have strong ties with the reef and individual 

fishermen commonly refer to Ashmore as their ‘garden in the sea’. Ruth Balint in her study 

(2005: 50) also notes that references to this relationship are commonly found in Rotenese 

song and poetry. As previously stated Rotenese are not generally regarded as open-sea 

fishermen in the same way as other groups such as the Bajo, but they, like millions of other 

Indonesian living in proximity to the sea, depend directly on marine and coastal resources. 

Many Rotenese consider themselves farmer-fishers and during the dry months (also known 

as the ‘hungry time’), after the west monsoon has ended (April–May) and the last of the corn 

crop has been eaten, engage in fishing activities to supplement their diet and income. This 

time usually lasts 3–4 months until the lontar palm (sugar) harvest starts in August–

September (Fox 1977). 

 

At low tide the older people, women and children can be seen picking their way over the 

exposed reef collecting shellfish and edible seaweeds, crabs and small fish trapped in rock 

pools. The younger men look for work elsewhere, often as crew on Pepelan boats bound for 

Ashmore and the other reef systems in the Timor Sea. Maritime sojourns such as these, as 

other researchers such as Broch (1988: 75), Hughes (1984: 200) and Southon (1995: 77) 

have observed, serve more than one purpose. They (usually) provide the young men with a 

small income, their share of the voyage’s profit, but more importantly they are removed from 

the village household during the hungry months of food shortage. Even if the two or three 

months work returns little or nothing in the way of cash, they have been fed while away and 

have not taxed the resources of their families during this time. 

 

 
3.8 Development of the Oil and Gas Industry 
 
In recent years the development of the oil and gas (energy) industry has loomed large in the 

psyche of both developed and developing nations.  Exploration for oil and gas in the Timor 

Sea began sometime in the 1960s when Burma Oil, a subsidiary of Woodside Petroleum, 

carried out exploration surveys. The Ashmore, Cartier and Hibernia Reef systems are located 
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only about 50–80 km to the west of the major petroleum tenement areas in the Timor Sea. 

They are, therefore, strategically located for any future resource extraction and provide 

another reason for Australia to maintain control of the general region and keep Indonesian 

fishers in a confined and managed space. 

 

3.9 Conclusion to chapter three 
 
This chapter has provided a historical background to Indonesian fishing in Australian waters 

that dates back to at least the early 18th century and continues today in a somewhat modified 

form. It also provides us with an understanding of the changes that have occurred since 

1906-07 as both Australia and Indonesia developed into modern nation states. It outlines the 

effects of this transition on Indonesian fishers of the Timor and Arafura Seas in general and 

on Rotenese fishers such as those from Pepela more specifically. 

 

More importantly it outlines the ancestral heritage of the three boats in question and gives us 

an understanding, simplified though it might be, of the social and economic backgrounds that 

they come from. Little has changed over the years in terms of the products sought, the 

technology used or the markets they serve – what has changed dramatically is their access to 

those marine resources. 

 

Finally this chapter gives us some sense of why these three boats are significant historically, 

why they have become part of Australian museum collections and why their stories are 

worth telling. Their historical significance, therefore, provides another reason to justify their 

long-term existence. 
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Chapter  Four 

Three boats – recent social histories 
 

‘God made the land and the sea: the land he divided among men and the sea 
he gave in common. It has never been heard that anyone should be forbidden 
to sail the seas’ – as quoted in 1615 by Sultan Alauddin of Makassar (Reid 
1988: 7 and Tarling 1992: 484). 

 

4.0 Introduction 
 
This chapter provides an account of what is currently known about the history and 

provenance of the Indonesian fishing boats, Sama Biasa, Karya Sama and Titipan. 

Unfortunately it cannot be a complete history of each boat from the time of construction 

through their working lives to their current existence as museum displays. Most of these 

early social histories have yet to be recorded. Many of the builders and captains, owners and 

crew may still be working in the maritime industry today, but the ethnographic research 

needed to gather this information is beyond the scope of this work. 

 

Instead the focus of this thesis is on each vessel’s recent history, the events that lead to their 

arrival and detection in Australian waters, their apprehension, confiscation and then their 

acquisition and placement into a museum environment. Most of the records, from which 

these histories have been constructed, have come from the Australian agencies involved in 

the control and management of Australian maritime space, such as Australian Customs, 

Fisheries and the Australian Navy. Consequently, the bias that may cloud this perspective 

should be acknowledged. Museum files and other records have been used to write an ethno-

history and a recent museum history of each vessel since their acquisition and display by the 

three museums (WAMM, BHSM and MAGNT) concerned. 

 

Despite being built at different times and places – and operating in the Timor Sea at different 

times over a 14–year period (1980–1994), these three boats share a number of common 

features in form and function and in the economic enterprise they were engaged. Each vessel 

is a gunter rigged sloop known in Indonesia as perahu lambo, as defined and described in the 

previous chapter. Each vessel lists Pepela, the fishing village on the north-eastern side of 

Rote, as its home port. Each boat fished the reefs and shoals of the Timor Sea in waters in 

and around MOU Box and the north-western coast of Australia for marine products 

generally destined for Chinese markets in much the same way that their proto-types did some 

200 years previously. Some of the captains and crew who have worked on these vessels may 

even have ancestral links going back to those earlier Macassan voyagers. 
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This chapter therefore provides a contextual background for each boat as seen from the 

Australian shore. It links and temporally places each of the three vessels within the region’s 

maritime history and geo-politics (as has been described in chapter three) and moves each 

from sea to shore – from a functional working life, to one of static display, a contemporary 

museum exhibit on permanent show. 
 
 

4.1 Sama Biasa – fishing the reefs and shoals 
 
 
Sama Biasa, meaning ‘just the same’, or the ‘same as usual’, is a small double-ended perahu 

lambo of approximately 4 tons (gross).1 It measures 8 metres x 4 metres x 1.6 metres and 

like all perahu lambo is carvel built and edge joined with wooden treenails. It has a single 

mast and carries a gunter rigged main sail with a boomed headsail or jib (see Figure 31). 

Like many older perahu lambo, it is built without stringers running fore-and-aft, but has a 

single shelf beam which supports the deck beams that lie athwart ships. The hull planking 

and the frames, floors and futtocks are relatively robust for a small vessel of its length. 

Overall the vessel is sound and well built, although a little rough in some places, particularly 

the hull fairing. The hull planks are generally short in length which is a characteristic of 

Indonesian boat building where tropical hardwoods are used and the construction process is 

‘plank-first’ and built by ‘eye’. There is also the usual structural weakness near the bow and 

stern where the hull planks angle into the forefoot and the sides of the stem and stern post. 

 
 
As yet, there is no recorded oral history or documentary evidence to suggest where or when 

Sama Biasa was actually built or who the builder was. Information obtained from Amin 

Pello, the captain of the Sama Biasa at the time of apprehension by Western Australian 

Fisheries Officers, suggested that the boat was about 25 years old in 1980 and consequently 

would have been built about 1955 (Ostle 1980). Ian Crawford of the Western Australian 

Museum in a letter to Alex Harris, a journalist at the West Australian newspaper, also 

described the boat as being about 25 years of age at the time the museum acquired the vessel. 

However, this information probably came from the same source (Crawford 1980). 

                                                
1 Gross tonnage (GT) or volume of a vessel, is calculated using Transport Canada’s formula for small sailing 

boats up to 15m, where GT = (L x B x D x GTC). In this case Gross Tonnage Coefficient (GTC) = 0.08.  
Transport Canada http://www.tc.gc.ca/marinesafety/oep/vesselreg/smallcomm/faqs.htm#01-09 (accessed 
August 2010). 
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Figure 31. Sama Biasa anchored at Koolan Island on 23 July 1980 shortly before it 

was donated to the Western Australian Maritime Museum (photograph 
Western Australian Fisheries 1980). 

 

While the exact year, place of construction, or the name of the builder may be unknown at 

this stage, we can assume that the vessel is now about 55 years old. Nick Burningham, a 

maritime history researcher and model maker (particularly of Southeast Asian watercraft) 

suggests that Sama Biasa was probably built at Pepela on Rote (Burningham 1992: 7). 

According to Burningham, Sama Biasa exhibits many of the characteristics of the double-

ended perahu lambo from the Buton region of southeastern Sulawesi where the original type 

of perahu lambo (and therefore the oldest form) are said to be double-enders. ‘Today all 

double-enders are small vessels and are built in only a few villages including Pepela on the 

north-east coast of Rote’ (Burningham 1992: 6). 

 

Burningham’s evidence for this is based on the design and style similarities of the smaller 

double-ended open boats known as ofa on Rote and as soppe by the Bajo in the Tukang Besi 

Islands (Burningham 1992: 7). The Tukang Besi Islands are located to the southeast of the 

island of Buton, in the eastern part of the Banda Sea (see Figure 32). The Tukang Besi 

Islands are the home to one of the larger groups of Bajo fishers who can also be found along 

the coastlines and islands of Sulawesi, Flores, Timor and the Maluku Islands (Fox and Sen 

2002: 15). 
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Figure 32. Map of the Tukang Besi Islands and Buton located in the eastern part 

of Indonesia (cartography Silvano Jung after Stacey 2007: 13). 
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Sama Biasa as indicated by Burningham (1992: 7) is, therefore, similar in many ways to the 

design of the soppe-lambo from the Tukang Besi Islands. The best and most weatherly of 

these soppe-lambo from the Tukang Besi Islands, according to Burningham, come from the 

island of Kaledupa (see Figure 32). The population of Pepela today consists of local 

Rotenese (Christians) with a significant number of Muslim immigrants from Buton, 

Southeast Sulawesi and the Tukang Besi Islands (Fox 1998: 127, Stacey 2007: 26). 

 

Therefore, Burningham’s proposal that Sama Biasa was built on Pepela is very plausible and 

in the absence of any firm evidence to the contrary, is the most likely origin for the vessel’s 

place of construction. 

 
 

4.1.1 A partial working history prior to apprehension 
 
Almost nothing is known about Sama Biasa’s activities before its presence was first noticed 

and recorded in Australian waters on the 22nd of July 1980 (Anon 1980).2 A civilian aircraft 

(VH-TLW), under coastal surveillance charter3 to the Australian government, was flying a 

routine patrol along the littoral zone of the Kimberley coast, when it sighted a small boat on 

the north eastern end of Gregory Island in King Sound, Western Australia (Anon 1980). 

 

The vessel was located at 10.32 am, high and dry and nestled in amongst the mangroves on 

the high water mark. Identifying the small boat as an Indonesian Type II4 fishing boat, the 

surveillance aircraft radioed the Australian Navy vessel HMAS Ardent (see Figure 33) and 

reported the sighting. HMAS Ardent altered course for Gregory Island and after 2 hours 

anchored off the northeastern corner of the island (Anon 1980). 

 

                                                
2 Much of the following six paragraphs contain material sourced from two reports in the Western Australian 

Maritime Museum file MA219/80/1. Although neither of the reports are attributed to a particular author, the 
smaller (two pages long), was probably written by HMAS Ardent’s Executive Officer, Sub-Lieutenant B. J. 
Cowden and the other by the Western Australian Fisheries Officer Mr R. Sutton. 

3 In the late 1970s, Australia moved closer to a coordinated civil surveillance effort when the government made 
the Department of Transport responsible for coastal surveillance. The government increased the combined 
military and civil surveillance commitment to 27,000 hours annually. A substantial part of the increase came 
from the use of chartered civilian aircraft, while monitoring of the AFZ continued to be carried by RAN 
Grumman Tracker and RAAF P3 Orion aircraft http://www.customs.gov.au/site/page.cfm?u=4296 (accessed 
August 2007) . 

4 Australian authorities identify Indonesian fishing boats based on the vessels means of propulsion. A Type I has 
a lateen sail, a Type II has a gunter or a gaff fore-and-aft rig, and a Type III has an engine.   
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Figure 33. HMAS Ardent (No.82, on the left) tied up at Stokes Hill Wharf, 
Darwin, February 1978 (photograph Government Photographer, 
PH0095/0032 NTL). 

 

At 12.25 pm a five man boarding party consisting of the Executive Officer, Sub Lieutenant  

B.J. Cowden, Petty Officer A. Tollhurst , Able Seamen D. White and B. Dewhurst from 

HMAS Ardent and Western Australian Fisheries Officer Mr R. Sutton were dispatched in a 

14 foot (4.3 metre) dinghy to locate and investigate the Indonesian vessel. At 12.30 pm the 

surveillance aircraft returned and directed the boarding party to a small bay on the north-

eastern corner of Gregory Island (Latitude 16 º 18.6’ S & Longitude 123 º 18.5’ E) (see 

Figure 34). The boarding party put ashore and began searching for the small Indonesian boat. 

Petty Officer Tollhurst acting as coxswain remained with the dingy while the others set off 

across the mudflats towards a clump of mangroves (Anon 1980). 

 

After walking for about 20 minutes (about 100 m) across the mudflats the four man party 

located a Type II Indonesian fishing boat, seemingly hidden in the mangroves at the high 

water mark (see Figure 34). The tide was out and the vessel appeared to have been 

camouflaged with mangrove bush. ‘The upper deck, super-structure and bowsprit had 

mangrove branches thrown over them and the top of the mast and rigging had mangrove 

branches tied to them’ (Anon 1980). 
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Figure 34. Location map of MOU Box in relation to Rote and the northwestern coast of 

Australia showing where Sama Biasa was located in the mangroves and 
apprehended (cartography Paul Clark 2006). 

 

 

The Navy and Fisheries officers boarded the vessel but found no one on board, nor could 

they locate anyone within the immediate vicinity of the vessel. The party was divided into 

two, with Fisheries Officer Sutton and Able Seaman White staying with the fishing boat, 

while the Executive Officer Sub Lieutenant Cowden and Able Seaman Dewhurst moved off 

to search the surrounding mangroves and the reef exposed by the low tide (Anon 1980). 

 

During their absence, Fisheries Officer Sutton and Able Seaman White carried out a search 

of the vessel and made a list of items on board (see Table 3). The compilation of such an 

inventory would be useful in identifying firstly, the fishing boat’s origin, and secondly it’s 

possible purpose for being in Australian waters. A third motive for compiling a list of 

relevant items was of course to acquire evidence should a charge of illegal fishing in 

Australian waters be levelled against the master and crew of the vessel (Anon 1980). 
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1 x Port exit book (buku pass) 1 x personal ID card 

40 kgs rice (approx) 360 litres of water in 4 x 200 litre drums 

7 x personal wooden trunks  

7 x woven thatch baskets 2 x nylon fishing lines (20-25kg breaking strain) 

2 x non commercial (home made) spear guns 1 x non commercial (home made) harpoon 

250 kgs (approx) live trochus shell (aft hold) 10 kgs (approx) dried fish fish, clam, squid 
 

Table 3. List of items onboard Sama Biasa at the time of apprehension, 
recorded by Sutton and White, part of the five man boarding party 
from the Australian Navy Attack class patrol boat HMAS Ardent. 

 

At approximately 1.15pm after searching for about twenty minutes, Sub Lieutenant Cowden 

located seven fishermen gathering trochus shell on a nearby reef approximately 200 metres 

to the east of where the Indonesian fishing vessel had been located (see map No.1). The 

fishermen were escorted back to their boat (Anon 1980). 

 

On the arrival of Sub Lieutenant Cowden and the seven fishermen, Sutton, the Western 

Australian Fisheries Inspector, identified himself to the master and crew of the fishing boat 

and began asking questions as to their origin. With the aid of a questionnaire paper (written 

in English and Indonesian), Sutton was able to established that the boat’s name was Sama 

Biasa, that it was from Pepela, a small fishing port on the Indonesian island of Rote, and that 

the master of the vessel was Amin Pello and the owner Ibrahim Tata (Anon 1980).  

 

4.1.2 Apprehension and forfeiture 
 

After seeking advice from the Commanding Officer of HMAS Ardent, Lieutenant A. 

Gerlach, that the vessel could be taken into custody, Inspector Sutton then advised Amin 

Pello, the master of Sama Biasa that he, his boat and crew would be taken into custody and 

towed to an Australian port for further investigation of illegal fishing in Australian waters. 

At 5 pm, after waiting three and a half hours for the tide to come in, the vessel was refloated 

and towed by dingy to where HMAS Ardent was anchored on the eastern side of Gregory 

Island. Sama Biasa was then secured by tow rope approximately 55 metres astern of HMAS 

Ardent and preparation was made on board HMAS Ardent to proceed to Koolan Island 

(Anon 1980). 

 

At 8.50 pm the officer of the watch on the bridge of HMAS Ardent, reported that the 

Indonesian fishermen were dumping items over the side of their boat. A boarding party was 

organised consisting of Sub Lieutenant Cowden, Able Seaman White and Inspector Sutton. 
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Ardent’s dingy was launched and the party motored to the fishing boat to investigate. As 

they approached the vessel, several woven palm leaf baskets were seen floating in a semi-

submerged state approximately 40–50 metres astern of the Indonesian boat. Seven of the 

baskets were retrieved. On boarding the vessel it was found that part of the trochus catch had 

also been thrown overboard. The master of Sama Biasa, Amin Pello was informed that under 

no circumstances was any more trochus shell or fishing gear to be dumped overboard. The 

boarding party then returned to the HMAS Ardent (Anon 1980). 

 

The following day at 0620 hrs on the 23 July 1980 Sama Biasa was towed to Koolan Island 

with the aid of HMAS Ardent’s 14 foot (4.3 metres) dinghy and at 1225 hrs the vessel was 

secured to a mooring off the Island. Two days later on the 25 July the captain and crew of 

Sama Biasa were formally interviewed by fisheries officers and charged with offences 

(collecting trochus shell without a license) under section 29A(2)(b) of the Western 

Australian Fisheries Act 1905-1979 (Ostle 1980, WAM 1980, Campbell and Wilson 1993: 

72-73). 

 

On the 23 July, the day after Sama Biasa had been boarded and apprehended, a second 

Indonesian fishing boat, Jangan Tanya Lagi  (Don’t Ask Again) formerly the Usaha Remaja 

(Youthful Endeavour) was boarded at Bedford Island. Likewise it was apprehended, towed 

to Koolan Island and Latip Kraying, the captain, was interviewed and charged with fisheries 

offences. A week later on the 31 July at a specially arranged court at Koolan Island, 23 year 

old Amin Pello and 27 year old Kraying were both convicted by Magistrate Howard of 

breaches to the Fisheries Act and to the Quarantine Act. As a first time offender, Pello was 

placed on a three year good behaviour bond but his vessel, Sama Biasa was confiscated and 

forfeited to the Crown (West Australian 1 August 1980: 3). Kraying lost his vessel but was 

also fined $50 since he had been warned on several occasions in the past. A default of one 

day’s gaol for every $5 was imposed, meaning that Kraying would serve 10 days in the 

Broome gaol (West Australian 1 August 1980: 3). 

 

Magistrate Howard is reported to have taken into account the personal hardship of the two 

men. Pello was single, but supported his widowed mother and three brothers and earned the 

equivalent of $28 a year. Kraying was married with three children and earned about $35 per 

year. Although they escaped heavier sentences, they could have been fined $1000 dollars or 

12 months in gaol. The two men were both devastated and in tears at the end of the hearing 

because of the loss of their boats and equipment. It meant that they and their crew had lost 

their only means of livelihood and would face great economic hardship on their return to 

Pepela (West Australian 1 August 1980: 3). The following day (1 July 1988) the captains and 
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crew were repatriated to Indonesia under jurisdiction of the Department of Immigration 

(Campbell and Wilson 1993: 72). 

 
These two vessels were the first two Indonesian fishing boats apprehended in Australian 

waters and confiscated under Australian law. A previous attempt by the Australian 

government was lost when the presiding magistrate found that the State did not have the 

power to confiscate and was forced to release the captains, crews and vessels (Campbell and 

Wilson 1993). This is a significant moment in terms of Australia’s maritime history since it 

marks the first ‘action’ of a major shift in policy and attitude by Australian governments 

towards Indonesian fishers since the 1906/07 wet season (West Monsoon, December–

March) when the government of South Australia stopped the annual trepang voyages and 

ended what has since become known as the Macassan period (Macknight 1969, 1976). Sama 

Biasa therefore has the dual distinction of being the first Indonesian fishing boat confiscated 

by Australian authorities under Australian fishing laws and the first confiscated Indonesian 

vessel to be donated to an Australian museum (Stacey 1997: 82). 

 
 

4.1.3 Donation and acquisition  
 
In mid August, some three and a half weeks after Sama Biasa had been forfeited to the 

Crown and the captain and crew send back to Indonesia, Graeme Henderson, then curator of 

maritime history at the WAMM, received a phone call from a fisheries officer stationed at 

Koolan Island. Henderson recalls a brief conversation in which the WAMM was offered the 

vessel for the Museum’s collection. The alternative, if the WAMM did not want the vessel 

was that it would be taken out to sea and sunk (Graeme Henderson 2006: pers. comm.). 

Usaha Remaja, the vessel confiscated the day after Sama Biasa was subsequently disposed 

of in that way. Henderson discussed the proposition with Ian Crawford, then head of the 

Western Australian Museum’s Human Studies division, who contacted fisheries and agreed 

to accept the donation. 

 

On 22 August 1980 John Bannister, then Director of the Western Australian Museum, 

formally wrote to Phil Mosel, then Director of the Western Australian Fisheries and Wildlife 

Department, stating that the ‘museum would like to acquire the vessel Sama Biasa’ (WAM 

1973 and WAM 1980). Bannister indicated that in the immediate future, the museum 

planned to store the vessel on land before eventually displaying it to the public. He also gave 

an assurance that there was no intention to use the vessel as a functioning boat in anyway. In 

Bannister’s words, Sama Biasa was regarded as ‘an interesting artefact with which we will 
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be able to tell part of the story of Indonesian contact with our northern coast’ (WAM 1973 

and WAM 1980). 

 

Crawford and Henderson then set about organising the transportation of the vessel from 

Koolan Island down to Fremantle. State Ships, the Western Australian Coastal Shipping 

Commission was approached and in exchange for some publicity agreed to transport the boat 

to onboard their vessel Nyanda for a nominal charge of $210 (WAM 1973 and WAM 1980). 

Sama Biasa’s transition from working life on the Timor Sea, fishing the reefs and shoals off 

the Western Australia north-west coast, to a museum display is an interesting one that will be 

explored further in the next chapter. 

 
 

4.2 Karya Sama – catching birds and collecting eggs 
 
Karya Sama meaning ‘labour together’ or ‘co-operation’ in English, is also a small double-

ended perahu lambo of approximately 4.1 tons (gross)5 (see Figure 35). It measures 10.64 

metres x 3.95 metres x 1.23 metres is carvel built and edge joined with wooden treenails and 

carries a single mast with a gunter rigged main sail and a boomed headsail or jib similar to 

Sama Biasa (MAGNT 2006). Also known as a gunter-sloop in western maritime 

terminology, Karya Sama is two and a half metres longer than Sama Biasa, but is slightly 

narrower and has less depth in the hull. The result is that both vessels have approximately 

the same gross tonnage and hence similar carrying capacity. However, with similar sail area, 

Karya Sama’s hull speed would be greater than Sama Biasa’s and would have faster sailing 

characteristics.  

 

Karya Sama is very well built, constructed from a timber known as kayu6 kular (kolar) 

(Vitex sp.) on Rote (MAGNT 2006). The hull shows rugged plank-first construction with a 

strong solid, though roughly faired finish. The finish is better faired than Sama Biasa and in 

general shows a better level of boat building skill even through the plank lengths are short, 

averaging about one and a half metres through the midships and about one metre in places 

near the bow and stern. The use of short planks in the hull (as previously stated) is a 

characteristic of Indonesian boat building where nonflexible hardwoods are used. 

 

                                                
5  Gross tonnage (GT) or volume of a vessel, is calculated using Transport Canada’s formula for small sailing 

boats up to 15m, where GT = (L x B x D x GTC). In this case Gross Tonnage Coefficient (GTC) = 0.08.  
Transport Canada http://www.tc.gc.ca/marinesafety/oep/vesselreg/smallcomm/faqs.htm#01-09 (accessed 
August 2010). 

6 Kayu is the generic word for wood in Indonesian. 
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Figure 35. Karya Sama on display in the Colin Jack-Hinton Maritime Gallery, 

Museum and Art Gallery Northern Territory, Darwin (photograph 
Paul Clark 2005). 

 

The difficult task of getting a plank of timber to bend with the curve of the hull into the 

dead-rise at the bow and stern, is achieved by cutting and shaping the curve into the plank 

with an adze. In order to get the most efficient use from available timber, builders select 

short pieces particularly for the bow and stern sections, rather than longer pieces which 

would require more adze work and a greater loss of timber in the form of wood chips. 

  

The plank thickness of the hull is uniform at about 5 centimetres but the width of planks 

varies slightly. The frames (floors7 and futtocks8) average about 110 mm moulded9 (depth) 

and 120 mm sided10 (width). They are closely but irregularly spaced, with the space between 

frames varying from about 50 mm to 220 mm (in some cases) and averaging about 58 mm. 

The timbers (floors and futtocks) forming the frames are not scarfed together but simply butt 

or edge joined. Like Sama Biasa and many older perahu lambo, it is also built without 

stringers running fore-and-aft and has a single shelf beam that supports the deck beams that 

                                                
7 Part of the frame that crosses and is attached to the keel. 
8 Part of the frame that starts up the side of the hull (i.e. does not cross the keel). 
9 A shipbuilder’s term to describe the depth of any timber such as frames, keel, keelson, beams etc. 
10 A shipbuilder’s term to describe the width of any timber such as frames, keel, keelson, beams etc. 
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lie athwart ships. The hull planking, the frames, floors and futtocks are robust for a small 

vessel of its length and overall the vessel is sound and well built. 

 

The vessel’s early history like that of Sama Biasa is not currently known, but there is 

evidence to suggest that it was probably built at Pepela on the north-east coast of Rote also. 

The research required to locate the builder and the previous owners of the boat in order to 

ascertain its full provenance is yet to be done. However, according to Burningham (1994b: 

23), Karya Sama is a typical example of the larger double-enders from Pepela. Field work11 

carried out by the author in 1996 and 1997 supports this view, as several double-enders very 

similar in appearance to Karya Sama were seen and photographed at Pepela during that time 

(see Figure 36). Ten years earlier Barry Russell, a marine biologist at the MAGNT, also 

noted and photographed a number of smaller double-ended type vessels while conducting 

field work at Ashmore Reef in 1986 (Russell and Vail 1988). 

 

 

 
Figure 36. A ‘double-ended’ soppe-lambo at Pepela in 1996 showing similar 

design and construction features to Karya Sama (photograph Paul 
Clark 1996). 

 

 

                                                
11  A photographic survey of boats and canoes found at Pepela was carried out during a five day visit to Rote by 

the author in 1996 and repeated again in 1997. The opportunity to conduct the surveys came about while 
attending an intensive Indonesian language course run by the Northern Territory University (now Charles 
Darwin University) and Universitas Nusa Cendana in Kupang. 
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Karya Sama was probably built after Sama Biasa, perhaps in the late 1960s or early 70s, as it 

has a more accomplished appearance with fairer lines, but there is no real evidence as yet to 

support this view. Although a superficial comparison between the two vessels was made for 

descriptive purposes, a thorough comparative study of both vessels would need to be done 

before any serious comparison could be made. As Macknight has suggested ‘A complete 

record of a single vessel is a major task involving details such as the precise planking design 

and layout of the rigging’ (Macknight 1980: 119). Such a task was outside the boundaries of 

this thesis and like the early ethnohistory of each vessel, is work waiting to be done. 

 

Burningham (1994b: 23) has also noted that Karya Sama and vessels like it from Pepela, 

have a number of obvious similarities with the double ended type of vessel known as soppe-

lambo from the Tukang Besi Islands, particularly those from the island of Binongko and 

Kaledupa (see Figure 37). Considering the well-documented strong connections between the 

Bajo communities of the Tukang Besi Islands and those living in Pepela today (Stacey 2007) 

it is a reasonable conclusion to arrive at. Stacey describes how Binongko traders in the past, 

would sail to Rote and purchase gula, sugar made from lontar palm juice, which they then 

carried back to the Tukang Besi Islands to sell. Hobman described a similar practice of 

trading sugar mentioned in chapter three (page 71–72) of this thesis, although the traders in 

that case were said to be from Buton. However, the Binongko traders according to Stacey 

had a long established trading connection with Pepela and the local Rotenese population, and 

were some of the first maritime settlers in Pepela (Stacey 2007: 23). 

 

One hypothesis, therefore, is that Karya Sama was built somewhere in the Tukang Besi 

Islands and either migrated to Pepela with its owner, or was sold on to the Pepelan 

community, where it eventually ended up. In Burningham’s view, however, Karya Sama 

while being similar, is more heavily built than other boats from either Binongko, or 

Kaledupa. The flared topsides of Karya Sama’s cabin with its inboard sloping sides and flat 

coach roof are similar to the double-enders of Binongko, as is the strongly raked sternpost 

and less raked stempost. The generous sail plan and beam, and the mast stepped forward of 

the cabin, rather than through the coach roof are also similar, but Karya Sama’s lines are 

heavier and more robust than the generally gracile double-enders of Binongko (Burningham 

1994b: 23). 
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Figure 37. A ‘double-ended’ soppe-lambo from the Tukang Besi Islands at Ashmore 

Reef in 1986. Although smaller than Karya Sama, it has similar design 
and construction features. Note the shark fin and meat drying in the sun 
(photograph Barry Russell 1986). 

 
 
When comparing Karya Sama with Wantoramata II, a double ender built in the Tukang Besi 

Islands, Burningham (1989) notes that Karya Sama has less dead-rise12 and a slightly fuller 

midsection than Wantoramata II, but that the mid-body is rather short so there is little gain in 

cargo capacity (Burningham 1994b: 23). If Karya Sama was built in the Tukang Besis 

Islands, then its constructed form may reflect a transitional phase and adaptation to the 

rougher sailing conditions of the Timor Sea and Indian Ocean. Perhaps the economics of 

fishing required vessels from Binongko and Kaledupa to endure more voyages into that 

region than they had in the past. Karya Sama could therefore, be a vessel purpose built for 

such conditions.  

 

Burningham, however, has another plausible hypothesis for the vessel’s place of origin. He 

suggests that Karya Sama and boats like it were built locally on Rote, in maritime 

communities with Bajo connections like Pepela, where the majority of voyages are into the 

Timor Sea and Indian Ocean, rather than in waters around the Tukang Besi Islands and the 

                                                
12 The angle of the boat's hull relative to the horizontal. A flat bottom hull on a boat has a dead-rise of 0°, while 

a deep-V hull can have a dead-rise of 25°. 
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Banda and Arafura seas in the Maluku Islands (Burningham 1994b: 22–24). Burningham’s 

research suggests that the lines of Pepela perahu lambo such as Karya Sama are more like 

scaled-up versions of the Rotenese open boats known as ofa, rather than the soppe-lambo of 

the Tukang Besi islands. Under the large platform built on the stern of Karya Sama there is 

the smaller platform that is the aft deck of a typical ofa (Burningham 1994b: 22–24). This is 

perhaps the most interesting clue to the boat’s origin and more than likely locates its place of 

construction on Rote (see Figure 38). 
 

 

   
 
Figure 38. The photograph on the left was taken on Rote in 1996 and shows the stern 

section of a typical Rotenese ofa. The photograph on the right is of Karya 
Sama’s stern, showing the larger aft deck platform built over a smaller aft 
deck (photographs Paul Clark 1996 and 2005). 

 
 

In June 1988 when Karya Sama was being lifted by mobile crane from the water still heavily 

laden at Stokes Hill wharf and transferred to the Museum and Art Gallery Northern 

Territory, the hull showed no sign of distortion. The lifting slings around the mid body of the 

hull did not have a transverse spreader and most hulls would have strained and distorted if 

treated in this way, but Karya Sama showed no sign of even cracking the paint on her seams’ 

(Burningham 1994b: 28). In spite of the rough construction and the use of short planks near 

the bow and stern, Karya Sama is a very robust vessel with a hull that also has good sailing 
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characteristics. Burningham also suggests that the very pronounced sheer13 forward and the 

high bow of Karya Sama probably reflect the need to beat to windward in fairly large and 

steep seas, conditions that are often found in the Timor Sea and on the edge of the Australian 

continental shelf (Burningham 1994b: 28). 

 

4.2.1 A partial working history prior to apprehension 

 
There are three sources of data on Indonesian fishing in the AFZ and the MOU Box from 

which information can be gleaned in order to understand the activity of individual fishermen 

and the operational histories of their vessels. The Ashmore Database (see extracts, Appendix 

2) comprises 1678 records with information on Indonesian boats, captains and crew 

numbers, with some information on victualling and catch data. The information was 

collected by Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS) officers (wardens) 

stationed on chartered vessels moored in the lagoon during the fishing season (March–

December) and cover the period from 1986–1999.  Fox and Sen (2002) have published an 

analysis of this data and have estimated that the Ashmore Database covers about 75 % of the 

vessels fishing in the MOU Box (Fox and Sen 2002: 17). 

 

The second source of information is the Australian Fisheries Management Authority 

(AFMA) Apprehensions Database which holds information on all vessels apprehended in the 

AFZ over the period 1988 – June 2001 (Fox and Sen 2002: 17). The third source of 

information is Boarding Reports from Australian Navy patrol boats. Access to AFMA and 

Navy data, however, is sometimes difficult to obtain. 

 

Karya Sama first appears in Australian records as having been boarded at Scott Reef on 4 

April 1986 by an Australian fisheries officer on board Australian Navy Patrol boat HMAS 

Warrnambool (MAGNT 2006). Sixteen days later on 20 April an Australian Fisheries 

Officer and Navy personnel again boarded Karya Sama at Scott Reef. The captain’s name 

was given as Abraham Non, but no other information was available from the Navy. It seems 

likely that Karya Sama returned to Rote sometime afterwards because four months later in 

August 1986 Karya Sama returned to Ashmore Reef (MAGNT 2006). 

 

The boat was boarded on 17 August by a fisheries officer onboard HMAS Gawler and two 

days later, on the 19 August having arrived at the nature reserve, was boarded by the 

                                                
13 The sheer is the curve in the hull of a boat running from bow to stern and separates the side of the 

hull from the deck. In Karya Sama’s case the curve upwards is very pronounced towards the bow. 
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Ashmore ANPWS warden and entered into the database. This time, however, the captain’s 

name, Abraham Non, and the owner’s name, Marten Batuk, as well as its homeport of 

Pepela was recorded (see Appendix 2). A fisheries officer from HMAS Launceston boarded 

the vessel the following day on the 20 August and Karya Sama departed the Ashmore Reef 

lagoon on the 23 August, having been boarded three times in seven days (MAGNT 2006 and 

Appendix 2). 

 
The boat probably left the Ashmore lagoon with the intent of collecting trochus from Cartier 

Island and from the southeastern side of the Ashmore Reef system, because four days later 

on the 27 August Karya Sama was back at the lagoon. The vessel then departed Ashmore on 

the 3 September and although there is no recorded destination, it was likely to have been a 

two and a half week voyage to Scott Reef. On the 20 September Karya Sama returned to 

Ashmore and on the 6 October 1986 departed and presumably returned to Rote having spent 

a total of approximately 55 days, or two months fishing (Appendix 2). Unfortunately we 

have no information about the crew numbers or the catch data for 1986. 

 
The following year Karya Sama was boarded by HMAS Cessnock at Seringapatam Reef on 

12 September and again at Scott Reef, by HMAS Gawler five days later on the 17 

September 1987. The owner was again given as Marten Batuk, but the captain this time was 

Jermais Batuk with three of the 9 man crew also having the Batuk surname. It is here that we 

get the first glimpse of the people and social organisation behind the vessel. It is likely 

Karya Sama was owned and operated as a family enterprise. They had sailed from Pepela on 

20 August 1987 and arrived at Ashmore Reef four days later on 24 August (Appendix 2). 

They spent 9 days at Ashmore before departing for Seringapatam and Scott Reef and had 

only been working at Scott for 4 days before the Navy arrived and boarded them again. 

Since leaving Pepela they had collected 10 kg of dried fish and 120 kg of trochus shell as 

well as a small amount of trepang (Sarti 1987). 

 
Karya Sama returned to Ashmore on 1 October 1987 and was boarded by the ANPWS 

warden five days later. The crew list, however, had changed slightly since the start of the 

voyage. One of the Batuk family seems to have left the vessel and only eight crew members 

were recorded on board. In addition the catch recorded by the Navy on the 17 September had 

changed somewhat. A 100 kg of dried fish, 100 kg of trepang and 10 kg of dried clam meat 

had been added to the catch, but the 120 kg of trochus was no longer present (see Table 4). A 

possible explanation for the absence of the trochus was that the missing Batuk family 

member had taken it back to Rote on a different boat. 
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Dan Dwyer, however, who worked for ANPWS and was stationed at Ashmore Reef for 10 

months in 1995-6, is of the view that mistakes in recording crew names are more likely than 

crew members changing boats (pers. comm. Dan Dwyer 2006). Payment for a voyage was 

based on a percentage of the catch and generally it would make matters more difficult to 

calculate if crews commonly switched boats. A more likely explanation according to Dwyer 

was that the trochus shell had been stowed away below decks and was not noticed at the time 

by the ANPWS Officer who wrote the boarding report (pers. comm. Dan Dwyer 2006). 

 
Voyage Name Port departed date arrived place 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 1 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 4th April 1986 Scott 
 
 1 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 20th April 1986 Scott 
 
 2 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 17th August 1986 Ashmore 
 
 2 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 19th August 1986 Ashmore 
 
 2 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 20th August 1986 Ashmore 
 
 2 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 27th August 1986 Ashmore 
 
 2 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 20th September 1986 Ashmore 
 
 3 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 24th August 1987 Ashmore 
  
 3 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 12th September 1987 Seringapatam 
 
 3 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 17th September 1987 Scott Reef 
 Depart Rote 20 August – 10kg dried fish, 120 kg trochus, 5 kg trepang 
 9 pairs of goggles, 9 baskets, 2 spear guns, 2 fishing lines 
 Departed Rote, 20 August, 4 days at Scott. Plan another 20 days the back to Rote  
 
 3 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 1st October 1987 Ashmore 
 100 kg dried fish, 10 kg clam meat, 50 kg shark fin, 100 kg trepang  
 12 pairs of goggles, 10 baskets, 2 dugouts, 4 spear guns, 1 fishing line 
 Departed 9 October 
 
 4 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 28th March 1988 Ashmore 
 No catch 
 8 pairs of goggles, 16 baskets, 2 dugouts, 4 spear guns, 2 fishing lines  
 
 4 Karya sama Pepela, Rote 8th April 1988 Ashmore 
  
 4 Karya Sama Pepela, Rote 19th May 1988 Ashmore 
 
 
Table 4. Voyage and boarding data for Karya Sama 1986–1988, details 

taken from Navy records and the Ashmore Reef Database 
(MAGNT 2006 and Appendix 2). 

 

Karya Sama departed Ashmore on the 9 October 1987 and presumably returned to Rote this 

time having spent a total of approximately 52 days, again about two months at sea fishing 

the reefs and shoals of the MOU Box. For this two-month period, however, we have some 

idea of what catch was being sought and in what quantities it was being obtained. From the 
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records recorded by the fisheries officer and the Ashmore warden, it would appear that 120 

kg of trochus shell, 100 kg trepang, 100 kg dried fish, 50 kg of shark fin, and 10 kg clam 

meat had been collected during the two month voyage. 

 
The following year, Karya Sama returned to the MOU Box and arrived at Ashmore Reef on 

the 28 March 1988 having left Rote on the 25 March to begin fishing and collecting from the 

surrounding waters. The ANPWS warden noted that there was no catch of any kind onboard 

at the time. The vessel was equipped with eight pairs of goggles, four spear guns, 16 

collecting baskets, two fishing lines and two canoes (see Table 4).  Ten days after arriving 

Karya Sama was boarded by Navy patrol boat HMAS Townsville on the 8 April after being 

caught ‘pilfering’ on West Island (MAGNT 2006). The exact nature of the offence is not 

noted, but most likely involved collecting trepang and trochus shell off the fringing reef on 

the south-western side of West Island. Before the nature reserve was declared in 1983, it was 

common practice for boats to fish the reefs and shallows of Ashmore waiting for favourable 

weather, before departing for Scott and Seringapatam Reef.   

 
Regular patrols were made in 1994 while Steve Tester was the Ashmore warden, to stop 

boats that left the lagoon from sending divers over the side to collect shell as they were 

heading south for Scott Reef. If the weather was favourable divers could collect trochus shell 

off the south-western fringing reef as they slowly sailed by, especially if the boat was 

stationary or near stationary. The other problem area was the south-east reef system behind 

East Island. Boats en route northward often stopped and rested here, before heading home to 

Rote. In some cases, boats collected shell while they waited, especially if the weather was 

not favourable for a comfortable passage home after several weeks work at sea (pers. comm. 

Steve Tester 1994). 

 
In any event the Ashmore Database has Karya Sama departing the reserve on the 13 or 14  

April 1988, heading presumably for Scott Reef. Subsequent interviews with Jess Kaleik and 

Harum Rili, crew from Karya Sama, by an Australian Federal Policeman in Darwin on the 

26 May 1988, confirmed that the boat had left Rote on the 25 March and that after spending 

more than a week at Ashmore Reef collecting trochus, had sailed south-west to Scott Reef 

where they collected trochus, trepang and reef fish (MAGNT 2006). 

 
On the 19 May 1988 Karya Sama returned from Scott Reef to Ashmore after approximately 

five weeks (35 days) of fishing. Unfortunately no information on the catch obtained at Scott 

Reef is available. On the morning of 19 May Karya Sama was observed by the ANPWS 

warden sailing along the southern part of Ashmore’s fringing reef in an easterly direction. 

Most Indonesian boats follow that route when returning home to Rote from Scott Reef 
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(Sexton 1988: 2). At 5 pm, however, the warden noticed through his binoculars that Karya 

Sama was anchored beside East Island. Under the regulations of the nature reserve, 

Indonesia fishermen were not allowed on either East or Middle Island and decided to 

investigate. The tide, however, was dropping and there would not be enough water under the 

warden’s 5.5 metre work boat to get them to East Island until the tide had risen again, 

sometime around midnight (Sexton 1988: 2). 

 
Just after midnight on Friday 20 May the ANPWS warden and his wife left Ocean Reaper, 

the charter vessel, and quietly made their way over to East Island. They arrived at about half 

past midnight and approached the perahu at slow speed with their lights off (Sexton 1988: 

2). Approximately 100 metres from the perahu, the warden turned on the boat’s spotlight, 

just in time to see a crewman come out of the cabin and throw two bags over the side and 

attempt to sink them. The warden retrieved the bags to find that they contained birds, some 

alive and some dead (Sexton 1988: 2). The warden boarded and searched the vessel after 

instructing the five crewman on board to assemble at the bow.  Beneath the floorboards at 

the bow of the boat, a large quantity of eggs were found in two half 44 gallon drums. One 

four-gallon flour tin and three wicker baskets14 were also discovered full of eggs. The 

warden estimated at the time that there were in excess of 3,000 eggs on board the perahu 

(Sexton 1988: 3). 

 

4.2.2 Apprehension and forfeiture 
 

The captain and one other crewman were still on the island, so the warden sent two men 

from Karya Sama in a canoe, with the instructions that they were all to come back to the 

boat immediately. If they did not return immediately, they would have to wait until morning 

and get picked up ‘unless they wanted to paddle down to the Ocean Reaper’, as it was the 

warden’s intention to seize the boat and tow it to the lagoon (Sexton 1988: 3). The warden 

waited until 1.30 am when there was sufficient water under the hull of Karya Sama and then 

took the vessel in tow. The men from the island had not returned and Karya Sama departed 

without the captain or most of the crew onboard. 

 
Clearly an arrest of some kind had occurred that included three crew members and their 

fishing vessel. With one crew member on the tiller, and the other two onboard the workboat 

with the warden and his wife, Karya Sama was towed 6–7 nm back to the lagoon. At 3 am 

the fishing boat was tied off the stern of Ocean Reaper and the three crewmen told to go to 
                                                
14 Woven collecting baskets made from palm fronds, usually coconut or lontar, used for collecting marine 

products from the reef. 
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sleep. The warden then put a radiotelephone call through to his superiors in Darwin 

informing them of his actions before retiring to bed himself. The warden’s wife and the other 

crewmen from Ocean Reaper kept watch and spent the next three hours until morning 

releasing birds that could fly and retrieving and drying those that had tried to fly but were 

not sufficiently recovered and landed in the water. A total of 80 birds had been killed and 

taken and another 50 had been taken alive, 20 of which had flown from Ocean Reaper with 

the remaining 30 being released later on East Island (Sexton 1988: 4–5). 

 
At 7.30 am on Saturday 21 May 1988 HMAS Gawler arrived at Ashmore Reef and at 2 pm 

was instructed to take Karya Sama in tow for Darwin. The warden informed Karya Sama’s 

captain, Jermias Batuk, who had been retrieved from the island, that he and his crew were 

being taken to Darwin for prosecution under Australian National Parks and Wildlife 

Regulations. HMAS Gawler departed Ashmore on the evening of 21 May and arrived at 

Darwin on the evening of 23 May 1988 (Sexton 1988: 5). 

 
The following day formal interviews were carried out at the Australian Federal Police 

Headquarters, at Winnellie, a suburb of Darwin. Australian Federal Police and Australian 

National Parks and Wildlife officers interviewed the captain and crew. Legal Aid 

representatives as well as court interpreters were present as evidence was taken and charges 

laid (MAGNT 2006). Each of the seven men was charged with three offences, under 

regulation 4(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulations. The first was destroying 

birds in a reserve, the second was interfering with birds in a reserve and the third was 

interfering with eggs in a reserve (see Figure 39). 

 

 
 
Figure 39. Crested Tern (Sterna bergii) eggs taken as evidence from the hold 

of Karya Sama while moored at East Island and presented to 
MAGNT for identification (photograph Jared Archibald 1988). 
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The defendants went to court on 25 May, 1 and 9 June 1988 and were convicted on each 

offence and ordered to comply with two conditions. The first that they be on good behaviour  

bond for the next two years and secondly, that they not enter Australian waters (i.e. the 

MOU Box) for the purpose of fishing for the next two years. The court also ordered a third 

punishment, that the vessel Karya Sama be forfeited to the Commonwealth of Australia. 

They were free to leave and a few days later an aircraft to Kupang in Indonesia repatriated 

the captain and his crew. 

 

The Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service had pushed hard for forfeiture of the 

vessel. Andy Bartels, the director of the Commonwealth’s Darwin office of the Department 

of the Arts Sport the Environment Tourism and Territories (DASETT), was of the opinion 

that ‘the only real deterrent penalty is forfeiture of their vessel. Anything short of this may 

well have the effect of exacerbating the existing enforcement problems on the Reef’ (Bartels 

1988). Having successfully punished the Indonesian fishermen and taken their boat from 

them, ANPWS now had the problem of what to do with it. Each day Karya Sama was on the 

water and in their care, it was costing the service money. 

 

Dr Colin Jack-Hinton, then director of the Northern Territory Museum of Arts and 

Sciences15 in Darwin had already collected Indonesian watercraft, and it was common 

knowledge that he was interested in collecting other significant examples for the collection. 

It is likely that several phone calls took place before Professor Ovington, Director of 

Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service in Canberra made a formal offer of donation 

to the museum. 

 

4.2.3 Donation and acquisition 
 

The offer of donation came on 14 June 1988 by public telex to Jack-Hinton’s office. The 

offer had a number of conditions attached that Jack-Hinton had to agree to. They were; 

 
(1) that responsibility for observance of Federal and Territory Laws with respect to 

quarantine and other matters rests entirely with the museum or other Northern 
Territory authorities, 

 
(2) that the service or the Commonwealth would meet no costs or charges of any 

kind with respect to the vessel [Presumably this meant after the handover], 
 
(3) that safety and maintenance of the vessel became the responsibility of the 

Northern Territory from 0800 hours on the 15th June 1988, 

                                                
15  The Northern Territory Museum of Arts and Sciences name was changed to the Museum and Art Gallery of 

the Northern Territory (MAGNT) in 1994. 
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(4) that the vessel be removed from the water as soon as practicable and is to be 

kept permanently on land (MAGNT 2006). 
 

Jack-Hinton agreed and replied the next day with the following comments, ‘Many thanks for 

the donation of the confiscated perahu. The conditions laid down in your telex are quite 

acceptable. Regards Colin Jack-Hinton.’ At 8 am on 15 June, Karya Sama was inspected by 

museum staff at Fisherman’s Wharf and five days later on 20 June 1988 was moved to the 

museum grounds at Bullocky Point (see Figure 40). Jack-Hinton was in no doubt that he had 

just acquired a fine example of an early type of double-ended perahu lambo for the 

museum’s watercraft collection. Four years later in 1993 Sotheby’s valued the boat and 

accoutrements that included two canoes with sail, at $80,000 dollars (MAGNT 2006). 

 

 
 
Figure 40. Karya Sama being lifted by heavy crane and placed on the ground at the 

Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory. (photograph MAGNT 
2006). 

 

The vessel was stored outside and was allowed to dry slowly before being placed on display 

on the 3 June 1992 in what was then a newly constructed maritime museum16 for the 

Northern Territory (Carment and Mellefont 1992: 114–117). Karya Sama’s transition from a 

working life in an Indonesian village that fished the Timor and Arafura Seas, to life as an 

object and exhibit in a museum will (like Sama Biasa) be explored further in the next 

chapter. 

 

                                                
16  Known today as the Colin Jack-Hinton Maritime Gallery. 
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4.3 Titipan – transition from reef to shark fishing 
 

Titipan, meaning ‘To Keep In Trust’, is also a perahu lambo with a single mast gunter-

rigged main sail and a boomed headsail or jib. Titipan is also carvel built and edge joined 

with wooden treenails. However, it differs from both Sama Biasa and Karya Sama, in that it 

has a squarish counter-stern (with a very narrow transom), rather than a double-ended or 

canoe stern (see Figure 41). Titipan is also the longest of the three boats with a length of 

12.25 metres (stem to stern), a width of 3.20 metres and a depth of 1.67 metres making it the 

largest of the three boats with a gross tonnage of 5.2 tons.17 

 
However, despite being just over four metres longer than Sama Biasa and just under two 

metres longer than Karya Sama, Titipan is narrower than both, making it a longer narrow 

vessel. Titipan also has a larger mast and can carry a larger sail area than the other two. 

Consequently it is the fastest of the three under normal sailing conditions. 

 

 
 
Figure 41. Titipan moored at Willie Creek, waiting to be towed around to Broome’s 

Home Beach so that it can be lifted out of the water and placed in the 
museum grounds. (photograph Paul Clark 1994). 

 

Titipan also differs from the other two boats in that it has a stringer18 located approximately 

at the turn-of-the-bilge (starboard and port side) running the length of the hull, as well as a 

shelf beam supporting the deck beams that lie athwart ships. The hull planking, frames, 

                                                
17  Gross tonnage (GT) or volume of a vessel, is calculated using Transport Canada’s formula for small sailing 

boats up to 15m, where GT = (L x B x D x GTC). In this case Gross Tonnage Coefficient (GTC) = 0.08.  
Transport Canada http://www.tc.gc.ca/marinesafety/oep/vesselreg/smallcomm/faqs.htm#01-09 (accessed 
August 2010). 

18  A longitudinal plank of wood than runs the length of the hull adding stiffness and strength. 
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floors and futtocks are relatively robust and overall the vessel is sound and well built, with a 

reasonably well faired hull, much better than either Sama Biasa or Karya Sama. Titipan also 

has more of a ‘slack bilge’ at mid-ships than the others which have harder bilges with less 

deadrise (Sama Biasa especially). Titipan was clearly built for speed rather than cargo 

capacity. It also has considerably more deck space forward and aft of the cabin (coach 

house) than either Sama Biasa or Karya Sama allowing more room for activities such as 

shark fishing. 

 

According to field-notes made by Natasha Stacey while conducted ethnographic fieldwork 

for her PhD thesis (Stacey 1999), Titipan was built (i.e., completed and launched) sometime 

during February and March of 1993 by Bajo boat-builder Husein of Mola Utara (i.e., north 

Mola), the small Bajo settlement on the southwest coast of the island of Wanci, in the 

Tukang Besi Islands (see previous Figure 32). It is unclear from Stacey’s field notes whether 

Husein built the boat on commission for a specific client, or on speculation. However, 

evidence obtained during an interview between Ahmad Kidah, the captain of Titipan and 

Western Australian fisheries officers in Broome on the 1 February 1994 after the vessel had 

been apprehended, suggests Husein built the boat for Haji Djan Bajideh (Badjideh), a 

Pepelan born boat-owner and fisher from Rote (DFWA 1994). 

 

 In late March 1993, Husein sold the vessel for 6 million rupiahs,19 to Haji Djan Bajideh and 

Akmad Mustakim, a Bajo fisher originally from Mola in the Tukang Besi Islands who was at 

the time living on the Tanjung at Pepela (pers. comm. Natasha Stacey 2004). According to 

Stacey’s field notes Akmad Mustakim borrowed his share of the cost of the vessel from Haji 

Dula, another boat owner and fisher, but also a trader in marine products. Haji Dula, like 

Akmad Mustakim, was also from the Tukang Besi Islands and was living at the time on the 

Tanjung at Pepela (pers. comm. Natasha Stacey 2004). 

 

 

4.3.1 A partial working history prior to apprehension 
 

In April 1993 Titipan left Mola and sailed to Pepela. The vessel is believed to have made 

only three fishing trips from Pepela before it was caught and apprehended on 25 January 

1994 for fishing illegally for shark in Australian waters (DFWA 1994). Little information is 

currently known about Titipan’s first voyage from Rote, which probably began sometime in 

                                                
19  In March 1993 Rp1,000,000 (IDR) = approximately $685 (AUS). Therefore 6 million rupiahs at the time of 

sale equalled approximately $4110 Australian dollars http://www.tititudorancea.com/z/fx_idr_19930325.htm 
 (accessed 1 March 2013). 
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early November 1993. A boarding report from HMAS Dubbo on the 26 November 1993 

placed the vessel at 12° 38' South and 124° 43' East, approximately ten nautical miles from 

the area known as the MOU Box, where Indonesian fishers were allowed to fish and fifteen 

nautical miles inside the Australian Fishing Zone. The vessel was caught within sight of the 

Australian Skewer Venture Petroleum rig. The boarding party from HMAS Dubbo reported 

the presence of twenty kilograms of dried shark fin and thirty kilograms of dried fish 

(DFWA 1994). 

 

On Titipan’s second voyage, according to Stacey’s 1994 field notes, it departed Pepela on 26 

December 1993. For two weeks the seven-man crew fished for shark, returning to Pepela 

sometime towards the middle of January 1994 (pers. comm. Natasha Stacey 2004). For the 

first voyage Titipan had a crew of nine (including the captain), on the second voyage it had a 

crew of seven and on the third and last voyage the vessel sailed with a crew of five (pers. 

comm. Natasha Stacey 2004). It was during the third voyage that Australian authorities 

apprehended Titipan while fishing for shark inside the AFZ. Stacey’s informants report that 

the catch of shark fin from the first voyage resulted in 1 million rupiah (pers. comm. Natasha 

Stacey 2004). At the time of apprehension, the master of the vessel, Ahmad Kidah, was 

receiving approximately Rp 30,000 rupiah per kilo for shark fin (DFWA 1994). 

 

It is interesting to speculate that these earlier voyages were in part training voyages as other 

evidence suggests that the purchase of the Titipan may have been Haji Djan Bajideh’s move 

into the lucrative shark fin fishery. Haji Bajideh’s previous fishing activities according to the 

Ashmore Database (see Appendix 2) appeared to target trepang and trochus shell, but the 

design and construction of Titipan is a marked departure from the typical fishing boat used 

by Rotenese fishers for this purpose. The Bajo fishers are renowned for their shark fishing 

(Stacey 1999, 2007) and it appears that Titipan represents the first, or one of the first, 

custom-built shark fishing boats to be owned and operated (at least in part) from Rote by 

Rotenese interests rather than Bajo fishers. 

 

Haji Bajideh’s Bajo business partner and part owner of Titipan, Akmad Mustakim, sailed as 

the captain on the first two voyages. However, sometime in January 1994, between Titipan’s 

second and third voyages, Akmad Mustakim sailed from Pepela on another vessel with two 

of Titipan’s crew (Udin and Arif) and another Bajo man (Pasra). Unfortunately they did not 

return and were presumably lost at sea. On Titipan’s third and final voyage Ahmad Kidah 

was identified as captain (DFWA 1994). 
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4.3.2 Apprehension and forfeiture 
 

On the 25 January 1994 Titipan was apprehended inside the AFZ at latitude 12° 46’ South 

and longitude 124° 28’ East (see previous Figure 34), by Officers on board HMAS 

Cessnock. The vessel was searched and 30 kilograms of shark fin was found on the cabin 

roof drying, some of it still oozing blood [Transcript of proceedings Nos 193 and 194, Court 

of Petty Sessions, Broome 1994] (DFWA 1994). A smaller quantity of semi-dried shark fin 

was found in a bowl inside the vessel’s cabin (see Figure 42). In addition to the shark fin, 

approximately 3 km of long-line with 220 hooks was located in the bilges. Another 30 or 40 

hooks were found attached to wire traces20 (i.e., leaders), together with a number of 

unattached hooks and a roll of stainless steel wire trace (see Figure 43) [Transcript of 

proceedings Nos 193 and 194, Court of Petty Sessions, Broome 1994] (DFWA 1994). 

 

A line was attached to the vessel and Titipan was towed to Willie Creek, a holding area near 

Broome, by HMAS Cessnock. The captain, Ahmad Kidah was interviewed by Western 

Australian Fisheries officers on the 1 February 1994 at the Fisheries office in Broome and 

formally charged under section 100 (1) [use of a foreign boat for commercial fishing in the 

AFZ] and section 101 (2) [being in charge of a foreign boat equipped for fishing in the AFZ] 

of the Commonwealth Fisheries Management Act 1991. Three days later on the 4 February, 

Ahmad Kidah appeared at the Court of Petty Sessions in Broome and was convicted on both 

charges by Stipendiary Magistrate Roberts [Transcript of proceedings Nos 193 and 194, 

Court of Petty Sessions, Broome 1994] (DFWA 1994). His vessel Titipan together with his 

catch and equipment was forfeited to the Crown. In addition Ahmad Kidah was placed on a 

$1000 dollar, three year good behaviour bond for each offence, to be served concurrently. 

 

On the 12 February Ahmad Kidah and his crew were repatriated to Indonesia by aircraft and 

flown to Bali landing at Denpasar international airport. From Bali they made their own way 

home by boat to Lombok, Bima, Kupang and finally arrived back in Pepela on or about the 

20 February 1994. 

 

 

                                                
20  Wire traces or wire leaders connect the hook to the branch line, which is then connected to the 

mainline. Therefore, a long-line with 220 hooks will have 220 branch lines coming off it. 
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Figure 42. Semi dried shark fin photographed by Western Australian fisheries 

officers at the time the vessel was boarded and apprehended (photograph 
Western Australian Fisheries 1994). 

 

 

 
 
Figure 43. Spare hooks attached to stainless steel wire traces hung on the port side of 

the vessel ready for deployment (photograph Western Australian Fisheries 
1994). 
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4.3.3 Donation and acquisition 
 
In April 1994 the Broome Historical Society (BHS) wrote to the Western Australian 

Fisheries Department asking if they could acquire the Titipan for their museum collection. 

Mrs Val Burton, the then president of the BHS, expressed an interest in obtaining Titipan as 

an exhibit to enhance the contemporary history displays at their museum. Having recently 

been granted extra land to extend their museum display area, Burton felt they were in a 

position to be able to apply to Fisheries for the fishing boat and save it from being destroyed 

as so many others had been (pers. comm. Val Burton 2003). 

 

In August 1994, the Fisheries Department wrote back stating that the vessel, gear and 

equipment would be donated to the BHS for their museum (Letter to Burton 1994). Almost 

one year later, Titipan was towed into Roebuck Bay on its final voyage, to the BHS museum 

(Broome Advertiser 14 May 1995: 4). Like Sama Biasa and Karya Sama, Titipan was 

fumigated for exotic pests before being lifted and placed in the museum grounds. Its 

transition from a working life to a life as a museum object will be explored further in the 

next chapter. 

 

4.4 Conclusions to Chapter four 
 
This chapter has provided a partial history of the social life of these three boats leading up to 

their acquisition and eventual display in Australian museums. All three were apprehended in 

Australian waters for either fishery or wildlife offences (hunting and gathering practices) that 

are illegal under Australian law. They were each taken into custody resulting in both 

prosecution and forfeiture of boat and equipment. Together these boats span almost 15 years 

of Australian interdiction to Indonesian fishing in Australian waters; Sama Biasa was 

captured in 1980 and towed to Koolan Island, Karya Sama was apprehended in 1988 and 

towed to Darwin, and the third boat, Titipan, was towed into Willie Creek in Broome in 

1994. 

 

These boats share common ethnographic features of origin, design and purpose. Although 

they cover only 40 years of maritime history, from 1955 when Sama Biasa was built, until 

1994 when Titipan was apprehended, they exhibit a continuity of hunting, gathering and 

fishing practice that has a much longer heritage. When viewed within the broader geo-

political context as discussed in chapter three, they can be seen as part of an industry that has 

a long history of operating in Australian waters, an industry with a legacy of approximately 
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250–300 years. They also show adaptation over time, representing a shift in fishing strategy 

or target species – changes in order to adjust to external forces, sometimes market driven and 

sometimes driven by other geo-political forces imposed upon them. 
 

This chapter has therefore concentrated on the recent history of each vessel from the time it 

first becomes a speck on the ‘radar’ of the Australian authorities until its acquisition into a 

museum collection. 

 

The following chapter will explore and discuss each of the boats as they are today; museum 

exhibits, appropriated and displayed to the public, with curatorial purpose and design, in 

ways far removed from their original conception and purpose. It will examine the 

transformation process that each boat experienced as it moved from sea to shore and became 

appropriated material culture, incorporated and displayed in public museum space. 
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Chapter Five 

Museum appropriation, transformation and display 
 

‘… the most powerful agents in the construction of identity appear to be 
neither the producers of objects nor the audience but the exhibition makers 
themselves, who have the power to mediate among parties who will not come 
into face-to-face contact’ (Karp 1991: 15). 

 

5.0 Introduction 
 

This chapter examines the museological issues raised by the acquisition, display and 

interpretation of the Indonesian fishing boat in each museum’s collection. It investigates the 

broader questions of museum curation that underpin collecting. It then introduces the 

concepts of ‘provenance’ and ‘significance assessment’ and applies them to the acquisition 

process. Chapters, two, three and four looked at the origin, historical background and the 

ethno-history of the boats. The ethno-histories, in particular, are incomplete and need further 

ethnographic research. Yet they have still been interpreted and presented with authority by 

museums for public display. 

 

This chapter will describe the transformation of each vessel during the acquisition process. It 

will then consider each museum’s display, in particular the interpretation of the significance 

of the vessel and how it is presented to the public. It will review museum documentation and 

look at the context of each vessel’s display and the accompanying objects that contribute to 

the narrative, including interpretative text and images. It will also compare the message 

content inherent in the display, with current knowledge as presented in previous chapters. 

 

However, it would first be useful to provide a background to the study of material culture 

and museum collections within the discipline of anthropology and to explain how museums 

operate. It would also be helpful to understand why the boats were collected. 

 

 

5.1 Background to material culture studies and museum 
collections 

 

In recent years material culture studies and museum collections have received renewed 

interest from social scientists after varying rises and falls in popularity throughout the last 

century (Lauer 1979, Miller 1987, Reynolds 1983, Reynolds and Stott 1987, Richardson 

1974, Sillitoe 1988). Traditionally, anthropologists have been involved with the study of 
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material culture; indeed in early ethnographic studies, cultural re-constructions often 

depended as much upon artefact typology and taxonomic classification as it did on social 

organisation and kinship studies. As Buchli (2002: 3) has stated: ‘From its beginnings 

material culture as a category and as a field of study was intimately related to larger cultural 

projects. In the nineteenth century it was used as a way of gauging the degree of technical 

and social sophistication of a given group.’ The unilineal evolution, or social evolutionism 

that Buchli refers to, has European (Victorian) society at the top of the scale and non-

Europeans descending towards various hunter-gatherer groups at the bottom of human social 

and technical evolution.  

 

However, in the mid-twentieth century, with the development of the participant observer 

model in ethnographic research, many anthropologists moved away from tactile studies of 

material culture, towards studies that examined more social aspects of the cultural process. 

McGrail (2003: 15) in his book, Boats of South Asia, laments the fact that by the time 

Hornell’s major work, Water Transport, was published in 1946, the study of the material 

aspects of twentieth century societies had already become unfashionable in certain 

anthropological circles. The result from McGrail’s point of view was that for the next quarter 

of a century or more ‘boats were little documented’. It should be added here that it was not 

just boats, but all forms of material culture. During this period museum exhibits became 

stagnant and archaic in their stolid oak and glass, or mahogany cases until a new wave of 

museological theory and design (known as the ‘new museology’) reinvigorated the 

presentation of material culture (Vergo 1989). Many museums today are being viewed not 

only as places for the display of other cultures, but also as cultural phenomena in their own 

right (Bouquet 2001). 

 

Historians also, particularly those interested in the development of the ‘new social history’, 

have passed more than a casual glance at the museum product. In the Australian context 

there has been a lively debate around some of these issues (see Anderson 1991, Young 1994, 

Witcomb and Mauldon 1996, and Carment 2002). The development of historical 

archaeology has clearly shown that the written record can be confirmed and enriched by 

artefactual evidence and vice-versa (Mayo 1984). Some historians now use the artefact to 

contextualise and re-construct the past in their work. 

 

The publication of Appadurai’s The Social Life of Things, in particular, has stimulated much 

interest in museum collections (Appadurai 2000). A collection of essays first published in 

1986, it was in its eighth reprint by 2000. Of particular relevance here is Kopytoff’s essay on 

the cultural biography of things. Where do things come from and who makes them? What 

has been their career so far? What is significant about the adoption of alien objects? Is it the 
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fact that they are adopted, or is it the way they are culturally redefined and put to use? 

(Kopytoff 2000: 66–67). These questions and others are central to some of the arguments 

presented in this chapter. 

 

 

5.2 Provenance and significance 

 

Researching the life of an object and establishing its provenance and origin, either before 

(preferably) or after it becomes part of a collection, is an essential part of museum practice. 

These are then often used to establish the authenticity, value and significance of the object to 

the collecting institution. They also inform the objects future use in exhibitions and 

importantly, the rationale for public display. Indeed, most museums have acquisition policies 

that formalise this transformation from everyday use to museum exhibit. 

 

Significance generally refers to the historic, aesthetic, scientific, spiritual and cultural values 

that items and collections have for past, present and future generations (Russell and 

Winkworth 2009: 10). A starting point for understanding an object’s significance is to ask 

why one would want to keep it? This is usually done by putting the item into a broader 

cultural context and connecting that narrative, with the various ‘values’ or ‘stories’ that 

relate to the object. If an object is nationally significant, it must contribute to the national 

story in either an historical, scientific or spiritual sense etc. (Favelle 2006: 18–19). 

Consequently, an object can have regional or local significance if it connects closely with 

regional or local narratives.  

 

In the case of the three Indonesian fishing boats examined in this work, however, the process 

of establishing provenance or writing a statement of significance has been difficult because 

much of the information required to do so was lacking. There are a number of plausible 

reasons for this such as funding and resourcing problems that face most museums today. 

There is also the backlog of work required to update, computerise and document previously 

collected material. In the case of these boats there is the added complication that they were 

confiscated property before being acquired by the collecting organisation. 

 

This process of confiscation and subsequent acquisition (by donation) has, it can be argued, 

shaped the provenance and authenticity required for display by some of the museums 

concerned – without the need for specific information, such as ethnic origin or past function. 

Instead, a generic origin such as Indonesian and a generic function such as illegal fishing 

boat, has in some cases been used to present these vessels to the public. What has been lost 

or is missing, are the ethno-histories of these vessels, the stories of the owners, captains and 
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crews, a history of the boats’ working lives (the social histories) and an analysis of their 

design construction and use. 

 

As noted in chapter four, Sama Biasa, was acquired by the Western Australian Maritime 

Museum in 1980 and has been intermittently on public display ever since. The second boat 

Karya Sama, was acquired by the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory in 1988 

and was placed on public display in 1992. The most recent acquisition Titipan, was donated 

to the Broome Historical Society Museum in 1994 and put on display in 1996. Two of these 

boats have, therefore, been on public display for more than two decades. Yet little (almost 

nothing) has been written about their individual operational histories, their origins, or the 

people involved in their design, construction or use prior to their arrival in Australia. The 

reasons for this are that generally the museums have lacked the funding and the skills 

required to do so. 

 

Although there are a number of comprehensive publications on Indonesian boats – Hawkins 

(1982), Horridge (1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1981, 1982 and 1986), Macknight (1969, 1976, 1980) 

Burningham (1987, 1988, 1989a, 1989b, 1990 and 1993), Burningham and Stenross (1994) 

and Southon (1995), most of these are concerned with the technical aspects of design and 

construction, or with the origins of Indonesian watercraft. Southern (1995), notably, was the 

first anthropologist to look with any detail at other aspects, such as social significance and 

symbolism of the boat within a particular maritime community. Apart from Macknight, 

Southon and Burningham, these authors have not written about boat owners or sailors, and 

have not written about boats in museum collections. Generally, they have written on the 

generic form, using individual boats as examples to explain a particular point in the narrative 

or to illustrate a type or origin. 

 

Other authors, however, such as Scott (1988), Mellefont (1988, 1991a, 1991b and 1992) and 

Stacey (1992 and 1997), together with Burningham (1987, 1988, 1989a, 1989b and 1992), 

have written about Indonesian boats in museum collections. In particular, Mellefont’s (1988) 

excellent, although unpublished, monograph on the lete-lete of Raas, a small island off the 

east coast of Madura is of interest. Their work (with the exception of Mellefont and 

Burningham), however, is again more generic than specific to the individual boat and 

although it provides much-needed geographic, social and technological context, it often does 

not provide answers to primary questions, such as where the boats were built, who built them 

and for what purpose. Despite this lack of specific ethnographic knowledge, the three boats 

in this study have been interpreted and displayed to thousands of people over the ensuing 

years. 

 
The consequence (of this lack of knowledge) is that the public perception of the Indonesian 
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fishing boat is a narrative constructed in the language and ideology of the donating 

authorities (Australian government agencies, such as the Navy, Fisheries, and Parks and 

Wildlife) and supported in the press by the popular media. Generally the museums have been 

minor players in developing any alternative perspectives and the donating agency 

perspective is generally given pre-eminence in the display narrative. Meanwhile those of the 

maker and user prior to acquisition are omitted, unknown, or just ignored. 

 
 

5.2.1 Reasons for collecting Sama Biasa 
 

In order to understand the reasons behind the acquisition of Sama Biasa 1 by the WAMM for 

its historic boat collection in 1980, it is helpful to look at some of the foundation curatorial 

work done by Ian Crawford and Graeme Henderson in the field of maritime anthropology, 

archaeology and history. Crawford was appointed to a position in Aboriginal studies at the 

Western Australian Museum in 1961. Crawford’s doctoral thesis (Crawford 1969) was on 

the impact Indonesian voyaging had on Aboriginal cultures in the Kimberley region of 

Western Australia. In 1968 Crawford spent five days on board Indonesian fishing boats at 

Ashmore Reef as part of his field research for his PhD (Crawford 1969) and in February 

1974 visited the island of Tonduk where the vessels had come from (Crawford 1974). In 

1969 Crawford was appointed head of the division of Human Studies in which there were 

four departments – history, cultural anthropology, archaeology and maritime archaeology. In 

1991 Ian Crawford retired from the Western Australian Museum. 

 

Graeme Henderson graduated from the University of Western Australia and joined the 

department of maritime archaeology at the Western Australia Museum (WAM) as a diver in 

1969 before being appointed graduate assistant shortly thereafter. In 1972 he started the very 

successful colonial shipwrecks program (Green and Henderson 1974). In 1977 he completed 

his Master's Degree in Maritime History at the University of Western Australia (Henderson 

1977) and the following year (1978) was promoted to curator. During his 23-year tenure as 

diver, curator, and then senior curator in the department of maritime archaeology Henderson 

publish several books on maritime archaeology and maritime history – including the very 

successful ‘Unfinished Voyages’ series (Henderson 1980, Henderson and Henderson 1988 

and Cairns and Henderson 1995). In 1992 Graeme Henderson was appointed foundation 

Director of the Western Australian Maritime Museum (Anon 1992). However, one of 

                                                
1  Sama Biasa’s accession number in the WAMM collection is HB 13 SAM. 
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Henderson’s other significant achievements was the establishment of the WAMM’s historic 

boat collection.  

 

The WAMM came into being largely as a result of the 1960s Dutch shipwreck discoveries 

and the consequent archaeological excavations that followed. The 1850s convict-built 

Commissariat Building, located in the historic waterfront area at the west-end of Fremantle 

was reopened to the public as a maritime museum in 1981 (Henderson 1999: 1). The 

majority of the exhibits on display at that time were of an archaeological nature, but many of 

the curatorial staff had held aspirations for many years for an expanded maritime museum 

representing the general maritime history of the state (Henderson 1999: 2). Henderson, with 

Crawford’s approval, had been keen to collect historic boats and watercraft relevant to the 

history of Western Australia in order to tell its maritime stories. The first vessel collected by 

the WAMM was the 56.4 foot (17.2 m) steam pilot boat Lady Forrest 2 which was acquired 

for the collection in 1970. A couple of small folding boats were acquired and then the 53.5 

foot (16.1 m) pearling lugger Ancel 3 was added to the collection in 1972. 

 

For a number of years Ian Crawford had also encouraged the idea of collecting and 

displaying Indonesian vessels that reflected part of Australia’s maritime history. In particular 

Crawford believed it possible to justify three different boat types, the perahu lambo, the 

perahu lete lete and the perahu belang (Crawford 1984). Each represented a particular aspect 

of Australia’s shared maritime history with Indonesia. The perahu belang (from Aru) with 

its tripod mast and rectangular sail represented the type of perahu (i.e. the padewakang) that 

used to sail to northern Australia in the 18th and 19th century in search of trepang. Although 

much smaller than the perahu padewakang that sailed from Makassar each year, the perahu 

belang was the only example left in Indonesia that still used a tripod mast and rectangular 

sail (Henderson and Crawford 1986).4 Burningham in a letter to Henderson in 1982 

described the perahu belang as one of the most primitive [oldest] types of perahu in 

Indonesia (Burningham 1982). 

 

The perahu lete lete, the type of perahu that is built and used by the Madurese from Madura, 

Raas and Tonduk – with its up turned finial ends, short mast and lateen sail, was the type of 

vessel that Crawford had spent some time on at Ashmore Reef in 1968 while doing his PhD 

research. These vessels had been visiting Australian waters for some considerable time and 

still do so today, particularly in the area of Ashmore, Scott and Seringapatam Reefs. The 

                                                
2  Lady Forrest’s accession number in the WAM collection is HB 1 LAD. 
3  Ancel’s accession number in the WAM collection is HB 4 ANC. 
4  It is doubtful if any perahu belang still exist in Aru with tripod masts in 2014, given it was 29 years since 

Henderson and Crawford did the field work (in 1985) and located these vessels. 
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Madurese people who sail these vessels are among the last mariners in the world who engage 

in long distance voyaging under sail using traditional navigation techniques (Crawford 1984, 

Stenross 2007, 2011). 

 

Sama Biasa was added serendipitously to the WAMM collection on 22 August 1980 (as 

previously described) with the view of telling the story of Indonesian contact with Western 

Australia’s north-west coast (Bannister 1980). The perahu lambo, the most westernised of 

the three, with its fore-and-aft rig is used, as we have seen, by the Rotenese people who had 

been visiting Ashmore Reef and the other islands off the north-west Australian coast and the 

Kimberley in more recent historical times. Sama Biasa is an example of this type of vessel. 

Having secured the perahu lambo type, Crawford’s view was that every opportunity should 

then be taken to collect the other two types, not just for the reasons already given, but also 

because they would provide a nucleus for future collecting representative of the greater Indo-

Pacific region, should the museum wish to proceed in that direction. They could include the 

Arab-Indian tradition, the Chinese as well as smaller vessels from Micronesia and Melanesia 

(Crawford 1984). 

 

The acquisition of Sama Biasa (1980) was therefore based on a curatorial plan; to educate, 

inform and preserve Western Australian maritime history. Sama Biasa is a fine example of 

an Indonesian perahu lambo that made regular visits to offshore islands and parts of the 

Kimberley coast during the latter part of the 20th century (1950–2000). 

 

 

5.2.2 Reasons for collecting Karya Sama 
 

To understand why Karya Sama was acquired, it is useful to have a little background to the 

development of the MAGNT (see Carment 2001) and in particular the career of the founding 

director Colin Jack-Hinton who established the Northern Territory’s historic boat collection 

of which Karya Sama is a part. MAGNT began in 1964 when the Northern Territory 

Museums Bill was introduced to the Legislative Assembly by Ken Waters, the first 

Chairman of the Museum Board (Anon 1987: 1). In 1969 Jack-Hinton was appointed 

Foundation Director and the first ‘state’ museum for the Northern Territory was opened in 

Darwin in the old Palmerston Town Hall (Anon 1987: 1). Four years later during Cyclone 

Tracy (1974), the building was destroyed and Jack-Hinton temporarily ran the museum out 

of an insurance company building before moving in 1981 to a new purpose-built building on 

the shores of the Arafura Sea in Darwin Harbour (Giese 2009: 78, Anon 1987: 1). 
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Jack-Hinton was born in England in 1933, gained an MA from the University of Aberdeen 

and after a period in Malaya (Malaysia) with the British army, worked as a colonial 

administrator in the Solomon Islands. In 1962 he received a doctorate from the Australian 

National University after researching and writing a maritime history of the Solomon Islands 

that he later published as a book (Jack-Hinton 1969). Jack-Hinton's interest in maritime 

history led to a lectureship at the University of Singapore before moving back to Australia to 

establish a maritime history gallery at the old ‘Lunatic’ Asylum (now the Fremantle Arts 

Centre) on Finnerty Street, Fremantle for the WAM. His other duties at the WAM included 

establishing a maritime history and archaeology program centered around the then recently 

discovered Dutch shipwrecks off the Western Australian coast (1600–1800s). 

 

 

According to Giese, Jack-Hinton’s arrival in Darwin in 1970 [1969]5 saw a flurry of 

collecting for the new museum (Giese 2009: 77). He developed a collection policy that 

stressed the Northern Territory’s close ties to Southeast Asia, established ‘collections of fine 

art, craft, archaeology, history, anthropology, marine sciences and natural history, embracing 

the geographical regions of [north and central] Australia, South-East Asia and Oceania’ 

(Anon 1987: 1). He also encouraged fieldwork and scholarship, and half a dozen museum 

staff pursued academic studies resulting in PhDs. Jack-Hinton’s view of Australian history 

was outward looking, facing the sea rather than gazing inward from the coast and this 

interest is clearly seen with the acquisition of Karya Sama in 1988. 

 

 

Karya Sama was collected by the MAGNT for similar reasons to those employed to acquire 

Sama Biasa. Colin Jack-Hinton had also seen the need to preserve traditional watercraft from 

Southeast Asia, particularly those types from Indonesia that had made contact with the 

Australian coast. Jack-Hinton was the first museum professional in Australia to actively 

collect Southeast Asian boat types. In January 1980 Jamie Munro sailed into Darwin harbour 

in Semanis a small double ended Madurese vessel known as a perahu lete lete (see Figure 44 

and 45). Jack-Hinton negotiated with Munro and acquired Semanis for the collection in April 

1980, some four months before the Western Australian Museum acquired Sama Biasa. The 

MAGNT already had a number of indigenous canoes in the collection as well as at least one 

from the eastern part of Indonesia, but Semanis was the first ocean going vessel from the 

region to be acquired. 

 

                                                
5  Jack-Hinton arrived in Darwin on Christmas Day 1969 to take up his appointment as Director (Northern 

Territory News 21 March 1970). 
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Figure 44. Semanis, the first Indonesian fishing boat collected by the MAGNT 
photographed at the back of the museum in the area known as the 
amphitheatre (photograph MAGNT 1980). 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 45. The first public display of MAGNT’s fledgling watercraft collection (left 

to right), Semanis IND 0374 (1980), small Tanimbar canoe IND 0375  
(1979), perahu sekoci IND 0361 (1979), jukung IND 0175 (1977) two 
Aboriginal dugout canoes ABETH 18 (1973) and a childs jerangkat IND 
0438 (1982) (photograph MAGNT 1982). 
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Jack-Hinton’s interest was not only in contemporary vessels whose ancestral forms may 

have had past contact with the north Australian coast, but with others that represented the 

variety of form and function from the broader region. When the opportunity arose to acquire 

Karya Sama (1988), it was recognised as a fine example of one of the lambo types of 

Indonesian perahu to visit the northern coast of Australia in the latter half of the 20th century 

during the 1980s, the same period, but several years younger than Sama Biasa. 

 

 

5.2.3 Reasons for collecting Titipan 
 
The Broome Historical Society (BHS) was formed in 1975 with the purpose of fostering an 

interest in the history and heritage of Broome by collecting and preserving items related to 

Broome’s history (BHS 2005: 1). Its other objectives were to obtain and maintain museum 

premises for the purpose of storage and display of the society’s collection, and to maintain 

and preserve the collections and displays within (BHS 2005: 1). In 1980 the Broome Shire 

Council purchased the old Broome Customs House, formerly a Queen’s bond store 

overlooking Roebuck Bay and offered its use to the society. In 1981 the BHSM opened the 

doors of the new museum to the public with displays on the history and heritage of Broome. 

 

Run by volunteers, it provides locals and visitors with a glimpse of the exotic, the romantic 

and sometimes violent colonial past of one of Australia’s famous port towns. The museum 

gained a fine reputation from visitors as one of the best regional facilities of its kind in 

Australia (Clark 2006: 113). Its collections are based on memorabilia of the life and times of 

residents and have a strong focus on the pearling history, represented in photographs, a life-

sized mannequin of a pearl diver in full dress, pearl shell and household domestic goods 

from the period (see Figure 46). 

 

Other displays have included the 1912 cyclone that claimed over 150 lives, and the loss of 

the Koombana and several other vessels including pearling luggers (Bureau of Meteorology 

2010). An early newspaper printing press (the Norwest Echo) has also been displayed and a 

diorama style interpretation of William Dampier landing in Cygnet Bay in 1699. There is 

information on the first mail-plane landing at Broome in 1924 and more recent events, such 

as the Japanese attacks of Broome during World War II, and several artefacts from the 

aircraft wrecks that lie scattered in Roebuck Bay as a consequence. 
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Figure 46. Photograph taken inside the BHSM looking across at part of the 

pearling display  (photograph Paul Clark 2003). 

 

 

In April 1994 Mrs Val Burton, the then president of the BHS, wrote to the Western 

Australian Fisheries Department asking if they could acquire the Titipan for the museum 

collection (Burton 1994). It seems that the society had decided that an example of an 

Indonesian fishing boat of the kind that was regularly being arrested for illegal fishing off 

the Western Australian coast might be a good acquisition for the museum’s outdoor displays. 

In August 1994, the Fisheries Department wrote back stating that the vessel, gear and 

equipment would be donated to the BHS for their museum (Mitchell 1994). Almost a year 

later, Titipan was towed into Roebuck Bay on its final voyage (Broome Advertiser 14 May 

1995: 4). 

 

The local newspaper reported that Titipan was only 18 months old and unlike many of the 

illegal fishing vessels seized, was in relatively pristine condition (Broome Advertiser 14 May 

1995: 4). It seems that its ‘design lines’, being those of a classic traditional Indonesian 

fishing boat, were also considered as valid reasons for keeping the boat, rather than allowing 

it to be burned and disposed of as was the usual fate of confiscated vessels. A local 

‘Kimberley’ identity, Vonny Helberg had sought to have the boat donated to the Indonesian 

equivalent of the Red Cross (Palang Merah Indonesia), but dropped her support for the idea 

after learning that Haji Bajideh (the previous owner) would challenge the ownership if the 

vessel ever returned to Indonesian waters (Broome Advertiser 14 May 1995: 4, Anon 1994). 

It seems Helburg then lent her support to the BHSM’s bid to have the vessel as a tourist 

attraction and perhaps to be shared with Training Ship (TS) Broome navy cadet unit, for sail 

training (Helburg 1994). 
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In the years before Titipan was acquired by the BHSM, hundreds of Indonesian fishermen 

had been arrested in Western Australian waters for illegal fishing and had been bought 

before the courts, most of them in Broome. Those convicted for second and third offences 

often found themselves serving time in the Broome Gaol (Balint 1999, 2005). The illegal 

fishing activities were widely reported in the press and the BHS had been collecting 

newspaper clippings and compiling research albums (scrapbooks) on the subject. Titipan 

gave the BHS the opportunity to display an illegal fishing boat to the visiting public. 

 

5.3 Accession and the transformation process 
 

Since the development of the ‘new museology’ in the late 1970s and early 1980s the 

acquisition of objects in professionally managed museum collections has usually been 

governed by formal collection policies or similar documents. The fundamental reasons for 

formal policies are twofold. Firstly, the unregulated collection of objects ultimately leads to 

the deterioration and loss of material and information about those objects as resources are 

not usually sourced and allocated without forward planning. Because of the finite nature of 

these resources, many museums find the need to ‘triage’ the care of their existing collections 

in terms of conservation and storage. Secondly, without adequate resourcing the effective 

operation and duty of care needed by curators and other museum professionals are seriously 

compromised. It is now considered ‘misguided, even unethical [by some] to acquire what 

cannot be given a reasonable chance of survival for posterity’ (Duggan 1984: 113). 

 

Once objects become part of a museum collection they invariably undergo some 

transformation process before they are stored or put on display. In smaller regional museums 

run by historical societies, for example, where the services of professional conservation staff 

are not available – objects may receive little attention other than receiving a clean before 

being placed on display. In some cases the object may undergo minor repairs to fix them, or 

are repainted to make them presentable. In more sophisticated organisations a careful 

assessment or examination involving a condition report is carried out by professionally 

qualified conservators before anything is done to the object. In these museums the items are 

always handled in the appropriate manner once accessioned into the collection and their 

movement and treatment is meticulously documented. 

 

The transformation of objects coming into museum collections is often analogous to the 

‘rites of passage’ (Gennep 1977, Turner 1969) an individual goes through to become a 

member of a social group within a given society. The process often follows the three phases 
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described by Van Gennep; separation, transition, and reincorporation (Gennep 1977: 21). 

The object is taken from its environment (separation), is cleaned or treated in some way 

(transition) and is then introduced back into the environment (reincorporation) of an exhibit 

or display. Members of the public are often surprised at the care and respect that museum 

professionals take with newly donated objects. What may have come into the museum 

wrapped in a brown paper bag is treated very differently after the donation papers have been 

signed and the object accessioned. The object is handled with white gloves, wrapped in acid 

free tissue paper and moved by trolley, sometimes with venerated reverence. 

 

Once the condition report is complete and the current state of the object documented, 

decisions are made regarding future treatment, storage and display. Ethnographic objects are 

generally regarded as the most susceptible of all museum collections to damage and decay. 

This is largely due to the high proportion of organic material that makes up the object 

(Priestman 1984: 302). In some cases objects need treatment to stop or reduce decay, to 

restore lost or broken parts, or to return an object to a previous stage or time in its life.  It is 

at this stage of the transformation process that curatorial input is again required to make 

decisions regarding repairs or changes if an object is to be returned to a previous life phase. 

 

It is sometimes desirous from a curatorial point of view to return a vessel to a previous time 

in its operational history if a particular acquisition or display narrative is required. An engine 

may need to be removed and a mast put back in if a motorboat is to be returned to its original 

state as a sailing vessel. Iron fastenings holding planks to frames may need to be replaced if 

they have corroded beyond a point considered safe for the continued completeness of the 

vessel. It is considered better to repair or replace, like with like and maintain or even return 

to an original state, than to allow decay to continue with the potential for further damage to 

occur. 

 

For most museums, however, the curation and display of watercraft, particularly large ones, 

is a complicated and costly undertaking as they are difficult to house and expensive to 

maintain. Burningham (1997) has even suggested that large objects such as boats are 

sometimes resented by curators (presumably non-maritime orientated curators) and even 

ignored by conservators when they can. Burningham goes further and suggests that 

watercraft are often criticised for consuming a disproportionately large share of available 

museum funding and ‘[a]t best, their conservation and curation is seen as being akin to the 

conservation and curation of architectural heritage or monuments rather than museum 

artefacts’ (Burningham 1997). The philosophical questions addressed in the conservation of 

architectural heritage, however, are often very appropriate to the conservation of large 
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watercraft. Just as roofs on historic houses need to be maintained and replaced in order to 

keep the water out, the hulls of boats also need to be conserved and maintained, regardless of 

whether the vessel is staying in the water as a floating or working exhibit, or coming out as a 

static display. Salts embedded in the vessels hull can cause problems, particularly if iron 

fastenings have been used and vessels displayed outside in the weather face similar problems 

to those experienced by historic houses. 

 

5.3.1 Sama Biasa – accession and transformation 
 

As noted in the previous chapter, Sama Biasa was acquired by the WAMM on 22 August 

1980. The first stage of the transformation process from a working fishing boat to a museum 

exhibit began almost immediately after acquisition. Poison was placed onboard to kill 

vermin such as rats and mice and water containers were emptied into the sea as a precaution 

against any malaria carrying mosquito larvae that might be present. As soon as the 

arrangements had been made with State Ships, the vessel was de-masted, lifted from the 

water (at Koolan Island) and placed onboard the coastal freighter Nyanda in preparation for 

its transportation south. On Saturday 6 September 1980 Sama Biasa arrived in Fremantle and 

was offloaded at the wharf by the Fremantle Port Authority (Weekend News Saturday 6 

September 1980: 2).  

 

Within days of its arrival Sama Biasa was fumigated with CH3Br (methyl bromide) – a 

process that requires enclosing the vessel in an airtight tarpaulin and filling the space 

contained (including the internal compartments of the boat), with methyl bromide gas. The 

treatment takes 24 hours to penetrate the boats timbers and is designed to kill all insect life 

eliminating the possibility of introducing exotic pests into Australia – particularly spiders, 

ants, woodborers and termites (WAM 1973 and 1980). 

 

On 1 October, almost three weeks after arriving in Fremantle, Sama Biasa was moved from 

the wharf by crane and truck to the grounds of the Fremantle History Museum6 at Finnerty 

Street, Fremantle (Fremantle Gazette Wednesday 1 October 1980: 7). The vessel was placed 

on the ground, with a rolled steel joist (RSJ) under the keel supporting its length. On either 

side of the vessel a stack of railway sleepers supported the hull at the approximate turn-of-

the-bilge, ensuring the boat could not tip over. The boat was then steam cleaned inside and 

out (see Figure 47). During the cleaning process great care was taken not to damage the 

caulking material lodged between the hull planks. A dugout canoe together with other 

                                                
6  Built with convict labour in 1860 the building was the colony’s first mental asylum. 
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accoutrements found in the hull and the cabin were also steam cleaned before being 

individually accessioned and stored elsewhere (WAM 1980). 

 

 
Figure 47. Sama Biasa being steam cleaned in the grounds of the Fremantle 

History Museum at Finnerty Street shortly after arrival in Fremantle 
(photograph WAMM 1980). 

 

Following the cleaning process, the external timber surfaces were then painted with an 

aqueous solution containing 20% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 1500 and a 0.01% Dieldrin 

(termite poison) solution. This was done to slow down and control the drying process that 

the boat’s timbers would be subjected to over the next 12 months or more, and to protect the 

timber from termites. To make this process even more effective, a shallow trench was dug 

with a backhoe and the vessel placed (on its RSJ) in it. The hull was covered with plastic 

sheeting and supported with sand piled up around the hull (see Figure 48). The internal 

sections of the hull and the cabin were coated with the same PEG solution containing 0.02% 

panacide (fungal poison) to inhibit the growth fungus in the moist internal structures of the 

boat. The vessel was then covered with a canvas cover to keep the sun off and the rain out 

and allowed to dry slowly for the next two and a half to three years (see Figure 48). 

Approximately a year later on the 3 November 1981 the external surfaces of the boat’s hull, 

the sand and the ground beneath the hull, were treated again for termites, this time using 

Aldrex rather than Dieldrin (WAM 1980). 
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Figure 48. Stern view drawings of Sama Biasa showing how the boat was supported 

during the two-stage treatment (transformation) process – steam cleaning 
and drying of the hull (after James Pang in WAM 1980). 

 

Sometime in July 1982 the hull timbers were tested for water content and found to have 

reached the required equilibrium.  On the 29 July the conservator in charge of the treatment, 

James Pang, pronounced the vessel ready for display noting, however, that minor 

conservation and restoration work might be needed on the hull’s protective coat (paint and 

lime based antifouling) (WAM 1980). The vessel remained outside under a canvas-covered 

structure and again received preventative treatment for termites in April 1983. The 

opportunity to perform the conservation and restoration work that Pang had described came 

about in late 1983 and early 1984 when the WAM received some funding from the 

Commonwealth Employment Programme (CEP), a stimulus program designed by the 

Commonwealth Government to get unemployed people back into the work force. The 

museum was able to employ four boat restorers to work on a number of historic boats in the 

collection including Sama Biasa (WAM 1980 and Fremantle Gazette Wednesday 30 May 

1984). 

 
The boat was moved a short distance from its supporting bed of sand and placed under a 

temporary canvas covered structure where a steel cradle was constructed to support the 

vessel (see Figure 49). A curatorial decision was also taken to re-paint the boat, matching the 

original colour scheme as best as possible. In May 1984 during ‘WA Week’ Sama Biasa 

went on display to the public for the first time. Freshly painted, Sama Biasa was displayed 
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with its dugout canoe along side (see Figure 50). Its mast and sail, however, were not 

erected. 

 

 
 
Figure 49. Sama Biasa after being moved from its sand bed and placed under a 

temporary canvas covered structure in preparation for the construction of 
a steel cradle (photograph WAMM 1984). 

 

 
 
Figure 50. Sama Biasa having been repainted resting in its new supporting cradle on 

public display for the first time during ‘WA Week’ at the Fremantle 
History Museum at Finnerty Street (photograph WAMM 1984). 
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In September 1989 Sama Biasa was moved from the Fremantle History Museum at Finnerty 

Street, to ‘B Shed’ on the Fremantle wharf where it was stored (again with its mast down) 

alongside numerous other small watercraft and maritime artefacts of Western Australian 

origin. Although open to the public, the display of vessels and memorabilia in B Shed was 

clearly a storage space, rather than a gallery, as there was little effort to interpret the objects 

other than via simple identification labels. 

 

Sama Biasa’s transition from working life on the Timor Sea, fishing the reefs and shoals off 

the north-west Australia coast – to a museum display was finally complete in 2002 when the 

boat was moved from B Shed into the new Western Australian Maritime Museum, built at 

Forrest Landing, situated within the existing wharf area at the entrance to Fremantle 

Harbour.  Located near the entrance of the museum in the ‘Indian Ocean’ section Sama 

Biasa is one of the first vessels visitors see as they enter (see Figure 51). 

 

 

 
Figure 51. Sama Biasa on display in the Indian Ocean section of the new Western 

Australian Maritime Museum in Fremantle (photograph Paul Clark 2006). 
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5.3.2 Karya Sama – accession and transformation 
 

The acquisition and transformation of Karya Sama at the MAGNT in Darwin probably 

began in a similar way to Sama Biasa, with the setting of poison baits to kill vermin and 

either the disposal or chlorination of freshwater onboard. No specific records relating to this 

treatment are known to exist, but in the 1990s this was common practice for quarantine 

officers working for the Australian Quarantine Inspection Service (AQIS). It is not known if 

the vessel was fumigated at this time, but the vessel was de-masted and lifted out of the 

water on 20 June 1988 by crane at Stokes Hill wharf, Port Darwin and trucked to the 

MAGNT on Conacher Street, Fannie Bay where it was offloaded and parked beside Hati 

Marege (see Figure 40 previous chapter). Large wooden blocks were placed strategically at 

regular intervals underneath the length of the hull, keeping the vessel well off the ground and 

the keel well supported so a visual inspection for termites could be made periodically. 

Unlike Sama Biasa no specific treatment was done to the ground around the vessel. 

 

Again, unlike Sama Biasa in Fremantle, little was done to reduce or slow the drying of the 

hull. The vessel was left outside and allowed to dry naturally although some care was taken 

to protect the vessel from the elements with tarpaulins. The harshness of Darwin’s 

monsoonal climate, with its alternating wet and dry season was well known to MAGNT 

staff. They had already displayed several vessels including Vivienne, Darwin’s last pearling 

lugger and Thinh Vuong, a refugee boat from the American war in Vietnam, outside in the 

weather for a number of years. An annual repairs and maintenance budget that involved 

regular re-painting and sometimes replacement of timbers was required to keep these two 

vessels in reasonable shape for public display. Karya Sama remained outside for the next 

three and a half years before being placed on display on the 3 June 1992 with the opening of 

what was then, a newly constructed maritime gallery for the Northern Territory (Carment 

and Mellefont 1992: 114–117). 

 

It is a testament to the builders of Karya Sama that it survived more than two years in the 

open, with little or no intervention from museum conservation services and no need for any 

repairs or maintenance. In June or July 1990 the underside of the hull (the area below the 

waterline), was painted with a thick white commercially available paint designed to replicate 

the traditional anti-fouling used by Indonesian mariners. Known as kapur in parts of eastern 

Indonesia, it is made from crushed lime and coconut oil, which is pounded for hours in a 

large mortar and pestle until it forms a thick white paste. Once applied to the hull it must not 

be allowed to dry out and the vessel must be launched immediately. Since being lifted from 

the water and moved to the museum grounds, the kapur had dried out and flaked off, 
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exposing raw timber. 

 

Karya Sama’s transition from a life servicing the needs of a small farmer-fisher community 

on the littoral fringes of the Timor Sea to a museum display was almost complete when in 

August 1991 the boat was lifted by crane and moved into position on the floor of the new 

maritime gallery. This was done before the roof of the gallery was installed (see Figure 52). 

Karya Sama and a number of other historic vessels including Vivienne and Thinh Vuong 

would become the nucleus of a display of historic boats and watercraft from the region, 

many with ethnographic links to the past. Once the exterior of the building was complete, the 

interior fit-out began. The vessels with mast and sail such as Karya Sama were cradled and 

re-rigged with full sail. 

 
 
Figure 52. The new MAGNT maritime gallery under construction, with Karya Sama 

and Vivienne waiting to be moved into place on the gallery floor 
(photograph Paul Clark 1991). 

 

A year later in June 1992 Karya Sama’s transition was finally completed with the official 

opening of the gallery to the visiting public (see Figure 53). The building initially contained 

seven large vessels and a number of smaller dugout and outrigger canoes from Southeast 

Asia and northern Australia. An eighth vessel was moved into the gallery in 1999 when 

Tujuan, another Indonesian perahu lambo (acquired in 1992) was added to the collection.  In 

1994 Karya Sama was fumigated (in the gallery) with methyl bromide when a small colony 

of exotic termites (Cryptotermes dudleyi) was discovered in the internal deck covers 
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(MAGNT 2006). It was thought that the vessel had been fumigated when it first arrived and 

that the colony had survived the initial treatment, but no records could be located to confirm 

the assumption. In 2006 the gallery was renamed the Colin Jack-Hinton Maritime Gallery 

after the foundation director’s death in commemoration of his 22 years of vision and 

direction, particularly in regard to the preservation and study of the region’s watercraft. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 53. The Maritime Gallery (later the Colin Jack-Hinton Maritime Gallery) was 

officially opened to the public on 3rd of June 1992 by Marshall Perron, the 
then Chief Minister of the Northern Territory. Karya Sama is in the 
foreground (photograph Paul Clark 1994). 
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5.3.3 Titipan – accession and transformation 
 
The accession and transformation of Titipan also began like the other two boats with the 

poisoning of vermin and the chlorination or disposal of the freshwater over board. The vessel 

was brought onshore at Willie Creek and fumigated with methyl bromide early in October 

1994 (Letters dated 27/9/94 & 17/10/94) (BHSM 1994). The mast was removed and laid on 

top of the cabin roof along the length of the vessel together with the standing rigging and 

boom before being put back in the water (see previous Figure 41). The vessel then sat on a 

mooring in the creek for seven months until 20 April 1995 when the arrangements with the 

BHS were finalised. The boat was towed into Roebuck Bay by the Broome Fisheries 

Department launch and anchored off Home Beach near the BHSM (Broome Advertiser 14 

May 1995: 4). The fishing equipment and other accoutrements that were part of the donation 

had been removed and used as evidence in the court case the previous year. Fisheries officers 

delivered the shark rattles, hand reels, hooks on wire traces, long line and attachment buoys 

to the museum a few days after the boat had arrived. These and were stored by museum 

volunteers for later display with the boat. 

 
The BHS organised a local engineering company (Raye and Ockerly’s) to construct a steel 

cradle with an RSJ under the keel after securing some funding ($1,500) from the Australian 

National Maritime Museum in 1995 (BHSM 1994). After the cradle was built the vessel was 

temporarily located outside the BHSM (see Figure 54) where it sat for the remainder of 

1995.  In 1996 Titipan was lifted in its cradle by crane and placed inside the museum 

grounds at the back of the premises. Interned Indonesian fishermen serving time in the 

Broome Regional Prison (known as the Broome Gaol) for various fishing offences were 

allowed out on day release to assist with the repairs and maintenance of the boat, which 

included painting and the re-rigging of the mast (see Figure 55). 

 
The BHS was able to secure a limited amount of further funding and Brambles Manford, the 

local crane hire business donated its services free to build an elaborate viewing platform and 

shade structure over the vessel. In mid 1996 Titipan’s transition from shark boat to museum 

exhibit was complete and the display was opened to the public. Unfortunately it was only to 

last another four years before Cyclone Rosita in April 2000 caused major damage to the 

town of Broome and parts of the BHSM, bringing down the shade structure and Titipan’s 

mast. The damage to the boat was never repaired and marked the beginning of its gradual 

decline and decay as an exhibit. For the next nine years the vessel was displayed without its 

mast. In 2003 termites were discovered in the vessels hull and six years later in October 

2009 Titipan was formally deaccessioned, broken up and disposed of (pers. comm. Kylie 

Jennings 2010). 
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Figure 54. Titipan in its new cradle outside the BHSM waiting to be lifted and 

placed on display within the museum grounds (photograph Natasha 
Stacey 1995). 

 

 
 
Figure 55. Indonesian fishermen from the island of Maginti in Southeast Sulawesi, 

carry out repairs and maintenance on Titipan while on day release from 
the Broome Gaol (photographs BHSM Scrapbook1996). 
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5.4 Museum display methods 
 

It is useful now to examine some of the common techniques and methodologies used by 

museums to communicate with the visiting public. 

 

Exhibitions can range according to Dean (1996), from being ‘object-orientated’ at one 

extreme, to ‘concept-orientated’, at the other (see Figure 56). The object display presents 

objects purely for the objects’ sake with little or no interpretive information. The exhibition 

maker focuses on a direct aesthetic or classificatory approach to organize the presentation. 

The intent is simply to arrange the objects logically or in an attractive manner, relying upon 

them to speak for themselves. Visual art works, aesthetically arranged in galleries, or 

reference collections such as stone tools or butterfly collections arranged functionally or 

taxonomically with little supporting documentation other than an identification label, are two 

extreme examples of this type of display. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 56. The object verses concept model of museum display (after Dean 1996, 

interpretative diagram Paul Clark 2005). 

 

In contrast is the concept display where objects are absent, or are of minimal importance. 

This kind of display depends on text and graphics as the primary means of getting the 

message across. When objects are used, they are few in number and play a minor role in the 

overall amount of information displayed. Objects in concept displays are often used as 
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metaphors to objectify the message presented and in some cases are used as examples of 

something similar, but not necessarily the genuine example. Most museum displays are a 

combination of both and it is important to note that neither object-based, nor concept-based 

is inherently right or wrong, nor is any combination of the two better or worse. The decision 

to use one or the other, or a combination, is based purely on the message to be 

communicated and the combination of the objects and information available to do the job 

effectively. 

 

The next three sections of this chapter will discuss how each boat has been displayed and 

presented as a public exhibit and the kind of interpretive material that has been offered to 

form the display narrative. While all three examples present very different messages to the 

public, none of them provide any operational history of the vessel itself, or much if any of 

the social history of those who owned or worked on it. 
 
 
 

5.4.1 Display and interpretation of Sama Biasa at the WAMM 
 

Sama Biasa is one of the first exhibits the visitor sees when entering the WAMM. Located 

on the left with its bow towards the visitor, it is the first of many historic vessels preserved 

and presented in pristine condition by this well-resourced, modern-style museum building 

with approximately 3,000 square metres of display space (Henderson 1999). It is clearly a 

purposeful placement in a temporal sense; the gallery opens with Sama Biasa and moves 

through the various phases of Western Australian maritime history. 

 

For most of the exhibits it is the boat that is the major focus of the material culture on 

display, but other exhibits complement and support a narrative of change, adaptation and 

development within a robust and significant maritime culture on Australia’s west coast. 

Other significant exhibits centre on the pearling and crayfishing7 industries. There are also 

displays focused on leisure and sporting watercraft, on ports, trade and industry, and the role 

of the Australian Navy on Australia’s western coast. 

 

As visitors enter the gallery they are guided to the starboard side of Sama Biasa where a 

small diorama style of display of a Macassan ‘wok’ (kauli) for cooking trepang is located, 

together with a box-table top display – that informs the visitor of Macassan (Indonesian) 

                                                
7  Crayfish is a common term used for a variety of rock lobster species found throughout Australia (Panulirus 

Cygnus) and New Zealand (Jasus edwardsii).  
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fishing that has taken place along the north and northwest coasts of Australia since about the 

1600s8 (see previous Figure 51 and Figure 57). 

 

 
Figure 57. A small diorama style display of an Indonesian fishers trepang wok 

described as a ‘kauli’ (cauldron, wok) set up to demonstrate its use in the 
processing (boiling) of trepang. Beside it is a Hawksbill Sea Turtle 
(Eretmochelys imbricata) shell (photograph Paul Clark 2006). 

 
 

It is clear that while the interpretative display is ‘object rich’, the approach is concept-

orientated in its method, since few of the objects displayed are related to Sama Biasa in a 

primary sense. The interpretation focus is not really about Sama Biasa the boat, but rather a 

history of Indonesian fishing in the north and northwest coasts of Australia. Sama Biasa has 

become both a tactile metaphor in the narrative of early Macassan contact and an example of 

Indonesian fishing (now illegal) in Australian waters during the later part of the 20th century 

(1950s–2000). The WAMM curators have therefore used the vessel to inform the visitor of 

part of the past and the present maritime history of the northwestern coast of Western 

Australia, and in the process justified its acquisition. 

 
 
 
                                                
8  The visitation to Australian shores by Indonesian or Macassan fishers for the purpose of collecting trepang 

began about 1780, not the 1600s according to Macknight (2008). 
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5.4.2 Display and interpretation of Karya Sama at the MAGNT 
 

Karya Sama is one of twelve larger vessels displayed in the MAGNT’s Colin Jack-Hinton 

Maritime Gallery. Opened in June 1992, the gallery was a purpose built space, designed to 

house the Northern Territory’s historic watercraft collection. On display are vessels from 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, Cocos and 

Keeling Islands and northern Australia.9 The boats are grouped by geographical region and 

presented with interpretation panels in a taxonomic style that suggests collecting for 

posterity (see Figure 58). 

 

 
 
Figure 58. Part of the MAGNT’s Indonesian boat collection displayed in the Colin 

Jack-Hinton Maritime Gallery with Karya Sama on the left next to Sama 
Saja (both with sail), Terima Kasih, Hati Marege and Tujuan on the right 
of picture (photograph Paul Clark 2008). 

 
The approach is object-orientated and precise and there is a sense of ethnography in the 

gallery as most of the boats show signs of wear and tear, the hallmarks of a working life. 

However, in most cases it is an illusion, as the work required to unpack the individual boats 

and describe the life histories, the culture and the society they come from has yet to be done. 

What is presented, however, is detailed and informative. Each boat on display has its own 

interpretation panel (1400 x 500 mm) mounted on a tubular stand and positioned next to the 

bow of the vessel (see Figure 58). It provides essential information about the boat in a 

technical sense, its origin and its function, but generally lacks interpretation of people and 

events other than in broad historical terms. There is also a smaller information panel (200 x 

300 mm) for each boat mounted on the handrail of the mezzanine floor walkway that looks 

down on the vessels below. The panel contains similar information to the larger panels on 

the gallery floor but in less detail (see Figure 59). 

 

                                                
9  Northern Australia is defined here as being north of a line drawn between Broome, on the west coast and 

Townsville on the east. 
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Figure 59. Two interpretation panels for Karya Sama, displayed in the Colin Jack-

Hinton Maritime Gallery with the mezzanine floor handrail panel on the 
left and the larger panel positioned near the bow on the right (photograph 
Paul Clark 2005). 

 

The display methodology adopted by the MAGNT to display Karya Sama and the other 

vessels in the collection is the object-orientated approach, rather than concept-orientated. 

While there is some contextual information presented, the boats are largely presented as 

individual items with little attempt to link them into broader temporal, contextual, theoretical 

or regional frameworks other than how they are arranged in regional groupings on the 

gallery floor. Under Jack-Hinton’s direction, however, MAGNT did succeed in presenting 

the range and diversity of boat form and type in rather spectacular fashion and has, therefore, 

justified one of the reasons for collecting Karya Sama in the first place, since it clearly is a 

fine example of its type from the region. 

 

5.4.3 Display and interpretation of Titipan at the BHSM  
 

Titipan was displayed outside at the back of BHSM building for 13 years (1996–2009) 

before it was deaccessioned and removed (see Figure 60). Displayed in an open ‘storage-

display’ area and exposed to Broome’s wet and dry season weather, meant that the boat’s 

expected display life (without major regular maintenance) was always going to be limited. It 

is not known whether it was a conscious decision to allow the vessel to gradually deteriorate 

until its ‘use by date’ was up, or whether attempts to secure ongoing funding for 

maintenance were unsuccessful. However, the display, while it lasted, presented an image 

and narrative of illegal fishing by Indonesians within Australia’s borders. The boat and the 

fishermen associated were generally presented unfavourably.  
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Figure 60. Titipan on display at the back of the BHSM with a dugout canoe 

displayed on the ground beneath its bowsprit which protrudes over the 
boundary fence (photograph Paul Clark 2003). 

 

An interpretive sign displayed in front of the vessel on an elevated viewing platform, 

announces that the boat was purposefully built in 1993 to partake in illegal fishing. Beneath 

the viewing platform is a padlocked cage displaying the boat’s fishing gear – long-lines, 

hand lines, handmade hooks, buoys, baskets, bamboo and coconut shakers,10 and ropes (see 

Figure 61). There is no interpretation of the type of illegal activity Titipan was engaged in, or 

what type of fish the fishing equipment in the cage was designed to catch. The display is 

object oriented with little or no interpretation, and the visitor is left wondering what story the 

boat has to tell. 

 

Inside the museum, however, is a reading area set aside for researchers. In it are a series of 

scrapbooks containing photographs and newspaper clippings that cover more than a decade 

of illegal fishing in Western Australian waters. It is here that a few of the later volumes 

feature Titipan in a number of photographic runs. By consulting these sources, the interested 

visitor is able to gain some perspective and understanding of what the boat is about, but 

generally the only view presented (by the newsprint media) is that of the apprehending 

                                                
10  The bamboo coconut shakers, known as goro goro are used by the Bajo to attract shark by shaking them in 

the water beside the boat to make a noise. Sharks are attracted to the sound and the disturbance made in the 
water (Vail and Russell 1989). 
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authorities. There is little attempt to present any alternative interpretation, such as those that 

might be had by the Indonesian fishers themselves. Nor is there any explanation of where 

Titipan was from or what it was apprehended for. The vessel is presented as a generic 

example of an illegal fishing boat from Indonesia rather than an individual example. 

 

 
 
Figure 61. A view of Titipan on display at the back of the BHSM, with the vessels 

cabin in view behind the interpretive sign and the fishing equipment in a 
cage below (photographs Paul Clark 2003). 

 

5.5 Conclusion to chapter five  
 

This chapter has briefly outlined the rationale behind each museums acquisition of their 

respective Indonesian fishing boat. It has described the acquisition and transformation 

process that each went through before being presented to the public and has briefly analysed 

the display narratives used in the interpretation. These three boats share a number of 

common histories. They each originate (in part) from the same small community on the 

island of Rote in the eastern part of Indonesia. They were apprehended, confiscated and then 

gifted to the museum by a State or Commonwealth regulatory authority to be used as a static 

display. In each case the museum concerned has generally acquired the boat for legitimate 

reasons based on its collection policy or stated curatorial aims. 
 

Each of the boats has been appropriated and transformed from the cultural activity and 
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meaning they had in Indonesia before apprehension (and acquisition), to something different 

once on public display in Australia. The WAMM has largely transformed Sama Biasa’s 

story of a small artisanal fisher’s handmade boat used to hunt and gather amongst the reefs, 

shoals and the off shore islands of Australia’s northwest coast, to an earlier more romantic 

time, some 230–250 years earlier, when Macassans visited parts of the north and northwest 

in search of trepang. This cultural appropriation by the WAMM is not significantly divergent 

from the original indigenous cultural context. What has occurred, however, is a temporal 

shift and a less precise account of contemporary reality. 
 

The MAGNT’s transformation and appropriation of Karya Sama is another example where 

the divergence from its original context is significant, but not that great. A brief factual, but 

sensitive explanation of its origin purpose and acquisition is given, however, the sense that 

the vessel has been collected for a ‘greater’ curatorial purpose is not explained. One of Jack-

Hinton’s curatorial motivations was collecting for posterity and it is here that some 

divergence has taken place. The vessel has been transferred from a working life on the Timor 

Sea, to a static display in a reference collection, a kind of boat ‘holotype’ used as a standard 

reference to describe and compare boat types, most of which are old or extinct. 
 

Of the three boats the transformation and cultural appropriation of Titipan by the BHSM 

exhibits the greatest amount of transformation and cultural appropriation. The vessel is 

portrayed as an illegal boat, purpose built to poach fish from the Australian fishing zone. 

While this may be a valid interpretation given the circumstances under which the vessel was 

acquired, there is no evidence to support this and no attempt to provide any other 

interpretation of what the boat did in its limited working life. The vessel is subjugated and 

subordinate to the political and economic agenda of the apprehending powers. The irony of 

the fishing equipment locked in a cage so it cannot escape and do more damage to the fish 

stocks is probably unintentional but curious just the same, since none of other items in the 

storage display yard are treated in the same way. 
 

Museums, like universities, are generally regarded as places of learning for education and 

reflection with a desire to change attitudes, modify behaviour and, as Dean (1996: 4) also 

suggested, increase knowledge. It must be stressed that each museum’s account is valid in 

that it provides a particular lens through which to view the object. It should also be 

recognised that the narrative presented reflects as much on the exhibitor as it does on the 

material being exhibited. In the end it is a matter of depth – how far back, how much detail, 

how many interpretations are required to answer the interesting questions about the boat’s 

existence. 
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Chapter  Six 

Conclusion. 
 

The aim of this study was to research the provenance and background of three Indonesian 

fishing boats Sama Biasa, Karya Sama and Titipan, and write a history of each (within the 

constraints outlined) in order to better understand their place and significance in Australian 

museums. 

 

Chapter two presented a back ground history for the development of watercraft in the Indo-

Malay archipelago region. It offered evidence for adaptation and change of watercraft over 

time, through a process known as hybridisation – a mechanism that enabled external 

influences form Chinese, Indian, Arab and European design to be incorporated with local 

‘native’ watercraft within the region over time. The description of this process enabled a 

plausible explanation to be presented for the origin and development of the perahu lambo, 

the most recent sailing vessel to emerge from the region, and the same vessel type that Sama 

Biasa, Karya Sama and Titipan belongs to. Furthermore chapter two provided strong 

evidence to support the view that one of Australia’s iconic sailing vessels of the late 19th and 

early 20th century, the ‘pearling lugger’ had considerable influence on the design of the 

perahu lambo, particularly in the later stages of its development. This relationship and the 

shared maritime history that it implies between Indonesia and Australia, provides 

significance and justification for the inclusion of the perahu lambo in Australian museums. 

 

Chapter three provided an historical background to Indonesian fishing in Australian waters 

an enterprise that dates back to the mid 18th century and continues today in a modified form. 

The marine products sought, the ethnicity of the fishers and the market place where the 

product is sold has changed little in the last few hundred years. What has changed, however, 

is the access to those fishing grounds and the technology used to fish them. In particular the 

boat types used to collect and transport the product from fishing grounds to market place. 

Chapter two explained the transition of boat form over time arriving at the perahu lambo as 

the vessel of choice today, particularly in restricted areas such as the MOU Box. Chapter 

three has also provided a social and economic background in order to understand the cause 

and effect that policy and regulation has had on Indonesian fishers in the region as Australia 

and Indonesia have developed into modern nation states. The perahu lambo has played a 

central role in this story and has a large complex item of material culture has a significant 

place in Australian museums. 
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Chapter four has provided a partial ethno-history of the social life of these three boats 

leading up to their acquisition and eventual display in Australian museums. These partial 

‘boat ethno-histories’ have occurred in the last half of the 20th century and as such can be 

seen within a context of a fishing industry that has had a long history of operating in 

Australian waters. They exhibit a continuity of purpose – hunting, gathering and a fishing 

practice that has had a much longer heritage than the lifetimes in which these vessels 

operated. Their relationship with the more distant past and the similarities of purpose with 

the Macassan industry can and has been used to place them in Australian museums. 

 

Chapter five has presented the rationale behind each individual museums acquisition of their 

respective Indonesian fishing boat. Process of acquisition and transformation that each 

fishing boat went through before being presented to the public is described and briefly 

analysed. The display narratives and the interpretation of each boat is examined and 

compared and despite the similarities of these boats, they have been transformed and 

interpreted in very different ways.  In each case the cultural activity and meaning they had in 

Indonesia before apprehension (and acquisition), is not presented or displayed to the visiting 

public in Australia. The WAMM has largely transformed Sama Biasa into a Macassan story. 

The MAGNT has collected for posterity, presenting Karya Sama as a specimen, a boat 

‘holotype’ to be used as a standard reference, for the description and comparison of other 

boat types into the future. The BHSM has appropriated and transformed Titipan, a purpose 

built shark fishing boat, into an illegal fishing boat, purpose built to poach fish from 

Australian waters. 

 

Significance is a yardstick that is increasingly being used by museums to justify the 

continued existence of their collections, particularly as economic factors force museum 

towards community based infotainment type programs rather than scientific research and 

documentation. All three boats presented in this study are, or in the case of Titipan, were, 

significant (for the reasons given in this thesis), but as we have seen, their futures are not 

guaranteed. It is not just the smaller regional museums that face economic threats to their 

collections. National museums such as the Australian National Maritime Museum also have 

their problems. It is hoped, however, that this thesis will provide some framework for future 

analysis of other boats in museums and provide ways to understand their place and 

significance. 
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Appendix 1. 
Marine organisms, other than fishes (pisces), hunted, caught or 
collected, by Indonesian fishers in the Arafura and Timor Sea region1 
 
 
Indonesian name Scientific name Common name 
  
Krustasea Crustacea Prawns & shrimps 
Udang Trasi (U. Rebon) Mysis spp Opossum Shrimp 
Udang Trasi (U. Jambret) Acetes spp Paste Shrimp 
Udang Jerbung (U. Putih) Penaeus merguiensis Banana Prawn 
Udang Kelong (U. Putih) Penaeus indicus Banana Prawn 
Udang Raja (U. kembang) Penaeus latisulcatus Western King Prawn 
Udang Bago (Doangsito) Penaeus semisulcatus Tiger Prawn 
Udang Windu (U. Pacet) Penaeus monodon Tiger Prawn 
Udang Belang (U. Harimau) Parapenaeopsis sculptilis Rainbow Prawn 
Udang Dogol (U. Apiapi) Metapenaeus monoceros Greasy Prawn 
Udang Cenedana (U. Bajang) Metapenaeus brevicornis Greasy Prawn 
Undang Krosok (U. Kencana) Metapenaeus lysianassa Greasy Prawn 

  Crayfish/Lobsters 
Udang Kendal (U. Rejuna) Panulirus versicolor Painted Spiny Lobster 
Udang Jarak Panulirus polyphagus Mud Spiny Lobster 
Udang Pantung (U. Bireng) Panulirus homarus Scalloped Spiny Lobster 
 
 
 
Molluska Mollusca: Bivalvia Bivalve Molluscs 
Kerang Darah Anadara granosa Roughback Cockle shell 
Kerang Bulu Anadara antiquata Ark Cockle Shell 
Simping Placuna placenta Common Window Shell 
Cupang Isognomon ephippium Saddle Window Shell 
Kerang Bubue Codakia tigerina Tiger Lucine 
Kerang Tahu Periglypta reticulata Reticulate Venus Shell 
Kepah Meretrix meretrix Hard Clam 
Tapis-tapis Pinctada margaritifera Black-lip Pearl Oyster 
Kerang Mutiara Pinctada maxima Gold-lip Pearl Oyster 
Kipas-kipas Amusium pleuronectus Delicate Saucer Scallop 
Srindit Hijau Perna viridis Asian Green Mussel 
Tiram Crassostrea cucullata Rock Oyster 
Tiram Batu Spondylus ducalis Thorny Oyster 
Tiram Bakau Plicatula plicata Plate Oyster 
Tiram Martil Malleus malleus Black Hammer Oyster 
Kima Raksasa, K. Raja Tridacna gigas Fluted Giant Clam 
Kima Kuning Tridacna squamosa Scaled Giant Clam 
Kima Pasir Hippopus hippopus Spotted Horse-shoe Clam 
Kapak-kapak Pina bicolor Coloured Razor Shell 
Kampak-kampak Atrina vexillum Black Pen Shell 
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Siput (Keong Laut) Mollusca: Gastropoda Gastropod Molluscs 
Mata Kucing Turbo petholatus Tapestry Turban Snail 
Batulaga Turbo marmoratus Green Turban Snail 
Lola (Susubunder) Trochus niloticus Trochus (Top Shell) 
Mulut Lembu Cypraecassis rufa Bull-mouth Helmet Shell 
Taburik (Kepala Kambing) Cassis cornuta Horned Helmet Shell 
Keong Terompet (Onem) Syrinx aruanus False Trumpet Shell 
Concong Raja (Lolonggok) Charonia tritonis Triton’s Trumpet 
Kede-kede (Gonggong Hitam) Strombus urseus Little Pitcher Conch 
Gonggong Kuning Strombus canarium Dog Conch 
Namg-punangan Cymbiola nobilis Noble Volute 
Keong Pepaya (Taburi) Melo aethiopicus Bailer Shell 
Lapar Kenyang Haliotis asinina Ass’s Ear Abalone 
 
 
Cephalopoda Mollusca: Cephalopoda Cephalopod Molluscs 
Genggeng Notilus Nautilus pompilius Chambered Nautilus 
Cumi-cumi, Enus Loligo spp Squid 
Sotong, Blekutak Sepia spp Cuttlefish 
Gurita Octopus spp Octopus 
 
 
Annelida Annelida: Polychaeta Polychaeta Annelids 
Laor Eunice spp Palolo Worms 
Oele Lysidice oele Palolo Worms 
 
 
Tripang (Holothure) Echinodermata: Holothuroidea Trepang, Bêche de 

mer 
Tripang Batukeling Holothuria edulis Pinkfish 
Tripang Lotong Holothuria nobilis White Teatfish 
Tripang Getah Holothuria vacabunda Blackish Sea Cucumber 
Tripang Hitam Holothuria atra Lollyfish 
Tripang Grido Holothuria vitiensis Reddish Sea Cucumber 
Tripang Olok-olok Holothuria marmorata Marmorate Sea Cucumber 
Tripang Pasir Holothuria scabra Sandfish 
Tripang Kasur Holothuria lecanora Brownish Sea Cucumber 
Tripang Gama Stichopus variegatus Curryfish 
Tripang Patola Bohadschia argus Leopardfish 
 
 
Agar-agar (Rumput Laut) Rhodophyta Red Sea Weeds 
Ramukasangi Eucheuma spinosum Red Sea Weed Thick Branched
Agar-agar Besa Eucheuma edul Red Sea Weed Thick Thallus  
Kades Geligidium rigida Red Sea Weed Branched Fern 
Bulung Sutra Hypnea charoides Red Sea Weed Smooth Thallus 
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Reptilia Laut Reptilia: Chelonidae Sea Turtles 
Penyu Sisik Eretmochelys imbricata Hawksbill Sea Turtle 
Penyu Hijau Chelonia mydas Green Sea Turtle 
Penyu Belimbing Dermochelys coriacea Leatherback Turtle 
 
 
Mammalia Laut Mammalia Mammals 
Duyung Sapi Laut Dugong dugon Dugong 
 
 
                                                
1  The Indonesian names for these marine organisms were acquired during several visits to Ashmore Reef, Rote, 

Kupang, and the Tanimbar Islands, and from discussions over several years with the following people whose 
assistance is gratefully acknowledged. Halid Badjideh and Pak Toby (Pepela, Rote), Pradina Purwati (Lembaga 
Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia), Steve Tester (Australian Customs Service), Barry Russell (Marine Biodiversity, 
Department of Natural Resources Environment the Arts and Sport), Scott Whiting (Marine Biodiversity, 
Department of Natural Resources Environment the Arts and Sport), Dan Dwyer (Charles Darwin University) 
and numerous fishermen from various parts of eastern Indonesia who were met at fish markets in villages or on 
boats. The Indonesian names were checked against published material from the Indonesian Research Institute 
for Marine Fisheries (Balai Penelitian Perikanan Laut). Scientific names were also obtained from a variety of 
sources, but mainly from a poster ‘Sumberdaya Perikanan Laut Ekonomis Penting (Non Ikan) Di Indonesia’ 
(Economically Important Marine Fisheries Resources [Non Fishes] In Indonesia) published (nd) by the 
Indonesian Research Institute for Marine Fisheries, Jakarta. Other sources used include Ocean Biogeographic 
Information System (OBIS), Google Images, and a variety of marine biology reference books. I am especially 
grateful to Richard Willan and Chris Glasby (Museum and Art Gallery Northern Territory) who checked the 
scientific and common English names and most importantly concurred that the organisms identified had been 
scientifically recorded in the Arafura and Timor Sea region. 
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Appendix 2. 
Ashmore Reef Database (arrivals and departures 1986–1999) 
 
The Ashmore Reef Database was started in 1986 by the Australian Commonwealth 

Government’s National Parks and Wildlife Service and contains 1,678 records with 

information on Indonesian fishing boats visiting Ashmore Reef during the years 1986–1999. 

Officers employed by Parks North Australia (a branch within the Australian National Parks 

and Wildlife Service) were stationed at Ashmore reef for 10 months during the fishing 

season (March–December) (Fox and Sen 2002: 13). Living on board a charter vessel, the 

officers (amongst other duties) maintained a database of each Indonesian vessel arriving and 

departing Ashmore Reef. 

 

The Indonesian boats recorded in the Ashmore Reef Database are identified by name, date of 

arrival, type of vessel, owner’s and captain’s name and port of origin. In addition some 

information is also recorded on the number and names of crew, catch, fishing gear and other 

equipment such as canoes (Fox and Sen 2002: 13). Fox and others have estimated that the 

Ashmore Database covers about 75% of Indonesian vessels fishing in the MOU Box during 

the years 1986–1999. It was not possible to get data on all boats as some did not stop at 

Ashmore Reef if they were fishing in other parts of the MOU Box, or they arrived and 

departed before the vessels details could be obtained (pers. comm. Dan Dwyer 2006). 

 

The information contained in this appendix (records for Karya Sama 1986–1988) has been 

extracted from the author’s copy of the Ashmore Database that was provided to the author 

by Des Pike, Environment Australia (now Australian Government Department of 

Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities) in 2000. 

 

Karya Sama is the only boat from this study found in the Ashmore Reef Database. Sama 

Biasa operated in the region before data was collected for the Ashmore Reef Database, and 

Titipan, operating as shark fishing boat, did not call into Ashmore Reef during its short 

career. 
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Boarding Report number 86/   
Date of Boarding report 8/19/86   

Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name ABRAHAM NON   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 8/19/86   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 8/23/86 1   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  

 
 
 
                                                
1 The database did not include a departure date for vessels leaving Ashmore Reef. Sometimes the 

‘Mast’ field was used to record this information. 
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Boarding Report number 86/   

Date of Boarding report 8/27/86   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name ABRAHAM NON   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 8/27/86   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 9/3/86   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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Boarding Report number 86/   

Date of Boarding report 9/20/86   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name ABRAHAM NON   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 9/20/86   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 10/6/86   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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Boarding Report number 87/048   

Date of Boarding report 8/24/87   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name JERMIAS BATUK   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 8/24/87   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 9/3/87   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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Boarding Report number 87/083   

Date of Boarding report 10/1/1987   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name JERMIAS BATUK   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 10/1/1987   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 10/9/87   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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Boarding Report number 88/039   

Date of Boarding report 3/28/88   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name JERMIAS BATUK   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 3/28/88   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 4/13/88   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline  
Equip. No. of Hooks  

Equip. Handlines  
Equip.Dive Goggles  

Equip. Spearguns  
Catch details Shark  

Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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Boarding Report number 88/067   

Date of Boarding report 5/19/88   
Vessel Name KARYA SAMA   
Vessel Type 2   

Captains Name JERMIAS BATUK   
Owners Name MARTEN BARTUK   

Home Port PAPELA, ROTI   
Date Depart Home Port    

Date Arrive Ashmore 5/19/88   
Proposed Period of Stay    

Area to be Visited    
Hull    

Cabin    
Mast 5/21/88   

Sampans    
Number of Crew    
Name of Crew 1  Age  
Name of Crew 2  Age  
Name of Crew 3  Age  
Name of Crew 4  Age  
Name of Crew 5  Age  
Name of Crew 6  Age  
Name of Crew 7  Age  
Name of Crew 8  Age  
Name of Crew 9   Age  

Name of Crew 10  Age  
Name of Crew 11  Age  

Equip. Longline ILLEGAL TOOK BIRDS & EGGS/HMAS GAWER TOWED 
DARWIN 

Equip. No. of Hooks  
Equip. Handlines  

Equip.Dive Goggles  
Equip. Spearguns  

Catch details Shark  
Catch details Trepang  
Catch details Trochus  

Catch details Fish  
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